
 

 
 
 
December 21, 2017 
 
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, MD 
c/o Division of Dockets Management 
HFA-305 
Food and Drug Administration 
5630 Fishers Lane, Room 1061 
Rockville, MD 20825 
 
Re: Tobacco Product Manufacturing Practice 
 
 Docket No. FDA-2013-N-0227 
 
Dear Commissioner Gottlieb: 
 
The Public Health Law Center is pleased to submit these comments to the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) regarding the Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) 
proposal submitted by a group of tobacco product manufacturers on June 7, 2017. 
The Public Health Law Center is the coordinating center of the Tobacco Control 
Legal Consortium, a national network of nonprofit legal centers providing legal 
technical assistance to public health professionals and advocates concerning legal 
issues related to tobacco and public health.1 We submit these comments on behalf of 
these centers. 
 
We have reviewed the June 7 letter from RAI Services Company to the FDA and note 
that it represents a wholesale adoption of the proposal submitted to the agency by 
R.J. Reynolds on January 10, 2012, with a short list of additional considerations 
related to e-cigarettes. Because there was no significant change in R.J. Reynold’s 
proposal, we attach to this letter our May 20, 2013 comment on the previous 
proposal. All of the information contained in that comment is equally relevant to the 
minimally supplemented June 7, 2017 proposal.  
 

                                                        
1 The Tobacco Control Legal Consortium’s activities are coordinated by the Public Health Law Center, 
at Mitchell Hamline School of Law in St. Paul, Minnesota. The Consortium’s affiliated legal centers 
include: ChangeLab Solutions, Oakland, California; Legal Resource Center for Tobacco Regulation, 
Litigation & Advocacy, at University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law, Baltimore, 
Maryland; Public Health Advocacy Institute and the Center for Public Health and Tobacco Policy, both 
at Northeastern University School of Law, Boston, Massachusetts; Smoke-Free Environments Law 
Project, at Center for Social Gerontology, Ann Arbor, Michigan; and Tobacco Control Policy and Legal 
Resource Center at New Jersey GASP, Summit, New Jersey. 
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As a threshold matter, we would like to reiterate our view that the tobacco industry 
has demonstrated that they cannot be relied upon to participate in the creation of 
meaningful regulation or to comply in good faith with any regulations that do 
survive their attempts to block them. As we mentioned in our previous comment, 
when the tobacco industry puts forward a proposal, such as the one at issue here, 
the FDA should question the industry’s motivation. The tobacco industry’s agenda is 
not to help the FDA create meaningful regulation; it is to thwart strong regulations 
and preserve industry profits at the expense of public health. The original proposed 
practices and these e-cigarette-related addendums support that position. 
 
In addition to our previous – and continuing – objections, we have two concerns 
specific to the most recent proposal. First, on page five of the 2017 proposal, the 
tobacco product manufacturers attempt to reassert that the purpose of GMP 
regulations is to “prevent[] the introduction of substances not ordinarily contained 
in tobacco products that would present a risk of injury to the consumer beyond that 
generally posed by the same category of tobacco products.” This is false. 
 
The letter recognizes that “Congress, the U.S. Surgeon General, and public health 
authorities have identified certain inherent risks associated with the use of different 
categories of tobacco products.” While this premise is true, it does not logically 
follow that because tobacco products cause harm, the FDA’s role in regulating the 
products is merely to protect the public from additional harm. As is discussed at 
length in the attached comment, this proposal is merely an attempt to persuade the 
FDA to reject the public health standard in favor of an individual risk standard 
which affords the industry more leeway to introduce new, harmful products.  
 
Rather than accept the industry’s entirely false premise, the FDA must promulgate 
GMP regulations in such a way as to protect public health from the disastrous health 
effects of tobacco products, not just from the incidental risk of exposure to materials 
not ordinarily found in tobacco products. In promulgating GMP regulations, the FDA 
must use the public health standard, a legal standard intended to reduce harm at the 
population level.  
 
Second, while the FDA has taken some important steps to increase the transparency 
of various aspects of tobacco product regulation, for information and 
documentation submitted by the tobacco industry to the agency, in making 
decisions about disclosure, the FDA has often seemed to prioritize the industry’s 
interest in confidentiality over the public’s interest in transparency. The history of 
this proposal is only one example of this misplaced priority.  
 
The tobacco product manufacturers submitted their initial proposal to the FDA on 
January 10, 2012. According to the cover letter to the proposal, the dialogue that led 
to the proposal began in 2011 and the letter also requests an in-person meeting 
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with agency staff. However, neither the prior nor subsequent correspondence 
between the FDA and any tobacco product manufacturers regarding the GMP 
proposal was placed into the docket for public inspection and comment. The agency 
did, in fact, have a meeting on May 20, 2012, regarding the GMP proposal and 
manufacturers corresponded with the FDA prior to that meeting. The agency and 
the industry also developed materials in advance of the meeting. All of these 
materials were in existence when the FDA published the GMP proposal for comment 
on March 19, 2013, and yet none of them were made available. The Consortium had 
to submit a request under the Freedom of Information Act in order to review these 
materials, which we attach to this letter. 
 
It should be the FDA’s standard practice to publish all relevant materials on a given 
subject so that the public can submit fully informed comments. We respectfully 
request that when the FDA’s Center for Tobacco Products requests public comments 
on a tobacco industry proposal, the Center make it a standard practice publish all 
tobacco industry submitted materials and in-person meeting notes relevant to that 
particular docket. The industry’s history of deceptive practices underscores the 
importance of prioritizing transparency in the FDA’s interactions with the tobacco 
industry, especially in a situation where the FDA seeks public input on industry-
submitted information. 
 
We urge the FDA to promulgate GMP regulations designed to improve public health 
rather than working from an industry-drafted proposal. In addition, we request that 
the agency publish all information submitted by the tobacco industry when seeking 
comment on regulatory proposals submitted by tobacco product manufacturers.  
 
Respectfully, 
 

 
 

Joelle Lester 
Director 

Desmond Jenson 
Staff Attorney 

 
 
Attachments 
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May 20, 2013 
 
Division of Dockets Management 
HFA-305 
Food and Drug Administration 
5630 Fishers Lane, Room 1061 
Rockville, MD 20852 
 
Re: Comment to FDA-2013-N-0227  
Tobacco Product Manufacturing Practice; Establishment of a Public Docket 

 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
The Tobacco Control Legal Consortium is pleased to submit these comments to assist the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) in analyzing the tobacco product good manufacturing 
practices proposal submitted by the tobacco industry. Specifically, we will address the fact that 
any such offering by the tobacco industry ought to be considered in light of the industry’s history 
of avoiding meaningful regulation. We will discuss that this proposal in particular, is an attempt 
to advance the industry’s agenda of subverting the public health purpose of the Family Smoking 
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (Tobacco Control Act). We will also outline the FDA’s 
broad authority to promulgate meaningful regulation that can improve public health. 

 
Founded in 2003, the Tobacco Control Legal Consortium (“the Consortium”) is the leading 
source of legal technical assistance on tobacco control policy in the United States.  The 
Consortium promotes evidence-based and legally sound approaches to tobacco control policy, 
and provides legal technical assistance to federal, state, and local public health advocates, 
officials, and attorneys across the country.  The Consortium’s team of attorneys, based at the 
Public Health Law Center in St. Paul, Minnesota, provides legislative drafting and policy 
assistance, prepares educational materials, and files legal briefs as amicus curiae in key cases 
before the highest courts of the nation. 
 
I. Untrustworthy Racketeers 
 
The tobacco industry has a long history of deceitful behavior that is well-chronicled. The 
industry’s behavior and tactics are documented by many sources, including a massive archive of 
internal industry documents housed at the University of California San Francisco, which this 
comment will frequently use as reference material. In addition, Judge Gladys Kessler’s landmark 
2006 opinion in U.S. v. Philip Morris provides a comprehensive compilation of the tobacco 
industry’s deception.1  In this case, the government charged the tobacco industry defendants2 
with violating the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO).3 Many of Judge 
Kessler’s findings are directly relevant to the issue of whether the tobacco industry can be trusted 
to participate in good faith in the regulatory process, and therefore must inform the FDA’s 
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consideration of this tobacco industry proposal.4 That ruling should also serve as a guide, more 
generally, for the FDA’s decision-making in its regulation of tobacco products. Any decisions 
made or regulations promulgated by the FDA should be consistent with the findings and the 
ruling in that case. 

 
Among the deceitful acts recounted in Judge Kessler’s opinion are the tobacco industry’s long 
history of secretly conducting and hiding scientific research on the health effects of tobacco use,5 
the addictiveness of and the ability to manipulate nicotine,6 the lack of any health benefit from 
light and low tar cigarettes,7 and the hazard of secondhand smoke.8 Judge Kessler also details the 
industry’s efforts to ensure that none of its research would be seen by courts or the general 
public.9 The tobacco industry has also been found to deliberately market its products to youth for 
decades,10 and has been found to destroy and suppress damaging information.11 Industry efforts 
to suppress evidence of the catastrophic health effects of tobacco products has included publicly 
disparaging any research finding a link between tobacco use and disease and death, as well as 
attempting to discredit the researchers who publish such findings.12  

 
In the latter half of the twentieth century, when the mounting evidence of the health effects of 
tobacco use became undeniable and the public finally began to question the motives of the 
tobacco industry, the tobacco companies conspired to create front groups that appeared to be 
legitimate, independent third-parties and used them to continue to disseminate false 
information.13 The tobacco industry has demonstrated a continued effort to avoid willfully 
availing itself of meaningful regulation. The industry has expended tremendous efforts to ensure 
that its public statements could not be used against it,14 even when those statements were 
patently untrue. This strategy was summed up by one executive who said, “[o]ur basic position 
in the cigarette controversy is subject to the charge, and may be subject to a finding, that we are 
making false or misleading statements to promote the sale of cigarettes.”15 

 
If there is a single, clear message that one can take away from Judge Kessler’s momentous 
opinion, it is this: the tobacco industry racketeers simply cannot be trusted. They have 
demonstrated that they cannot be relied upon to participate in the creation of meaningful 
regulation or to comply in good faith with any regulations that do survive their attempts to block 
them. When the tobacco industry puts forward a proposal such as the one at issue here, the FDA 
should question the industry’s motivation. Its agenda is not to help the FDA create meaningful 
regulation; it is to thwart strong regulations and preserve industry profits at the expense of public 
health. 
 
II. Attempts to Escape Regulation by Racketeers 
 
If the tobacco industry has a single greatest skill (aside from manufacturing and marketing a 
highly addictive and deadly product), it is understanding the regulatory environment, fighting 
existing tobacco control regulations, and identifying every potential opportunity to prevent the 
adoption of new tobacco control regulations.  

 
It is no secret that the tobacco industry has spent hundreds of millions of dollars over decades 
lobbying legislative branches at the state and federal levels.16 The industry’s manipulation of 
federal executive agencies is less visible, but just as critical to the industry’s agenda. The tobacco 
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industry has spent tremendous resources to track the actions and potential actions of executive 
agencies for the purpose of preventing and challenging unfavorable agency actions.  

 
For example, beginning in 1986, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) required 
cigarette manufacturers to submit lists of cigarette ingredients. In response, the tobacco 
companies prepared elaborate defensive measures in the event this information was made public. 
The six largest American tobacco companies collaborated on a strategy to respond to a potential 
leak of the ingredient list or a prepared report that HHS could submit to Congress. The tobacco 
industry was keenly aware that pooling its resources and presenting a unified front would 
minimize any potential reputation damage created by its ingredient lists becoming public. The 
tobacco industry lawyers knew that even though ingredient lists were confidential in the hands of 
HHS, once a list became a part of a report to Congress, HHS could publish the list without 
violating the law.17 Anticipating the ingredient list becoming public, the industry and its lawyers 
developed complex strategies for every potential “leak” scenario, including a small leak of 
information, a formal report severely critical of industry practices, sustained critical media 
coverage or even congressional hearings.18 The industry continued to update its strategy 
throughout the 1980s and into the early 1990s until its focus shifted to potential regulatory 
actions by the FDA.19 

 
In 1994, Representative Henry Waxman chaired a congressional hearing at which the CEOs of 
each of the seven largest tobacco companies infamously testified that they believed that nicotine 
was not an addictive substance.20 Internal documents indicate that the industry knew that nicotine 
was addictive as early as the 1960s.21 This hearing and the subsequent public scrutiny of the 
industry mark the beginning of an even more concerted effort by the tobacco industry to monitor 
federal action and attempt to prevent future regulation. In July of 1994, the Tobacco Institute, a 
tobacco industry front group, prepared an extensive report assessing the potential of fourteen 
federal agencies and forty-two sub-agencies of the Department of Health and Human Services to 
regulate tobacco.22 The report also identified 229 recipients of federal grants to study tobacco, 
the funding each organization received, and the specifics of what was being studied. Finally, the 
report identified thirty-one national, non-governmental tobacco control organizations and 
described their activities. The industry was preparing for potential federal action by researching 
any agency or group that might stand in the way of its goal of avoiding regulation. 

 
On August 11, 1995, the FDA published a notice that it intended to assert jurisdiction over 
cigarettes.23 Internal documents show that the tobacco companies were already well prepared to 
take action. In fact, Philip Morris (now a division of Altria) had an “FDA Media Plan” devoted 
to thwarting any potential regulations initiated by the FDA. 24 This plan outlined strategies for 
several potential regulatory scenarios, including a notice of proposed rulemaking by the FDA, a 
leak of information from the FDA about a rule, or the issuance of a report that disparaged the 
industry. For each scenario, Philip Morris was prepared with press conference statements,25 press 
releases,26 radio and television advertising scripts,27 newspaper op-ed pieces,28 prepared speeches 
for industry-friendly congressional representatives,29 grassroots campaign information,30 and 
telephone contact lists for FDA employees.31 This plan evolved into an “FDA Crisis 
Communication Plan,” a minute-by-minute plan of the activities for a team of at least thirty-
seven people who prepared for FDA action by running a “crisis simulation” on June 7, 1995.32 
This group was prepared for every step that FDA Commissioner David Kessler made, even 
disseminating rebuttals to speeches on the very day that Commissioner Kessler made them.33 
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All of these efforts were in addition to the formal channels that the tobacco industry used to 
challenge the FDA’s proposed rule. From August 11, 1995 until January 2, 1996 and for an 
additional 30 days starting on March 18, 1996, the FDA’s rule was open for public comment.34 
During the public comment period, the industry mobilized tobacco retailers by providing them 
with form letters to send to the FDA,35 and by sending out an “Action Alert” describing the 
FDA’s plan and outlining how retailers could get involved.36 The tobacco industry also placed 
petitions inside tobacco retail stores so that customers could respond to the proposed rule.37 
Philip Morris solicited comments from its own employees by placing letter-writing booths 
outside employee cafeterias.38 The tobacco industry also effectively motivated the advertising 
industry to respond negatively to the proposed rule by focusing on the rule’s limitations on 
tobacco advertising and how it might affect advertising agency revenues.39 This particular effort 
also included the provision of form letters.40 In total, the massive mobilization campaign yielded 
the largest response to a proposed rule in FDA history.41 The agency “received more than 
700,000 individual pieces of mail, representing the views of nearly 1 million individuals.”42 This 
tremendous plan to overwhelm the FDA with comments represents how much effort the industry 
is willing to spend in order to utilize the formal legal processes to oppose regulation of its 
products. The notice-and-comment rulemaking process necessitates comments from the public 
but the tobacco industry’s domination of the process demonstrates its capability and 
determination to avoid FDA regulation. 

 
The industry mobilization did not block the FDA’s efforts and the final rule was published on 
August 28, 1996.43  While the tobacco industry identified possible tactics to thwart the FDA’s 
efforts, such as lobbying Congress to limit FDA’s enforcement ability by freezing its funding 
levels and/or forcing it to devote all of its employees to other tasks,44 the industry ultimately 
resorted to the last tool in its toolbox: litigation. This was another strategy that the tobacco 
industry had been preparing for. Complaints had been drafted in advance and were prepared to 
be filed with the courts. Five tobacco companies and one advertising agency filed suit against the 
FDA and Commissioner Kessler on August 11, 1996, the same day the FDA published its final 
rule.45 After a protracted legal battle that was eventually decided by the U.S. Supreme Court, the 
FDA’s rule was struck down on March 21, 2000.46 With the FDA rendered powerless to regulate 
tobacco, the industry returned its focus to Congress, monitoring and lobbying against any bill 
that could empower the FDA to regulate tobacco in the future.47  

 
After numerous attempts, Congress passed the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control 
Act and President Obama signed the bill into law on June 22, 2009. 48  This Act finally granted 
the FDA the express authority to regulate tobacco products. However, this did not mark the end 
of the tobacco companies’ attempts to evade regulation. Before the FDA had exercised any 
meaningful authority and even before most of the statutory provisions of the act had gone into 
effect, the tobacco industry challenged more than ten provisions within the Tobacco Control Act, 
including prohibitions on certain types of marketing activities directed toward youth and the 
Act’s provision mandating graphic warnings on cigarette packages.49  The industry later filed suit 
to challenge the FDA’s final rule implementing graphic warnings.50  The industry was 
unsuccessful in removing the FDA’s authority to create graphic warnings, but has thus far 
blocked implementation of the graphic warning rule.51  Additionally, the tobacco industry has 
tried, to forestall potential regulation of menthol cigarettes and dissolvable tobacco products by 
way of a lawsuit challenging the composition of the Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory 
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Committee (TPSAC), 52 which was formed pursuant to the Act to advise the FDA on safety and 
health issues, including those related to menthol cigarettes and dissolvable tobacco products. The 
industry has also attempted to use the Act’s narrow preemption provision to stamp out novel 
tobacco control policies at the local level, twice in New York City53 and once in Providence, 
RI.54 Finally, the tobacco industry has also attempted to argue that the passage of the Tobacco 
Control Act extinguishes the court’s jurisdiction in U.S. v. Philip Morris because it will be forced 
to comply with the Act’s comprehensive regulation,55 at the very same time that it was 
attempting to overturn the Act by arguing in another court that the Act was unconstitutional. All 
of these actions demonstrate the industry’s dedication to avoiding regulation. 
 
In short, the industry has the resources and motivation to block health-protective tobacco 
regulations at every stage of the regulatory process: both pre-rule (through public comment, 
mobilization, and Congressional influence) and post-rule (largely through litigation but also 
Congressional influence).  This is not just a matter of history; the industry’s recent responses to 
FDA actions made pursuant to the Tobacco Control Act show that the tobacco companies have 
not changed their ways. The proposal at issue in this comment is no exception. This history of 
underhanded tactics to avoid regulation provides context for the tobacco industry’s current 
proposal. This industry has not demonstrated a willingness to participate in the creation of 
meaningful regulation and in examining the industry’s current proposal, the FDA must account 
for the industry’s continued attempts to avoid regulation. This next section will provide an 
overview of the industry’s proposal and attempt to shed some light on its true intentions.  
 
III. The Racketeers’ Meaningless Proposal 

 
The tobacco industry’s tobacco product good manufacturing practices proposal represents the 
industry’s latest attempt to avoid meaningful regulation. Since the Tobacco Control Act was 
passed, the tobacco industry has not waited for the FDA to exercise all of its authority and 
instead has taken the initiative and petitioned the FDA, both formally and informally, to take 
actions that would be favorable to the industry rather than protective of public health. This 
industry proposal requests that the FDA codify a system of self-regulation. The FDA must be 
aware that allowing for self-regulation, for this industry in particular, will lead to disastrous 
consequences. It should be clear from the tobacco industry’s behavior that this is an industry that 
cannot simply be left to regulate itself. When there is no oversight, there is no length that it will 
not go to in order to sell a product that it knows to be addictive and deadly. The FDA should not 
use its broad authority to simply mandate that the industry take actions that it ought to already be 
taking such as ensuring basic safety and sanitation in tobacco manufacturing facilities. This 
proposal is nothing more than a request for the least amount of FDA oversight that still gives the 
appearance of regulation. Instead, the FDA should implement stringent regulations that can 
reduce the harm of tobacco and improve public health. 

 
This comment will attempt to identify some of the problems with the tobacco industry’s 
proposal. Before detailing the specific failings with each subpart of the proposal, a few 
overarching problems must be addressed.  

 
A. Deliberate Inclusion of Meaningless Standards 
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Predictably, the tobacco industry’s proposal would create no real binding requirements on the 
industry. Many of the proposed provisions would not require any safeguards, protection or 
testing procedures. Where requirements are established, no standards or criteria are set to 
measure the success or failure of the procedures. Instead, the regulations often refer to “adequate 
or appropriate standards” without making any attempt to define what is adequate or appropriate, 
presumably to afford deference to the manufacturer and make enforcement of the regulations 
very difficult.  

 
These vague, undefined words appear so often in the proposal that even a quick glance can show 
the reader that the industry has no intention of providing meaningful guidance to regulators. 
Across the sixteen pages of proposed regulations the word “appropriate” appears eighteen times, 
“adequate” appears sixteen times, “suitable” appears six times and “proper” appears four times. 
In none of these cases are the words defined or provided in a context that makes it clear what 
they mean. The proposal also refers to “education and training” or similar language ten times 
without establishing what sort of education or training should be required for tobacco 
manufacturer employees. 

 
The effect of this use of undefined terms is that the proposed regulations would have no real 
impact. For example, on page six of the regulations in Subpart B – Personnel, XXX.40(a), the 
proposal states: “each person engaged in manufacturing, testing, packaging, labeling, or holding, 
or in performing any quality control operations, shall have the education, background, training, 
and/or experience to adequately perform the person’s assigned functions.”  

 
If this language were adopted, the FDA would find enforcement impossible. How a manufacturer 
complies with this requirement and how it can be enforced is unclear based on this language. It 
leaves many questions and no answers:  

 
 What sort of education is required? Level of education is an easy standard to 

measure. Must an employee be a high school or college graduate or earn a 
particular degree?  

 What background is required? Is a certain amount of experience necessary for a 
particular task?  

 What sort of training is required? How many hours of training are required? 
 Most importantly, how do we know whether an individual’s performance is 

adequate? What is the measure of adequacy?  
 
Without a precise measure of adequacy, there is no way to enforce the standard. If this proposal 
became a regulation, how could the FDA seek enforcement against a manufacturer who 
employed personnel without the necessary “education, background and training” to adequately 
perform his or her assigned functions? The vagueness found throughout this proposal is just one 
reason the FDA should reject this proposal entirely. 
 

B. The Racketeers Attempt to Assert an Individual Risk Standard for Tobacco 
Regulation 
 

The second large, overarching problem with the proposal is the standard that is applied to what 
the industry calls “contamination.” This is the one and only defined standard found in this 
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proposal and almost the entire proposal centers around the concept of avoiding “contamination.” 
The purpose of this proposal is to create a standard that is much more favorable to the tobacco 
industry and one that is not what Congress intended when it empowered the FDA to regulate 
tobacco.  

 
The tobacco industry proposal’s definition of contaminate, found at Subpart A, XXX.3 
Definitions, includes, “any added substance not ordinarily contained in tobacco products that 
presents a risk of injury beyond the risks generally posed by the same category of tobacco 
products.” This and other proposed provisions indicate that the tobacco industry is attempting to 
insert an “individual risk” standard into tobacco regulation. To understand why this is 
disingenuous, one must understand the standard, established by Congress, that the FDA is 
mandated to use when it exercises its authority to regulate tobacco. That standard, found 
throughout the Tobacco Control Act, including Section 906(e) – Good Manufacturing Practice 
Requirements, is known as the “Public Health Standard.”  

 
 1. The Public Health Standard 
 

The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) provides established standards for the regulation of 
food, drugs, devices and other products over which the FDA has regulatory authority. The 
regulation of food and drugs focuses on ensuring that consumers receive the benefits of products 
without being exposed to unnecessary and unregulated risks. For food, the FDA must ensure that 
food is safe, wholesome, sanitary, and properly labeled.56 For drugs, the FDA must ensure that 
drugs are safe and effective.57 Tobacco is different than these other products in that it is an 
inherently dangerous and deadly product. It is only effective at killing more than half of its 
users.58 Cigarette smoking kills over 440,000 Americans each year,59 and is the single largest 
cause of preventable death and disease in the U.S.60 Because tobacco is neither safe and effective 
nor safe, wholesome and sanitary, and because it has no health benefits, only risks, the food and 
drug standards are inappropriate for the regulation of tobacco products.  

 
Thus, Congress had to develop a new standard for FDA regulation of tobacco products, the 
public health standard.61 Rather than using a standard that focuses on the safety of the individual, 
Congress established a standard that focuses on tobacco’s effect on the entire population. Under 
this standard, the FDA must consider three factors when regulating tobacco: 1) the risks and 
benefits to the population as a whole, including users and nonusers of tobacco products; 2) the 
increased or decreased likelihood that existing users of tobacco products will stop using such 
products; and 3) the increased or decreased likelihood that those who do not use tobacco 
products will start using such products.62 This aggregate, public health standard can be a very 
powerful tool for the FDA, permitting the FDA to not just mitigate the ongoing damage caused 
by tobacco use, but also to prevent future harm by implementing stringent product and 
manufacturing standards and ensuring that new products improve rather than harm public health. 
The FDA is empowered to promulgate regulations that prevent youth from starting smoking, to 
help tobacco users quit tobacco, and to protect non-users from health hazards like secondhand 
smoke.  

 
Focusing on the health of the population as a whole rather than on an individual allows the FDA 
to take an action such as prohibiting menthol flavoring in cigarettes. To an individual user, 
smoking a menthol flavored cigarette may pose the same risks with respect to cancer, COPD and 
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coronary heart disease as smoking an unflavored cigarette. However at the population level, it is 
clear that menthol is a starter cigarette that addicts more youth than unflavored cigarettes,63 and 
the unique properties of menthol make it more difficult for addicted smokers to quit.64 Menthol 
cigarettes have also had a disparate impact on the health of African-Americans and other 
minority populations.65 TPSAC published a report that found that a prohibition on menthol 
flavored cigarettes would improve the public health.66 Unsurprisingly, the tobacco industry’s 
rebuttal report focused on an individual risk standard rather than the public health standard.67 
With this proposal, the industry attempts the same tactic: to create a regulatory scheme that is 
weak and not what Congress intended. 

 
 2. The Racketeers’ Attempt to Assert an Individual Risk Standard 
 

The public health standard is so ubiquitous in the Tobacco Control Act and Congress was so 
deliberate as to how it ought to operate that it is glaringly obvious that the tobacco industry’s 
omission of this standard is deliberate. In fact, the public health standard appears in the Tobacco 
Control Act more than thirty-three times,68 and is mentioned every time Congress vests 
rulemaking authority with the FDA. There is only one place in the Tobacco Control Act that 
mandates the use of an individual risk standard: Section 908(c)(1) which governs mandatory 
tobacco product recalls. 

 
The industry notes in its proposal that its concept of a contaminant is consistent with the 
mandatory recall language of Section 908(c)(1). For purposes of comparison, what follows is 
first, the tobacco industry proposal’s definition of contaminant and then the relevant language of 
Section 908(c)(1). The overlapping language is italicized.  

 
“Contaminant means any added substance not ordinarily contained in tobacco 
products that presents a risk of injury beyond the risks generally posed by the 
same category of tobacco products. . .” 
 
“If the Secretary finds that there is a reasonable probability that a tobacco product 
contains a manufacturing or other defect not ordinarily contained in tobacco 
products on the market that would cause serious, adverse health consequences or 
death, the Secretary shall issue an order requiring the appropriate person 
(including the manufacturers, importers, distributors, or retailers of the tobacco 
product) to immediately cease distribution of such tobacco product. . .” 
 

Clearly, concept of contaminant is far from consistent with the mandatory recall language. The 
only apparent overlap is that both concepts address a substance that is not ordinarily contained in 
a tobacco product. Each provision creates a standard based on the risk of harm to the individual 
but the tobacco industry’s proposal misapplies the individual risk standard established by 
Congress. 

 
The two most important distinctions between Section 908(c)(1) and the tobacco industry’s 
proposal are that 1) the Act requires only a reasonable probability of a defect not ordinarily 
found in a tobacco product, not actual evidence of “contamination” and 2) the Act only applies 
this individual risk standard when there is a chance of “serious, adverse health consequences or 
death.”  
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The first distinction speaks to the procedural requirements of the standard or when that standard 
is applied. The Tobacco Control Act is clear about when its standard applies: when there is a 
reasonable probability of a defect. The FDA defines a reasonable probability as more likely than 
not that an event will occur.69 The industry’s proposal provides a standard for contamination: 
when any added substance presents a risk of injury beyond the risk of similar products. However, 
it does not provide a mechanism for testing for contamination and thus provides no way to apply 
the standard. It makes several references related to preventing contamination and what should be 
done once a product is contaminated, but without a mechanism for determining which products 
are contaminated and which products are not contaminated, there is absolutely no way to 
determine when a product presents a risk greater than a similar product. Without this mechanism, 
the entire standard is rendered meaningless.  

 
The second distinction is one of substance. The standard in Section 908(c)(1) only applies to a 
chance of “serious, adverse health consequences or death.” While this language may seem 
slightly ambiguous, there is additional guidance on exactly what this means. “Serious, adverse 
health consequences means any significant adverse experience, including those that may be 
either life-threatening or involve permanent or long-term injuries, but excluding injuries that are 
nonlife-threatening and that are temporary and reasonably reversible.”70 The tobacco industry’s 
proposed standard applies to a substance that “presents a risk of injury beyond the risks generally 
posed by the same category of tobacco products.” This standard is far too vague for the FDA to 
apply and leaves too many unanswered questions:  

 
 What type of risk is anticipated? Death, disease or some other injury?  
 How far must a risk be beyond the ordinary risk in order to qualify as a 

contaminant?  
 What are the categories of tobacco products that should be used for comparison? 

Other products from the same manufacturer? Other products from all tobacco 
manufacturers? 

 
The tobacco industry has attempted to use Section 908(c)(1)’s product recall standard to lend 
credibility to its own empty, meaningless standard. It is clear, however, that in doing so, it has 
only borrowed a few words from the Act and that it hasn’t actually incorporated the standard. 
Even if the tobacco industry had made a meaningful attempt to incorporate this individual risk 
standard, it would still be violating the spirit of the Act. As was mentioned previously, the proper 
standard to apply is the public health standard. The mere fact that the Tobacco Control Act 
includes an individual risk standard does not mean that it should be used in this context.  

 
In fact, when one puts the language of Section 908(c)(1) in context with the rest of the FDCA it 
becomes perfectly clear why Congress inserted this individual risk standard for tobacco product 
recalls. Substantially similar language is used in the FDCA to determine when food, drugs and 
devices must also be recalled. For the purposes of so drastic a measure as a product recall, an 
individual risk standard is appropriate. A product recall is costly and difficult and should only be 
undertaken when absolutely necessary. For a recall, Congress intends the FDA to take drastic 
steps only when there is a serious threat of harm. Below are excerpts of the relevant language 
relating to the recalls of tobacco products, drugs and devices, and food, with similar language 
italicized. 
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Tobacco Products Recalls – 21 U.S.C. § 387h(c)(1) 
 
“If the Secretary finds that there is a reasonable probability that a tobacco 
product contains a manufacturing or other defect not ordinarily contained in 
tobacco products on the market that would cause serious, adverse health 
consequences or death, the Secretary shall issue an order requiring the 
appropriate person (including the manufacturers, importers, distributors, or 
retailers of the tobacco product) to immediately cease distribution of such 
tobacco product. . .” 
 
Drug and Device Recalls – 21 U.S.C. § 360h(e)(1)(A) – (B) 
 
“If the Secretary finds that there is a reasonable probability that a device intended 
for human use would cause serious, adverse health consequences or death, the 
Secretary shall issue an order requiring the appropriate person (including the 
manufacturers, importers, distributors, or retailers of the device)-- 
(A) to immediately cease distribution of such device, and 
(B) to immediately notify health professionals and device user facilities of the 
order and to instruct such professionals and facilities to cease use of such device.” 
 
Food Recalls – 21 U.S.C. § 350l(a) 
 
“If the Secretary determines, based on information gathered through the 
reportable food registry under section 350f of this title or through any other 
means, that there is a reasonable probability that an article of food (other than 
infant formula) is adulterated under section 342 of this title or misbranded 
under section 343(w) of this title and the use of or exposure to such article will 
cause serious adverse health consequences or death to humans or animals, the 
Secretary shall provide the responsible party (as defined in section 350f of this 
title) with an opportunity to cease distribution and recall such article.” 
 

Congress’s intent is clear. In tobacco product regulation, the FDA must use this individual risk 
standard when considering a recall and only when it is considering a recall. By including this 
individual risk standard in the recall statute for tobacco products that is consistent with the recall 
language for other products, Congress has ensured that any FDA-enforced recalls should be 
based on the same sort of danger of harm to the public as for all the products  it regulates. 
However, all other decision making by the FDA with regard to tobacco products must be 
evaluated under the public health standard.  

 
Furthermore, this individual risk standard proffered by the tobacco industry and used only for 
product recalls is not found in the section that establishes the FDA authority over manufacturing 
regulations, Section 906(e). Instead, Section 906(e) instructs the FDA to use the public health 
standard found throughout the act. Thus, Congress’s intent is clear: when establishing 
manufacturing practice regulations, the FDA must use the public health standard, not an 
individual risk standard. With this proposal, the tobacco industry attempts to undermine the 
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Congressional intent of the Tobacco Control Act and the FDA’s authority to regulate its 
products. 

 
 C. Additional Problems in the Racketeers’ Proposal 
 

1. Background and Related Information 
 
The tobacco industry provides a preamble to its proposal and it is in the first section of this 
preamble that it lays the groundwork for its attempt to insert an individual risk standard into 
tobacco product regulation. The industry argues here that many medical device recalls are the 
result of manufacturers not conforming to good manufacturing practices. It states the problem in 
this fashion because, as was noted above, it is under the FDA’s recall authority that the 
individual risk standard is found.  

 
In this section, the tobacco industry also establishes the three purposes of its proposal. The first 
stated purpose is to protect public health but it alleges that the proposal accomplishes this goal by 
preventing contamination, measured with an individual risk standard rather than the public health 
standard established by the Tobacco Control Act. This issue has been thoroughly discussed 
above and is the first of many examples throughout the proposal of a gross mischaracterization 
of the public health standard.  

 
The second stated purpose of the proposal is preventing misbranded tobacco products. This 
inclusion is illogical when read in light of the rest of the document. Under the Tobacco Control 
Act, a product is misbranded if it does not comply with the FDA’s established labeling 
procedures. The industry’s proposed requirements governing labeling do not reference FDA 
labeling procedures or misbranding. In fact, the term, “misbrand” appears only in the preamble 
and not the text of the proposed regulations. It is included as an overarching goal in name only 
and not in substance. 

 
The third stated purpose is to give manufacturers flexibility. Given the discussion of the public 
health standard above, clearly manufacturer flexibility should not be one of the FDA’s 
considerations when regulating manufacturing practices. Furthermore, the tobacco industry 
asserts that this regulatory flexibility is rooted in the fact that tobacco is an agricultural product 
that has inherent variations across plants and seasons. Because of this inherent variability, the 
tobacco industry asserts that it must be given flexibility to manufacture, label, pack and store 
tobacco products. While agricultural variability may affect manufacturing and possibly storing, it 
would not, in any way, affect labeling or packaging. This goal also mischaracterizes the issues at 
hand. 

 
In promulgating a manufacturing regulation or any regulation, the FDA must have only one goal: 
protecting public health and this goal is inconsistent with the tobacco industry’s goal.  

 
Following the tobacco industry’s establishment of the purpose of its proposal, it lays out its 
argument for an individual risk standard. This specious argument is as follows:  

 
Underpinning the proposed cGMP regulation for tobacco products is an 
acknowledgement that the U.S. Surgeon General and other public health 
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authorities have identified certain inherent risks associated with the use of 
different categories of such products. When Congress enacted the Tobacco 
Control Act, it acknowledged such inherent risks but did not ban such products, 
clearly stating that the intent of the act was "to continue to permit the sale of 
tobacco products to adults.” FDCA § 907(d)(3)(A) (FDA is expressly 
"prohibited" from issuing a regulation "banning all cigarettes, all smokeless 
tobacco products, all little cigars, all cigars other than little cigars, all pipe 
tobacco, or all roll-your-own tobacco products."). 
 
Thus the cGMP regulation for tobacco product manufacturers must take into 
account that tobacco products have inherent risks and, given the purpose of the 
cGMPs, not require manufacturers to address those risks in this context. 
 

Essentially, the tobacco industry’s argument is that tobacco products are risky and thus 
manufacturing standards cannot address that risk. The chain of reasoning of this argument is, at 
best, deceptive. It is true that leading public health authorities have identified the inherent risks 
of tobacco products and that Congress recognized those risks in developing the Tobacco Control 
Act. Even the tobacco industry has begrudgingly admitted that smoking is harmful. It is true that 
Congress did not prohibit any tobacco products and it is also true that Congress did not give the 
FDA authority to prohibit any tobacco products. However, there is no connection between the 
acknowledged risk of tobacco products and the lack of a tobacco product prohibition in the 
Tobacco Control Act. At no point is there a suggestion that the inherent risks of tobacco use 
cannot or should not be addressed by manufacturing standards or any other regulations. Were 
this true, there would be no reason for Congress to give the FDA regulatory authority over 
tobacco products.  
 
This argument also fails because Congress specifically mandated that the FDA address the 
inherent risk of using tobacco products in the context of manufacturing practices. We know this 
because Congress mandates that the FDA use the public health standard when promulgating 
regulations relating to manufacturing practices. To say that manufacturing practices should not 
address the inherent risk of tobacco products is untrue; they can and they must. 

 
 2. Subpart A – General Provisions: Missing Provisions and Vague Definitions 
 

This subpart discusses the applicability of the regulations and also includes the definitions for the 
regulations. The first paragraph of this subpart once again attempts to assert that the individual 
risk standard is the appropriate standard to consider in establishing good manufacturing 
practices. However, there are additional problems with this subpart. 

 
The first of several glaring omissions occurs in XXX.1 Applicability, subsection (d). This 
subsection notes that a manufacturer may apply for a variance to any of the established good 
manufacturing practices and that variance submissions should follow the procedures set forth in 
21 C.F.R. § 10.30, which are the procedures for filing a citizen petition. At first glance, it is clear 
that the industry has deliberately omitted any criteria that the FDA should rely on when deciding 
whether to grant such a variance. However upon further inspection, the omission is much larger. 
What have been omitted are the extensive procedures for granting a variance established by the 
Tobacco Control Act.  
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Within Section 906(e), subsection (1) outlines the FDA’s authority to establish good 
manufacturing practices regulations and subsection (2) establishes the procedures for granting a 
variance. This subsection, in part, states that a variance application must identify the basis upon 
which the variance is based, the methods and controls to be used in place of the required practice 
and any other information that the FDA requires.71 The Act also states that the FDA may refer 
the application to TPSAC,72 that any variance granted requires a showing that the procedures 
used will maintain compliance with the Act,73 and that the FDA can place additional conditions 
on any variance that it grants.74 

 
By leaving these procedures out of its proposal and replacing them with meaningless procedures, 
the tobacco industry has attempted to create a much weaker variance process that will make it 
difficult – if not impossible – for the FDA to enforce regulations to protect public health.  

 
Subpart A also includes the definitions section of the tobacco industry’s proposal. It is in this 
section that the industry includes the definition of contaminant, which is thoroughly discussed 
above. Another important definition found in this section is “tobacco product.” Although the 
proposal language mostly tracks the language in the Tobacco Control Act, the tobacco industry 
added some language to the end of the definition that limits tobacco products to only those over 
which the FDA has asserted jurisdiction under Section 901(b). Nowhere in the Tobacco Control 
Act is the definition of tobacco product limited in this fashion. This limitation would prevent the 
FDA from regulating the manufacturing facilities of new and novel tobacco products that might 
fall outside the definition of tobacco product. Including this limitation is likely an attempt to 
limit FDA authority to regulate some manufacturing facilities.  

 
3. Subpart B – Personnel: Lack of Dedicated Quality Control 

 
As was indicated above, this subpart dealing with personnel, is rife with vagueness. Where there 
should be standards related to education and training, the tobacco industry’s proposal has 
indicated at XXX.40(a) that an employee’s background must only be sufficient to “adequately 
perform the person’s assigned functions.” This section would be difficult for the FDA to enforce 
and invites pointless, costly litigation. 

 
This section, which purports to create requirements for quality control staff, does not mandate 
that the tobacco industry have staff dedicated to quality control. According to XXX.31, it is 
merely sufficient to have staff members who are assigned quality control tasks but do not have to 
dedicate their time to such tasks. Because of this lack of dedicated staff, it is very easy to foresee 
a situation where a manufacturing facility employs personnel who are quality control personnel 
in name only and do not actually perform quality control tasks or only perform them when there 
is an FDA inspection. It is particularly easy for the industry to accomplish this given the lack of 
education and training standards for such staff. 
 
This subpart also contains the most instructive language on how a manufacturer should ensure 
that its employees can prevent contamination. Because this proposal is centered on preventing 
contamination which is measured by the individual risk standard proffered by the industry, one 
would expect this extremely important provision to be very extensive and detailed. XXX.35 
reads as follows: 
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You shall establish and maintain requirements for the health, cleanliness, personal 
practices, and clothing of personnel if contact between such personnel and 
tobacco product, packaging, or materials could reasonably be expected to result in 
contamination. 
 

This provision contains no standards, no way to measure success or failure, and therefore is 
utterly unenforceable. The absolute deference to the tobacco product manufacturer contemplated 
by this proposal is unacceptable. The tobacco industry cannot and should not be allowed to 
regulate itself. In establishing manufacturing regulations, the FDA cannot simply ask the tobacco 
industry to do the bare minimum, as this proposal would have it do. The FDA must promulgate 
meaningful regulations that save lives and protect public health. 

 
4. Subpart C – Physical Plant and Grounds: Individual Risk Standard 
Mischaracterization of Federal Law 

 
A regulation governing the physical plant and grounds must be thorough and outline regulations 
relating to the physical environment and the methods that should be used to prevent 
contamination. The industry’s proposed language does neither of those things. This section, 
much like the rest of the proposal, includes no real standards that can be applied to allow for 
effective regulation. Rather than rigorous standards relating to cleanliness, the proposal states at 
XXX.50(b) that the physical plant should be in a “clean and sanitary condition.” No definition 
for clean or sanitary is provided in the proposed regulations. The tobacco industry’s preamble, at 
Subpart C, suggests that clean and sanitary indicates that “a manufacturer’s physical plant shall 
be kept clean to the extent necessary to protect against contamination, taking into account the 
inherent risks of tobacco products and an analysis of the risks of contamination.” The preamble 
at Subpart C also states that the term “sanitary” is “not intended to require sanitization, 
sterilization, or any other specific form of cleaning beyond what the risk analysis determines is 
necessary.”  

 
Predictably, this section makes another big push toward an improper individual risk standard. 
The tobacco industry applies this standard toward cleanliness. Because the standard is based on 
the risk of harm to an individual rather than a population, a manufacturer could significantly 
reduce the resources that it puts towards cleaning its facility as long as each individual cigarette 
is not rendered more harmful. Using an individual risk standard for cleanliness creates an 
impermissible amount of flexibility that ultimately imposes no standards at all. 

 
This subpart also allows manufacturers complete freedom to use “insecticides, fumigants, 
fungicides or rodenticides.” The only qualifier on the use is that it must be done, “when 
monitoring indicates the need for the use.” Unsurprisingly, there are no monitoring requirements 
established nor are there any established thresholds for when the products should be used and so 
it seems that “when monitoring indicates the need,” means that the manufacturer can use its own 
discretion.  

 
While this section indicates that these products should be used to protect against contamination, 
the language in no way anticipates that the pesticide products themselves might be contaminants 
even though these products could potentially be toxic and/or carcinogenic. The only attempt to 
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establish regulations on the use of pesticides is a passing reference to the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). The purpose of FIFRA is to regulate pesticide 
manufacturers by imposing regulations related to registration, labeling, recordkeeping and the 
import and export of various pesticides. FIFRA makes almost no references to the use of 
pesticides and none of the use regulations would apply in this context.75  

 
Finally, the FDA is given the specific authority, by the Tobacco Control Act, to create 
regulations that, “provide for the testing of raw tobacco for pesticide chemical residues 
regardless of whether a tolerance for such chemical residues has been established.”76 Any 
meaningful regulation of tobacco product manufacturing practices must use all of the FDA’s 
authority including testing of pesticide chemical residues. 

 
 5. Subpart I – Evaluation and Acceptance Activities: No Testing Necessary 
 

This section purports to impose regulations relating to the receipt of tobacco products by 
manufacturers. Unfortunately, this section establishes no meaningful standards and does not 
actually mandate any kind of regulation. In fact, the tobacco industry notes in its preamble that, 
“[b]ecause of the unique nature of tobacco products,. . . in-process or finished tobacco product 
testing is not required.” This section makes no attempt to impose any kind of regulation. 
 

6. Subpart J – Nonconforming Tobacco Product: Contaminated Products 
Can Be Reworked But Don’t Need To Be Tested 

 
This section establishes the procedures relating to what a manufacturer may do with a 
contaminated product. The industry’s proposed regulation would not require that a contaminated 
product be discarded as harmful, but instead would allow a manufacturer to “rework” the 
contaminated product.  

 
Because of the potential risk of harm, the process of reworking a product should be thoroughly 
and stringently regulated. This is not the case in the industry’s proposal. A manufacturer would 
only need to establish a plan for ensuring that the reworked tobacco product meets specifications. 
A manufacturer would not be obligated to test the product to ensure that the contaminant was 
removed. As long as a plan is in place and followed, the manufacturer has fulfilled its 
obligations. It need not actually determine whether or not the reworking process was successful, 
which could result in contaminated products being introduced into the marketplace.  
 

 7. Subpart M – Complaints: Far From Enforcement 
 

This section of the proposal provides language that is the closest that the tobacco industry’s 
proposal comes to creating a compliance and enforcement mechanism. Unfortunately, the only 
thing that this section actually does is suggest that the industry investigate complaints that it 
receives. The complaints would presumably come from tobacco product consumers, although 
there is no language that instructs the industry to make information on the process of submitting 
a complaint available nor are there any procedures for receiving complaints. Most egregiously, 
the proposal does not actually mandate an investigation, it only suggests that complaints be 
investigated, “[w]here appropriate.” Consistent with the rest of the proposal, there is no 
indication as to what must be measured to determine the appropriateness of an investigation. The 
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proposal also includes specific language that allows the tobacco industry to only conduct a single 
investigation for a group of similar complaints. One would expect that many similar complaints 
would indicate that a full and thorough investigation is necessary due to the risk of some large-
scale, catastrophic contamination, but according to the tobacco industry’s proposal – no such 
investigation would be required. 

 
 8. Effective Date: Large Manufacturers vs. Small Manufacturers 
 

One final problem with the racketeers’ proposal is found in the very last sentence of the 
industry’s proposal. While the tobacco industry suggests that the proposal cannot take effect for 
two years after the final rule is published, no such delay is required by the Tobacco Control Act. 
What the Act does mandate is that the FDA must give small tobacco product manufacturers four 
years before they are required to follow any established manufacturing practices. The large 
tobacco companies have used this last sentence of the proposal to weaken their smaller 
competitors, showing not just their contempt for public health but also for healthy competition. 

 
D. Strategic Missing Elements 
 

In addition to the problems found in the text of the industry’s proposal, there is also a significant 
problem with what has been left out of the proposal. Nowhere in this proposal is there any 
indication as to what might happen to a tobacco manufacturer who violates these regulations. It 
has been noted how weak and difficult to enforce these regulations are. However, assuming that 
a manufacturer did violate some established principal, there is no suggestion as to what 
procedures the FDA must follow in pursuing an enforcement action or what penalty might apply 
to a violating manufacturer. This omission is likely a deliberate one.  

 
Further clouding the issue of enforcement is a strange quirk that is found throughout the 
proposal. Many but not all sections of the regulations refer to “you” and what “you” must do in 
regard to manufacturing standards. The use of second person language is very uncommon in 
statutes and regulations. Rather, precise regulations refer to the party that is being regulated – in 
this case, tobacco product manufacturers. Complex corporate relationships could potentially 
complicate enforcement of these regulations unless the regulations clearly indicate the party to 
be held responsible. This proposal fails utterly in this respect. 
 
IV. The Full Extent of FDA Authority 

 
Any action taken to regulate manufacturing practices must maximize the authority granted to the 
FDA by Congress. The Tobacco Control Act devotes all of Section 906(e) to discussion of the 
FDA’s broad authority to regulate tobacco product manufacturing. Congress has allowed the 
FDA to create different regulations for different types of products where such regulation is 
appropriate.77 The FDA can mandate the testing of pesticide chemical residue.78 The FDA can 
implement a stringent variance process that allows TPSAC to review all variance applications.79 
The FDA can also implement strong enforcement mechanisms including large civil monetary 
penalties for violations. The FDA is also required to have an oral hearing before promulgating 
any manufacturing regulations,80 and the FDA must allow TPSAC to review any proposed 
regulation.81 
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V. Conclusion 

 
The tobacco industry’s history of avoiding and fighting meaningful regulation shows that it 
cannot be trusted to be a good-faith participant in the regulatory process. When the FDA 
exercises its authority to regulate tobacco product manufacturing, it cannot rely on this 
meaningless and deceptive proposal proffered by the tobacco industry.   
 
The Tobacco Control Legal Consortium urges the FDA to consider the past actions of the 
tobacco industry when weighing the industry’s proposed tobacco product manufacturing 
regulations. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 

 
 

Maggie Mahoney, J.D. 
Deputy Director 
Tobacco Control Legal Consortium 

Desmond Jenson, J.D. 
Staff Attorney 
Tobacco Control Legal Consortium 
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Reyr1olds 

April 23 , 2012 

Ann Simoneau, J.D. Beverly Chernaik 

Jar ,es E. Swauger, Ph.D. , DABT 
v; . e President-· Regu.la tory Oversight 
:\ O N. !\lain St. 
P.< . Bo:,; 2959 
Wi 1ston-Salem, NC 27 102 
fr :336-74 J-6646 
Fa: : 336-728-8028 
sw ugej@rjrtcom 

Director, Office of Compliance and Enforcment 
U.S. Food and Drug Administratior, 
Center for Tobacco Products 

Director, Office of Rei ulations 
U.S. Food and Drug A hninistration 
Center for Tobacco Pn ·ducts 

9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockville, MD 20850 

9200 Corporate Boule, ard 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Re: MAY 2, 2012 MEETING PARTICIPANTS AND PROPOSED P.GENDA 

Dear Ms. Simoneau and Ms. Chcinaik: 

As requested, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company ("RJRT") hereby re ;pectfully submits 
this letter to the United States Food and Drug Administration's Center for 1 obacco Product 
("CTP") to provide CTP with the specific representatives from the various i 1dustry stakeho1ders1 

who plan to pruticipate in the May 2, 2012 meeting with CTP to discuss the Companies' 
proposed Good Manufactur ing Practice ("GMP") regulations and preamble. We also take this 
opportunity to provide CTP with the Companies' p1oposed agenda. 

The following Company representatives will attend the May 2, 2012 n' eeting: 

James E. Swauger, Ph.D. , DABT 
Vice-President - Regulatory Oversight 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 

' Charles D. Garner, Ph.D. , DABT, C IH 
V Sr. Director - Regulatory Oversight 

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 

Mitcliell A Neuhauser 
Managing Counsel - Regulatory 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 

1 The industry stakeholders include tLe following com panies: RJRT, Santa Fe NatUl al Tob cco Company, Inc .• 
An tr ic:m SnuffC:impany, LLC, A ltria C lient Services on behal f of Philip Mo1Tis USA Inc and U.S. Smokeless 
Tobacco Company, Lorillard , Inc., Coumonwealth Brands, Inc., Swedi sh Maich Norih A1t· :rica, the SMARTT 
Coalition , Liggett Group LLC, Ve cto r Tobacco Inc. , Nati ona l Tobacco Company, L P, aJ1 c [ lail & Cotton. lnc . 
(col lecti ve ly referred to l.erein as the "Companies"). 
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Mark S. Brown 
King & Spaldi11g I .LP 
Representing R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 

Amanda J. Klingler 
King & Spalding LLP 
Representing R. J. Reyuolds Tobacco Company 

Gregory H. Ray 
Vice hesident, Quality Compliance 
Altria Cl.ient Services 

·4 "i,an1ela D. Lieberman 
Director, Quality Compliance Managen1ent 
Altria Client Services 

Ronald Gahagan 
Assistant General Counsel 
A !ti ia Cliem Services 

Stephen C. Payne 
Gi Lson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
Representing Altria Client Services 

Sam Eich 
Director, Quality Management 
Lorillard Tobacco Company 

Patricia Kovacev:c, JD 
Director Regulatory A fla irs, Associate General Counsel 
Lorillard Tobacco Company 

Frank Howell 
Vice President, Manufacturing 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. 

RoL Wi lkey 
Vice President & Geieral Counsel 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. 

Billy T. Turner, Jr 
Vice President Operations 
Liggett Group LLC 
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T. Jeffrey C lark, PhD, MBA 
Director Sc ience & Quality Assurance 
Liggett Group LLC 

John R. Long 
Vice P,csidcnt & General Counsel 
Liggett Vector Brands 

Susan R. H. Geme11 
Assistant General Counsel 
Natio1,al ·robacco Compar,y, L.P. 

Jaimison D . Schellenger 
Associate Ce1eral Cou1 sel 
Swcdisl. Match North America, IHc. 

J. Benneville (Ben) Haas 
Latham & Watkins LLP 
Rep1 esenting Swedish Match North Amer:ca, Inc. and the ,MARTT Coalition 

Kevin Altman 
CIT MA 

As discussed iu our Janumy 10, 2012 submission, the Companies ,ropose the following 
agenda for the 90-mi nute meeting: 

• Jntroductions and meeting objectives 

• Discussion oflhe Companies' approach to developing tic >roposed GMP 
regulations and preamble 

• Overview of the proposed GMP regulations and preamble 

• Discussion with CTP, including addressing CTP' s qucslio. ,s regarding the 
proposed GMP regulations and preamble 

We will submit o ur planned presentation and any specific questioLs tu CTP prior to the 
meeting. In addition, should CTP wish to provide the Companies with q1 estions by AprJ 25, 
201 2, we will be prepared to discuss them. Jfpossible, please let us k110, wlo will be 
represeLting C'TP at the meet ing. 
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The Companies are committed to working with the Agency to establi h appropriate GM1' 
regulations for tobacco product manufacturers and look forward to discussin:; this matter v/th 
CTP. If yo u require any additional infonnation 01 have any questions, pleas( do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

cc: Lawrence R. Deylon, M.D. , l\ll.S.P.H 
David L. Ashl ey, Ph.D., CAPT, TJSPHS 

Respectfully Submitted 

James E . Dillard, lH, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs, Al ria Client Services 
Lorillard, Inc. 
Commo11 wealth Brands, Inc. 
Swedisl. Match North America 
SMARTT Coalition 
Liggett Group LLC 
Vector Tobacco Inc. 
National Tobaci.:o Company, L.P. 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 



Proposed (1oocl Nlant1facturi11g J)ractices 
fcJr Tob,tcC() Prod11cts : 

Industrv Stakeholder Presentation t) CTP . 

J\1/ay 2, 2012 



M_eeting Objectives 
• Share with CTP: 

- The process the industry stakeholders used to devdop the proposed 
GMP 

- Industry stakeholder perspective on the proposed GMP and preamble 

• Help the industry stakeholders understand the Cl P's current 
thinking on the process and timing for the develo )ment of tobacco 
product GMPs 

• Begin a dialogue with CTP on develop1nent of to Jacco product 
GMPs 

2 lndu,try Stakeholder Present.iti,111 to CTI' on Proposed G\1Ps O'i.()2 12 



Developmental Process for f•roposed 
GMP Regulation 

• Diverse group of stakeholders including large and stnall 
1nanufacturers and suppliers 

• Began initial discussions spring-2011 to develop a GMP approach 
appropriate for tobacco product n1anufacturing 

• Considered the scope and range of both tobacco pi oducts and 
111anuf acturing processes 

• Submitted proposed GMP regulation and preambl1 : to the Agency, 
January 10, 2012 

• In the ensuing period, other tobacco product 1nanu facturers and 
suppliers have been supportive of this approach 

• General consensus-current version appropriate for tobacco 
products 

3 



Supporting Industry Stakeltolders 

• R.J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company 

• Santa Fe Natural Tobacco 
Co1npany, Inc. 

• American SnufI Co1npany, 
LLC 

• Altria Client Services on 
behalf of Philip Morris USA 
Inc. and U.S. Smokeless 
Tobacco Company 

• Lorillard, Inc. 
• Co1nmonwealth Brands, Inc 
• Liggett Group LLC 

• The SMAR' fT Coalition, 
which inclu ies N·at 
Sherman, C )tnmonwealth 
Brands, Inc. Japan Tobacco 
International, King Maker 
Marketing, nc. 

• Vector Tobacco Inc. 
• National Tobacco 

Co1npany, L.P. 
• Hail & Cott )11, Inc. 
• Swedish M, tch North 

An1erica 
• CITMA 
• Mundet 

-l Industry St~kchuldcr l'n:scnt,1111111 Ill ( l I'@ l'rnpos.:d G:\11', 05 02 12 
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Statutory Requirements for GMP 
Regul~ttion 

• The FSPTCA * requires that the FJ)A prescribe rer ulations (which 
111ay differ based on the type of tobacco product involved) 
requiring that the n1ethods used in, and the facilitic s and controls 
used for, the n1anufacture, preproduction design v, lidation 
(including a process to assess the perfonnance of, tobacco 
product), packing and storage of tobacco products confonn to (i) 
cGMPs or (ii) hazard analysis and critical control point 
methodology ("l{ACCP"). 

Federal Food. Urug, and Cos1m::ic Act ("FDCA'') St:ction 906(e), as a.meuled by 
the Family Smoking Pn;ven1io1, and Tobacco Control .Act (' 'FSPTCA";. 

5 I 11dust1') StJki:l10ldc1 Presentation to (' I I' on Proposed ( ,I\IPs 05.0~. I~ 
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Proposed GMP Regulation and 
Preamble 

• The proposed GMP Regulation is intended to 1ne,~t the statutory 
require1nents of the FSPTCA and draw fro1n exis =ing cGJ\llP 
regulations where controls were deemed appropriate 

• The proposed GMP Regulation provides directi011 without a high 
degree of specificity, requiring a controlled manufacturing proct:ss 
but allowing each 1nanufacturer discretion as to t] 1e types of 
controls and level of control ( e.g. specifications) 

• Such flexibility wi11 also a11ow manufacturers to adopt additional 
controls in the future in the event tobacco produc , standards are 
pro1nulgated by the FDA 

(J lndusl1 y Stakeholder Presentation to CTP on Proposed GM l's O'i.02.12 
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P1 .. oposed GMP Preamble 
• Background and Related Information 

Purpose 

Inherent risks associated with the use of tobacco I ,roducts 

Inherent variability of tobacco products 

• Proposed Rule 

Rationale for key tobacco-related definitions 

Explanation of key elements of the "proposed rul, :" 

7 lnduslly Stakeholder Presentation to L' Ir un 1'1upo~,d C,MP, O.:i.02.12 



Proposed GMP Regulation 
• Unlike the FDA c(If\1Ps for drLigs and 1nedical de vices, the 

proposed GTVlP regulations for tobacco products :ire not incant to 
assure the "sa1ety and effectiveness" of a tobac :o product (as 
those tenns are traditionally used by Fl)A) - bec,mse of the 
inherent risks associated \\1ith the use of different categories of 
tobacco products - but rather to "assure that the public health is 
protected and that the tobacco product is nuu, afacturcd in 
con1plian,'.e" with the Act. Tobacco Control Act, §906( e )( 1 ). 

8 Industry Stakeholder Pn:sc11tJt1u11 to C l Pon Proposed GMPs 05.02.12 
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• 

Purpose of Proposed GM.P 
Regulation 
To protect the public health by providing assurar ce that tobacco 
products are .!lQt_ containinated (prohibiting the introduction of 
substances in the tobacco product not ordinarily ~ontained in 
tobacco products that present a risk of injury beyond that 
generally posed by the san1e category of tobacco product); 

To provide assurance that the 1nanufacturing of t)bacco products 
does not result in such products being adulterate< l or 1nisbranded; 
and 

To allow tobacco product n1anufacturers the flex ihility to 
111anufacture, label, pack, and store tobacco prod 1cts to account 
for different categories of tobacco products, diffi rent 
manufacturing processes, and the inherent variat ility of tobacco, 
while assuring all such activities are conducted i11 a controlled 
111anner. 

<) lndustr) Stakl'11oldt>r Presentation to CrP nn Proposed GMPs 05.02 12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Inherent Risks of Tobacco Products 

• Underpinning the proposed GMP regulation for t,)bacco products 
is an acknowledge1nent that the U.S. Surgeon Ge·1eral and other 
public health authorities have identified certain ir herent risks 
associated with the use of different categories of : :uch products. 

• vVhen Congress enacted the Tobacco Control Ac1 , it acknowledged 
such inherent risks but djd not ban such products: clearly stating 
that the intent of the act ,vas "to continue to penn it the sale of 
tobacco products to adults." Tobacco Control Ac1, §907(d)(3)(A). 

• Thus the GMP regulation for tobacco product 1na rrufacturers n1ust 
take into account that tobacco products have inhe rent risks. 

• Unlike drugs and n1edical devices, the tobacco pr )duct GJ\1Ps 
cannot require tobacco 1nanufacturers to assure tr eir products are 
safe and/or effective as those terms are traditiona ly used by Fl)A. 

10 l11dust1y Stakeholder Prc,t:lllati,,11 to l' 11' "Jn i'roposed GMl's OS.02 12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Inherent Variability of Tobacco Products 

' Tobacco is ot an agricultural origin and therefore 1 obacco products 
are subject to natural variation. 

• Tobacco product manufacturers 111ust use a con1bi11ation of science 
and art to (1) achieve a tobacco blend that deliverE a distinctive 
adult tobacco product consu1ner experience, and c~) adjust the 
blend to maintain consistency of that tobacco product to account 
for natural tobacco variability. 

• FDA acknowledged that tobacco 1nanufacturers ar.: "'required" to 
periodically adjust the tobacco blend in a product ·to address the 
natural variation of tobacco ... in order to 1naintaj n a consistent 
product" in a recent guidance docun1ent. * 

* Center For Tobttcco Products, Guidance For Indust ry And FDA Staff: Section 905(j) Reports : 
[kmonstrnting Substantial Equivakncc FOi· Tobucco Prod ucts 4 (20 l l ). 

11 lndusll:, Stakclmld.:1 P1es~ntalio11 to C f"P on Prnpo~ed G:VlPs 05.02.12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Subparts 

A. General Prov ision s 

B. Personne l 

C. Physical Plant and (irounds 

D. Equipment and Utensils 

E. Document Controls 

F. Purchasing ControJs 

G. ldentification and Traceability 

H. Manufacture and Process Controls 

I. Evaluation and Acceptance 
Activities · 

J. Nonconformin:; Tobacco Product 

K. Labeling and P .1ckaging 
Operations 

L. Holding and D stribution 

M. Complaints 

N. Records and R, :cordkeeping 

12 l11dust1 y Stakd10lde1 1'1 esc11tat1011 to C 11' on Proposed Li Vll's 05 02 12 
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Subpart A: General Provisit,ns 
XXX.3 Definitions 

• Hatch or Lot • Packaoe 0 

• Cornplainr • Pest 

.. Contact Surface • Physical Plant 

• Contaminant • Quality 

• Finished tobacco product • Reprocessing 

• Import • Rework 

• In-process tobacco product • Specification 

• Label • Tobacco Product 

• Ma ster Manufacturing Record • Tobacco Product Manufacturer 

• Material 

13 Industry St~keholder PrescntaliDn to CI P on 1'1nposed GM l's 05.02.12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
XXX.3 Definitions - Select Terms 

7 ,'. ?3atch or lot means any specific quantity or manufacturing period of a [/~< : __ ?bacco product defined as a batch or lc.,t by a tobacco product 
~;Y 111anufacturer in. the master manufacturing record tl at is intended to 
V meet the san1e specifications." 

• "Contaminant means any ad d substance not ordi 1arily contained in 
tobacco products that presents ans< of injury beyo 1d the risks 
generally posed by the saine category of tobacco pr Jducts. 
Contaminate or Containination refers to a contaminant in a tobacco 
product, material, packaging, or on a contact surfac 3." 

• "Quality n1eans that the tobacco product meets the :nanufacturer's 
specifications and is not conta1ninated." 

• "Spectfication 1neans any requirement defined as a specification by a 
tobacco product manufacturer in the 1naster 1nanufa cturing record to 
which a finished or in-process tobacco product or n tanufacturing 
process 1nust conform." 

Refer to the proposed GMP fo r the coinplete requirements 

I~ lndustr:r Stakeholder rrescntation to C rr on Propo~ed C.MI'~ 05 02 12 
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:Proposed GMP Regulatio11: 
Illustrative Exa1nples 

• Subpart B - Personnel 

- Requires a 1nanufacturer to "provide adequate reE ources, including 
personnel, to comply with the regulations and, sp ~cifically, 
personnel designated to have certain quality assrn ance 

~ responsibility and authority." 

~ ~:::::: For example, "quality assurance personnel shall; ssw-e all f components, in-process materials, packaging 1nat~rials, labels, and 
!)" ~ , tobacco products meet specifications, as appropri 1te, and are not 

~~ "/:.: conta111inated." 
G-

- Requires a 1nanufacturer to "establish and 111ainta in require1nents 
for the health, cleanliness, personal practices, anc clothing of 
personnel if contact between such personnel and :obacco product, 
packaging, or materials could reasonably be expected to result in 
contamination.'' 

IZ <:' t'ccr l<J tLc proposed C MI' fo r :be comp lete rnqu ircments 

15 lndustr) St,1kd10lder Prcscntution lo C fl' 011 P1nposcd (,'VIPs O'i 02.12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart C - Physical Plant and Grounds 
- Includes requirements necessary to protect agair st containination 

for: 
• Grounds, 
• Physical plant facilities, 
• Cleaning c01npounds, pesticides and other to: jc chemicals, 
• Pest control, 

• Water supply, 
• Plumbing, bathroo1ns and hand-washing faci lities, 
• Trash disposal, 
• Sanitation Supervisors 

- Requires establishment of procedures for cleaniLg and pest 
control. 

k efer to 1he proposed GMP for the complete requirements 

16 lndusll) Stakclwldc, Prescntatinn tc1 C 11' on l'rnpn~ed G\JPs 0'.-.02 12 
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Pro11osed GMP Regulation: 
lllustrative Examples 

• Subpart D - Equipment and Utensils 

- Requires manufacturers to "use equipment and u1ensils that are of 
appropriate design, construction, and work1nansh ip to enable them 
to be suitable for their intended use and to be ade ~uately cleaned 
and properly maintained." 

- Establishes requirements for " instrun1ents or corn ro1s used in the 
n1anufacturing or holding of tobacco products, pc ckaging, and 
materials that are used to measure, regulate, or re :ord any 
infonnation that is necessary to determine confor nance with 
specifications or protect against conta1nination." 

- Requires that 1nanufacturers establish and mainta in procedures 
and 1naintain records for such controls (e.g. calib ·ation). 

Rder to the propos<:J Ci MP for the compl el~ requi1eme1.ts 

17 Indus tr") Stakeht kkr Presentation to C rP on l'n,posed l j~ 11', 0'.'- .02 12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Exa1nples 

• Subpart H- Manufacture and Process Controls 
- Requires manufacturers to: 

• "develop, conduct, control and monitor manufacturing 
processes to ensure that tobacco products con form to 
specifications.,~ 

• "establish and maintain procedures for chang·~s to a 
specification, process or procedure." 

• "establish specifications for any point, step 01 stage in the 
manufacturing process where necessary to en ,ure that the 
finished tobacco product is manufactured, packaged and 
labeled as intended by the manufacturer." 

• "conduct manufacturing operations in accord mce with 
adequate sanitation principles and take neces1 .ary precautions to 
prevent contamination" (e.g. application of HACCP concepts). 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 

18 Industry Stakl'lml,kr P1csi:nt,lll<>n Ill CT I' Dll 1'1 opo~ed l i\11's 05 02, I~ 
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Proposed GMP ·Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart H - M.anufacture and Process Controls -continued 
- Requires manufacturers to: 

• "prepare and approve a 111.aster n1anufacturing r,~cord for each 
tobacco product manufactured as distinguished by category, 
brand, subcategory or subbrand. The inforrnati, m in the 111aster 
manufactltring record shall be based upon defined tobacco 
product developn1ent and 111anufacturing scale-11p processes." 

• "ensure that controls utilized in the tobacco pro juct 
development and manufacturing scale-up proce ;ses are 
appropriate" for the category of tobacco product. 

• "establish and n1aintain procedures to ensure a )atch or lot 
manufacture record is prepared for each batch c r lot of a tobacco 
product"; including "records demonstrating tha the tobacco 
product in the batch or lot was manufactured in accordance with 
the 1naster manufacturing record." 

Rei er w the proposed GM!' for the complete req uirements 

19 Industry Stakeholder Prcscntalinn to C" J J> on Proposed (,Mi's 05.112.12 
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Proposed GMP Regulations: 
Illustrative Exan1ples 

• Subpart K - Labehng and Packaging Operations 

-- Requires manufacturers to "establish and mainta n a process to 
control labeling and packaging activities": 

• Printing and application of labels to finished 1obacco products 

• Ensuring labels received from suppliers conf< ,nn to label 
specifications 

• Preventing mix-ups 

~ ·}' • Assuring numbers, codes or 1narkings used tc identify the 
. ~V?~ tobacco product batch or lot are adequately a11plied 

'~rY~ 
'i.. 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete n.:quirements 

20 Industry Stakeholder l'rcsc11tat1011 lo CTP 011 Proposed GMPs 05.0.2.12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Exa1nples 

~ S ubpai1 M - Coin plaints 
~ ef ~ - Complaint means any written, electronic, or oral communic ttion received by the 

/'; v JY · tobacco product manufacturer that alleges a deficiency relat. ~d to the quality of a 
\ ~.f/ ,) __ finished tobacco product. t:Y? 'i' - Requires that "quality assurance or other qualified personne ": ~v. . · "review all complaints to determine whether the comp la mt involves a 

reasonable probability that a finished tobacco product c< ntains a 
manufacturing or other defect not ordinarily contained i: 1 the same category 
of tobacco products on the market that would cause an a ::ute, serious, adverse 
health consequence not otherwise associated with use 01 the same category of 
tobacco products; 

• evaluate the need for an investigation; and 
• where appropriate investigate any complaint that involv, :s an acute, serious, 

adverse health consequence not otherwise associated wi h use of the same 
category of tobacco products, unless such investigation ias already been 
performed for a similar complaint and another investiga ion is not 
necessary." 

-- Defines required complaint records. 

Refer lu th.: prop,;sed GMP for the \:Ornpkte rcquin.:im:nr; 

21 lndust1) Stukd1c1ldc1 Pn:sent.1lio11 to C rr on P1opos.:d UM l's OS.02.12 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Effective Date 

• UMP regulations would take effect a minin1urn oft' vo years from 
publication of the final rule in the Federal Register. 

• The proposed effective date provides a reasonable r eriod of ti1ne for 
1nanufacturers to conforn1 tq the good 1nanufacturin g practices 
required herein. 

• The period of time to con1ply is based on the diffen nces in the 
1nanner in which the different types of tobacco products have 
historically been produced, the fJnancial resources cf the different 
tobacco product manufacturers, the state of their ex sting 
manufacturing facilities, and a consideration of whc t would constitute 
a reasonable period of tin1e to comply with the requ irements in this 
Part. 

• Small tobacco 1nanufacturers as defined by Section 900(16) of the 
FSPTCA are not required to comply with the GMP regulation for at 
least 4 years following the effective date of the regL lation (See 
Section 906(e)(l)(B)(v)) 

22 lmJustr) Stakd1old~r Presentation ll' CTI' llll P1opo5ed (,MPs 05.02.12 
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Questions? 

23 
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Center for Tobacco Pr·oducts (CTP) 
TP1\1P Development Working Group 

Meeting M inutes 

Tltursday, 4/ 27/2012 
9200 Corporate Blvd., Rockville,,® 

Room 230V 
J:00 pm - 4:00 JJtn 

Ln~o=n-~r~es=p~o~n~s~1v~e-----------~ 

Meeting Minutes 
• 5/2120 l 2 Industry M~ering 

o (6)(5) 
c Bever{yCherntak and Ann Simoneau to leacl meetmg; l >everly, Arni , and 

Emi I to ask questio1,s ou behalf of CTP 
o Submit proposed questions to Euil 
0 (&}(c%1f-:__on..tim.e.:Jea',!_e,JlJl l ime'---------
u ___________________ ____, 

o There will be otf.e1 opportunities fo r industry to give us 3 MP feedback 
(e.g., public meetings, TPSAC, oral heari11g) 

o List of in<lu~mv attendees and l?l2.POsed a enda availabl, a l 
non-responsive 

o Meeting minutes and list of all attendees will be shared vith industry 
attendees 

non-responsive 

INTERNAL USE ONLY 



non-responsive 

INTERNAL USE ONLY 



non-responsive 

Upcoming Meetings 
• GMP Me~ting wi th Industry: Wedncsduv, Ma 2, 2012 
• non-responsive 

• 
• 

!N !TH.:"\JA L LSi:: ONLY 
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RJReynolds 

REC~IVED 
JAN 11 , 2012 

BY: CTP/DCC 

James 2. Swauger, Ph.D., DABT 
Vice F -esidcnt - Regulatory Oversight 
401 N M~n St 
P.O. E )X 2959 
Winst, n-Salem,. NC 27102 
Tcl. :3. 6-741-6646 
Fax: : 36-728-802& 
swaug :j@rjrt.com 

January 10, 2012 

Ann Simoneau, J.D. 
Director, Office of Compliance and Enforcement 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
Center for Tobacco Products 
9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Beverly Chernaik 
Director, Office of Regul 1tions 
U.S. Food and Drug Adn inistration 
Center for Tobacco Prod, ,cts 
9200 Corporate Boulevax 1 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Re: PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GOOD MANUFACTURIN( ; PRACTICES 
REGULATION AND REQUEST FOR MEETING 

Dear Ms. Simoneau and Ms. Chemaik: 

As indicated in its December 16, 2011 letter, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco ( ompany ("RJRT''). 
has worked with various tobacco industry stakeholders to develop proposed ct rrent Good 
Manufacturing Practice ("cGMP") regulations pursuant to Section 906(e) oftl e Family Smoking 
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act. Specifically, the industry stakeholders i 1clude the 
following companies: RJRT, Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company, Inc., Ame1 ican Snuff 
Company, LLC, Altria Client Services on behalf of Philip Morris USA Inc. ar d U.S. Smokeless 
Tobacco Company, Lorillard, Inc., Commonwealth Brands, Inc., Swedish Ma· ch North America,. 
the SMARTI Coalition, Liggett Group LLC, Vector Tobacco Inc., National 1 :ibacco Company. 
L.P., and Hail & Cotton, Inc. (collectively referred to herein as the "Companit s"). 

RJRT, on behalfof the Companies, submits to the United States Food and Drug 
Administration's ("FDA"J Center for Tobacco Products ("CTP") for its reviev • and consideration 
( l) proposed cGMP regulations and (2) a preamble to the proposed regulation: . While each of 
the Companies rc:serves its right to express its own opinions regarding the pro1 iosed regulatkns 
and preamble, the preamble provides the Companies' common perspective an, l interpretation of· 
the provisions of the proposed cGMP regulations. (See Attachments 1-2.) 

The Companies believe the proposed cGMP regulations and preamble .viii help to 
facilitate a productive dialogue consistent with CTP's expressed goal to engag ! with and 
understalld the tobacco product manufacturing industry. In that regard, the Cc mpanies 



respectfully request a 2-hour meeting to discuss the proposed cGMP regulation ; and preamble 
attended by you and any other appropriate CTP representatives and representat ves from the 
Companies. We will identify the specific Companies' representatives that plan to participate at 
least one week prior to the meeting. The Companies propose the following ge 1eral agenda: 

• Introductions and meeting objectives 

• The Companies' approach to developing the proposed cGMP regulatior:; and preamble 

• Overview of the proposed cGMP regulations and preamble 

• Discussion w'th CTP, including addressing CTP's questions regarding 11e proposed 
cGMP regulations and preamble. 

Any planned presentations will be submitted to CTP at least one week prior to he meeting. [n 
addition, should CTP wish to provide the Companies with questions in advanct of the meeting, 
we will be prepared to address them. 

The Companies are committed to working with the Agency to establish 1ppropriate 
cGMP regulations for tobacco product manufacturers and look forward to disc1 ssing this matter 
with CTP. RJRT will contact you in the upcoming weeks to schedule a meetin; at your earliest 
convenience. If you require any additional information or have any questions, ,lease do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

cc: Lawrence R. lJeyton, M.D., M.S.P.H 
David L. Ashley, Ph.D., CAPT, USPHS 

Respectfully Submitted, 

James E. Swauger, Ph.D., JABT 
Vice President - Regulato1 'I Oversight 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco C, mpany 

James E. Dillard, III, Senio1 Vice President, Regulatory Affairs, Altria ( '. lient Services 
Lorillard, Inc. 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. 
Swedish Match North America 
SMAR1T Coalition 
Liggett Group LLC 
Vector Tobacco Inc. 
National Tobacco Company, L.P. 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
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RliCEIVED 
· AN IO 2012 

BY:_ CTP I DCC 

Attachment ]l 



PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATIOJ I 

16ART _-CURRENT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE IN 
MANUFACTURING, PACKING, ANO STORAGE OPERATIONS F1)R TOBACCO 
PROUUCTS 

Subpart A - General Provisions 

XXX.1 Ap1,licability 
XXX.3 Definitions 
XXX.5 Good Manufacturing Practice Regulation 

Subpart B - Personnel 

XXX.20 Resources 
XXX.30 Responsibility and Authority 
XXX.31 Quality Assurance Personnel 
XXX.35 Contamination Prevention 
XXX.40 Qualification, Education, and Training 

Subpart C - Physical Plant and Grounds 

XXX.50 Plant Grounds, Facilities, and Sanitary Operations 
XXX.53 Physical Plant Construction and Design 

Subpart D - Equipment and Utensils 

XXX.60 Equipment and Utensils 
XXX.65 Procedures, Records and Recordkeeping 

Subpart E - Document Controls 

XXX.70 Procedures 

Subpart F - Purchasing Controls 

XXX.80 General 
XXX.85 Evaluation of Suppliers 

Subpart G - IdenHflcation and Traceability 

XXX.90 Identification 
XXX.95 Traceability 

Subpart H -- Manufacture and Process Controls 

XXX.100 General Controls and Change Controls 
XXX.110 Specifications 
XXX.11-t Sanitation Requirements 
XXX.116 Master Manufacturing Record 
XXX.118 Batch or Lot Manufacturing Records 

Page l of 16 



PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

Subpart I - Evaluation and Acceptance Activities 

XXX.120 Receiving Acceptance and In-Process Evaluation 

Subpart J - Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

XXX.130 Procedures for Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

Subpart K - Labeling and Packaging Operations 

XXX.140 Labeling and Packaging 
XXX.145 Repackaging and Relabeling 

Subpart L - Holding and Distribution 

XXX.150 Handling and Storage 
XXX.155 Distribution 

Subpart M --Complaints 

XXX.160 Review and I nvest '.i gation of Complaints 
XX.X.165 Required Records 

Subpart N - Records and Record keeping 

XXX.170 General 
XXX.174 Record Retention 
XXX.178 Confidentiality 

Page 2 of 16 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATIOl : 

Subpart A - General Provisions 

XXX.l Applicability 

(a) Except as provided by paragrnphs (b) and (c) of this section, you are sul ject to this Part if you 
manufacture, pack, label, repackage, relabel, store, or import cigarettes, cig 1rette tobacco, roll
your-ow,1 tobacco, smokeless tobacco, or any other tobacco products that ti e Secretary by 
reg1.1lat ions deems subject to ·1.i1s Pai , f.Jr sak or distribution in any State o territory of the 
United States, the District of olum ia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Ri ;o. The requirements 
in this part are intended to protect the public health by requiring the manuf. cture of tobacco 
products utilizing practices that protect against manufacturing defects not o ·dina1 ily contained in 

( tobacco products that present a risk of injury beyond the risks generally poi ed !?_y the same 
. ~a~gory of tobacco prodt.!£tS. I f you engage in only some operations subje ·t to the~ents 

olthisPart, and not in others, you need only comply with those requiremer! cs applicable to the 
operations in which you are engaged. 

{b) The requirements pertaining to storing tobacco products shall not apply to you if you arc 
storing those tobacco products at a retail establishment for the sole purpose of retail sale to 
individuals for personal consumprion, including faciliti..:s where sclf-servic • displays of tobacco 
products are pennitted. 

-----....- (c) The requirements of this Part shall not apply to producers of tobacco le, f, including tobacco 
growers, tobacco warehouses, and tobacco grower cooperatives, except to 1 ,c extent such 
producer of tobacco leaf is engaged in an activity speci lied in paragraph (a of this section or is 
controlled by a tobacco product manufacturer. A producer of tobacco leaf vho g,ows tobacco 
under a contract with a tobacco product manufacturer and who is not other .,. isc engaged in the 
manufacturing process shall not be subject to this Part. The requirements c f th is Part shall n~ ? 
apply to distributors as defined by Section 900(7) of the Tobacco Control I ct if1he disl. ibutur is \ 
not also a tobacco product manufacturer and is not controlled by a tobacco >roc..luct manufad un.:r. J 

~ 

(d} Any pen.on who wishes to petition for a pennanent or tcmpornry exemJ tion or variance Jrom 
any requirement of this Part is subject to the rt!quircmcnts of Section 906( c ·(2) of the Tobacco 
Control Act. Petitions for an exernphon or variance shall be submitted ace ,rding to the (6J (5) 
proc~~ures _set for!!)..i~ of this chapter, the United States Food and 01 .Jg Administrattb}(S' 
adm1111s1rattvc procedures. • 

XXX.3 Definitions 

The definitions a1id interpretations of tenns in Section 201 of the Federal F ,od, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the Act) apply to such terms when used in this Part. For the :ll1rpose of this Part, 
1he following definitions also apply: ---

~h or /qt means any specifi c quantiry or manufactur·ng i,;eriod ofa tol acco product defin 
as a baic'llor lot by a tobaccu product manufacturer in the master manufa.£!. irinl!ITcou' that is 
intended to meet t11e same specifications. • 

Complaint means any written, electronic, or oral communication receive, by the tobacco 
product manufacturer that alleges a deficiency related to the quality of a f I ishcd tobacco - -----
Page 3 of 16 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

product. 

Contact surface means any surface that contacts a tobacco product, materi tl, or packaging 
during manufacture, processing, packaging or labeling. 

Contaminant means any added substance not ordinarily contained in tobac ;o products that 
presents a risk of injury beyond the risks generally posed by the same categ1 ry of tobacco 
products. Contaminate or Contamination refers to a contaminant in a tobacl o product, material, 
packaging, or on a contact surface. 

Finished tobacco product means any tobacco product that has completed t 1e manufacturing 
and packag:ng process and is intended for commercial distribution. 

Import means entry into the Customs territury of the United States for sak or distribution to 
consumers for consumption in the United States. 

In-process tobacco product means any tobacco product that is fabricated, , ompounded, 
blended, ground, extracted, sitled, or processed in any other way by a tobac1 o product 
manufacturer for use in the manufacture ol a finished tobacco product. 

Label means a display of written, printed, or graphic matter upon the~ :diat~ackage of 
any tobacco product. -

Master manufacturing record means a compilation of records containing 11e procedure and 
specifications for manufacturing a finished tobacco product. A master mam facturing record 
n:ay be prepared as a single document or file or may be prepared using an ir dex system that 
specifies the location and identity of individual files, records, or documents hat make up the 
master manufactllfing record. 

Material means any ingredient, additive or other substance other than tob:: .::co incorporated 
into or added to a tobacco product during manufacturing. 

Package means a pack, box, carton, or container of any kind or, if no othe · container, any 
wrapping (including film), in which a tobacco product is offered for sale, so d, or otherwise 
distributed to~u~obacco product consumers. A shiµping case is not inclt ded in the definition 
of package. 

Pest means any objectionabl insect or other animal including birds, roder ts, flies, and beetles. 

Physical plant means all or any part ofa tobacco product manufacturer's l uilding or facility 
used for or in connection with manufacturing, packaging, labeling, or holdir g of a tobacco 
product. 

Quality means that the tobacco product meets the manufacturer's soecific, tions and is not 
. d ...______, ~ 

co11tammate . 
,----------__ 

Reprocessing means using, in the manufacttue of a tobacco product, unco1 ,laminated tobacco 
product that has beL'n previously removed from manufacturing and that is SL itable for use in the 

Page 4 of l6 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULA TIO? 

subsequent manufacture of a tobacco product. Reprocessing is a routine m, nufacturing process. < 
Rework means action taken on a .ll.Qn(onfonnlna tobacco product so that i is suitable for use ' 

before it is released for further processing or distribution. Tobacco product . to be reworked 
require an evaluation and disposition prior to use. 

Specification m~ans any requirement defined as a specification by a tobac ;o produc•. 
manufacturer in the master manufacturing record to which a ftnisl.ed or in-1 roccss tobacco 
product or manufacturing process must confcmn. 

Tobacco product means any product made or derived from tobacco that i~ intended for human 
consumption, including any component, part, or accessory of a tobacco product ( except for raw 
n.aterials other than tobacco used in manufacturing a component; part, or a< cessory of a tobacco 
product) that FDA has authority over pursuant to Section 901(0), 21 U.S.C. § 387a(b), of the 
Tobacco Control Act. 

Tobacco product manufacturer means any person, including any repacke1 or relabeler, who 
manufactures, fabricates, assembles, or labels a tobacco product, or imports a filiished tobacco 
product for sale or distribution in the United States. 

XXX.5 Good Man ufactur'.ng Practice Regu lation 

The regulations in this Part establish the minimum current good manufactui ing practices that you 
must use to the extent that you manufacture, package, label, or hold tohaccc products. 

Subpart B - Personnel 

<.XX.20 Resources 

(ou shall provide adequate resources, including the assignment of trained r e.rsonnel, for 
nanagement, performance of work, and assessment of activities, to meet th : requirements of this 
>art. 

XX.30 Responsibility and Authority 
c 

X.XX.31 Quality Assurance Personnel 

There shall be select individuals, who through appropriate education, exper ence and training, 
are specifically designated to perfonn quality assurance responsibilities. Tl ese personnel may 
have responsibilities in addition to their quality assurance responsibilities. fhesc individuals 
shall assure all components, in-process materials, packaging material, label , and tobacco 
product meet specifications, as appropriate, and are not contaminated. Qual ty assurance 
personnel shall assure tobacco products manufactured, processed, paclt-ed, < r held under 
contract by another company meet specifications. Quality assurance pcrso1 nel shall be 
responsible for the review and evaluation of complaints tmder Subpart M, ~ ection XXX.160. 
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XXX.35 Contamination Prevention 

You shall establish and maintain requirements for the health, cleanliness, per ;onal practices, and 
clothing of personnel if contact between such personnel and tobacco product, packaging, or 
materials could reasonably be expected to result in contamination. 

XXX.40 Qualification, Education, and Training t6J (5) 

(a) Each person engaged in manufacturing, testing, packaging, labeling, or h1 ld.ing, or in 
performing any quality control operations, shall have the education, backgro1 nd, training, and/ 
experience to adequately perform the person's assigned functions. 

(b) You s~all a~sign pe'.sonnel qua~ified by ~ducation, t'.-aining, and/or experi :nee to supervise-) 
the wanutactunng, testing, packagmp, label mg, or holdmg of tobacco pmduc ts. -..J. 

(c) You shall establish procedures for identifying training needs and ensure that appropriate 
personnel arc trained to adequately perfonn their assigned functions . Trainir g shall be 
documented to assure that personnel have a thorough understanding of their j Jbs, including the 
date ofLhe training, the type or title of the training, and the person(s) trained. 

Subpart C - Phvsical Plant and Grounds 

X.XX.50 Plant Grounds, Facilit'.es, and Sanitary Operations 

(a) Grounds. You shall keep the grounds of your physical plant in a conditio 1 that protects 
against contamination. 

(iJ) Physical plant facilities. You shall maintain your physical rt ant in a clea 1 and sanitary 
condition and repair .1.Q the extent necessary to protect against contaminati\>n. -
(c) Cleaning compow,ds. pesticides, and other toxic chemicals. You shall us1 cleaning 
cornpvunds and pesticides in a rnanuer that does not result in contamination. Other toxic 
chemicals shall be used and stored in a manner that prevents them from comi 1g into contact with 
tobacco products, materials, packaging, or contact surfaces. 

(d) Pest control. 

(I) You shall not allow animals an area of your physical plant. Guard or ~de dogs are 
allowed in some areas of your physical plant i the presence of the dogs will 101 result in 
contamination. 

(2) You shall take effective measures to minimize pests from the physical pie nt and to grotc_£t 
agains1 contamination. 
" l. l (3) Whe~1 monitoring indicates the need for the use of ins~cticides, fumigantf. f~gicides, ?~ 

· t rodenhc1des, such products shall be used m accordance with the Federal lnsc :1tc1de, Fung1c1de, 
~'5; and Rodenticide Act as applicable, and the use shall follow label directions i1 eluding any 

l required precautions when directed to proted against contamination. 
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(e) Water supply. 

( l) You shall provide water that is safe and sanitary at suitable ten·:perature : and under pressure 
as needed for all uses where water does not become a component of the tob 1cco product. 
~ 

(2) Water that is used in the manufacturing process in a manner such that t~ e water will or may 
become a component of the tobacco product, e.g., when such water is used 1s an ingredient or 
otherw:se contacts tobacco products or any contact surface, shall, at a mini1 rnm, be supplied 
from sources refil! ired to comply with applicable Federal, State, and local r1 quiremey.ts and shall 
not contaminate the tobacco product. 

(t) Plumbing. The plumbing used in your physical plant shall be of an adcc uate size and design 
and maintained to: l: 

(1 ) Carry sufficient amounts of water to required locations throughout the I hysical plant; 

(2) Properly convey sewage and liquid disposable waste from your physica plant into an 
adequate sewage system or through other adequate means; 

(3) Avoid being a source of contamination or creating an unsanitary conditi )Il (e.g., not allow 
backflow or cross connection with wastewater or sewage); and 

( 4) Provide adequate floor drainage in all areas where fl oors are subject to J looding-type cleaning 
or where nonnal operations release or discharge water or other liquid wast.c on the floor. 

(g) Bathrooms. You shall provide your employees with adequate, readily a ;cessible bathrooms 
that are kept clean so as not to be a potential source of contamination. 

(h) Hand-washingfaciliUes. You shall provide adequate and accessible har d-washing facil ities 
for manufaciuring personne l. 

(i) Trash disposal. You shall colkct, store, and dispose of trash in a manne · that protects against 
contamination. The handling, storage and disposal of trash shall not create nalodo~ that 
contaminate tobacco products or result in an sttraction, harborage or breedi 1g place for pes1s. 

U) Sanitation supervisors. You shall assign one or more employees to supt , vise overall 
sanitation. Each of these supervisors shall be qual ified by education, t1ainin~. and/or experience 
related to the deve lopment or supervisi?n of sanitation programs. 

(k) Procedures. You shall establish procedures for cleaning t11e physical ph nt and for pest 
control. 

:XXX.53 Physical Plant Construction and Design 

(a) Any physical plant you use in the manufactu1e of tobacco products shal I: 

(I) Be suitable in size, construct ion, and design to facilitate maintenance, c: :!aning, and sanitary 
operations necessary to protect against contamination ; and 
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(2) Have adequate space for the placement of equipment and holding of tobi cco products, 
packaging, and materials as is necessary to protect against contamination or mix-ups of 
components during manufacturing, packaging, labeling, or holding. 

Sul1 part D - Equipment and Utensils 

XXX.60 Equipment and Utensils 

(a) You shall use equipment and utensils that are of a1-,propriate design, con~ ,ruction, and 
workmanship to enable them to be suitable for their intended use and to be a kquately cleaned 
and properly maintained. "'(15~)~(5~)------

(b) Equipment and utensils shall be maintained and cleaned to prevent cont .mination. '"] 

(c) Instruments or controls used in the manufacturing o, holding of tobacco products, packaging, 
and materials that are used to measure, regulate, or record any information ti ,at is necessary to 
detcnnine confommnce with specifications or protect against contamination shall be: 

( I) Accurare and precise for their intended use; 

(2) Adequately maintained; 

(3) Adequate in number for their designated uses; and 

( 4) Calibrated before first use and at a frequency specified by the manufact1 rer of the instrument 
or control or at intervals necessary lO ensure their accuracy and precision. 

(d) Equipment and utensils shall be removed, replaced or repaired when the { no longer perfonn 
as designed or do not confom1 to !be applicable reference standard. 

(e) Automated, mechanical, and electronic equipmellt (including software I· 1r computer 
controlled µrocesses), shall be: 

( I) Appropriate for, and !unction in accordance with, its intended use; 

(2) Controlled lo consiste11tly meet specifications, including controls to ace JUnt for any changes 
to such equipment; and 

(3) Routinely calibrated, inspected, or cl,ccked to ensure proper performan, c. 

XXX.65 Procedures, h.ecords and Recordkeeping 

(a) You shall establish procedures for fulfilling the requirements of this subJ art, including 
procedures for: 

(I) Calibrating instruments and controls that you use in manufacturing or te~ ting a tobacco 
product; 

(2) Calibrating, inspecting, and checking automated, mechanical, and clectr< nic equipment; 
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(3) Maintaining, repairing, and cleaning, as necessary, all equipment, utensi s, and any other 
contact surfaces that are used to manufacture, package, label, or hold tobacc J products; and 

(4) Identifying what actions are to be taken if calibration accuracy or precis Jn is not met or post
maintenance/repair testing does not meet perfonnance req..iirements. 

(b) Where the performance or accuracy of equipment and instruments may J ,e necessary to assure 
that tobacco products meet specifications, you shall document any calibrati( n, maintenance, 
and/or repair, each time.it is performed, for instruments and controls that ye 1 use in 
manufacturing or testing a tobacco product. 

( c) You shall make and keep records of calibrations, inspections, and check of automated, 
mechanical, and electronic equipment. 

( d) Where the performance of equipment may be necessary to assure that to ,acco products meet 
specifications, you shall make and keep records of the controls that you use to ensure that 
equipment functions in accordance with its intended use. 

Subpart E - Document Conti ols 

XXX.70 Procedures 

You shall establish and maintain procedures to control all documents that a1 e required by this 
Part. The procedures shall provide for the following: 

(a) Document approval and distribution. Quality assurance or other qualifo d per.,;onnel shall 
review for adequacy and approve prior to issuance all documents establishe l 10 meet the 
requirements of this Part. The approval, including the date and identificatica of the indiv:dual(s) 
approving the document, shall be documented. Documents established to n eet the requirements 
of this Part shall be available at all locations for which they are designated, 1sed, or othc, wise 
necessary, and all documents established under this Part that are obsoletes~ 111 be promptly 
removed from all points of use or otherwise prevented from unintended use 

(b) Document changes. Changes to documents shall be reviewed and appro ;ed. Approved 
changes shall be communicated to the appropriate personnel i!!_ a timely ma·~ You shall 
maintain records of changes to documents. Change records shall mclude a , !escription of the 
change, identification of the affected documents, the identification of the ap noving 
individual(s), the approval date, and when the change be,:'omes eftective. 

Subpart F - PUI chasing Controls 

XXX.80 General 

(a) You shall establish and maintain procedures to confim1 that all purchase j or otherwise 
received tobacco products, materials, and packaging conform to your speciJ ,ed requi~ts. --~ 
(b) You shall establish and maintain data that clearly describe or reference t 1e specifications 
tor purchased or otherwise receiveJ tobacco products, materials, and packaJ ,ing. Purchasing 
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-z 
documents shall include, where possible, an agreement that the suppliers ag ee to noti fy the 
manufacturer of changes in the tobacco product, material, or packaging so ti at manufacturers 
may determine whether the changes may affect 1he specifications of a finish :d tobacco product. 

XJC(.85 t:valuat;on of Suppliers 

(a) You shall establish and maintain the requirements that must be met by st ppliers of tobacco 
products, materials and packaging. (o) (5) 

(b) You shall evaluate and select suppliers on the basis of their ability to me :t your specified/ 
requirements. The evaluation shall be documented. J 
(c) You shall define the type and extent of control to be exercised over the t• bacco products, 
materials, and packaging suppliers based on the evaluation results. 

( d) You shall cstabl ish and maintain a list of qualified suppliers. 

Subpart G - ldl.ntification and Traceahililv 

XXX.90 Identification 

You shall establish and maintain procedures for identifying tobacco product :, materials, and 
packaging during all stages of manufacture to prevent mix-ups. The proced tres shall include 
where appropriate: 

(a) ldcnlifying electronically, by signage, or other method of identification r II containers to 
identify their contents and, where necessary, the stage of processing of the t llch or lot; and 

(b) Identifying elect, onically, hy s ignagc, or other method ot identification , II processing I ines 
and major equipn1cnt used during manufacturing, as necessary, to indicate tl eir contents, 
including the name of the tobacco product and the specific batch number, c< nlrol number, or lot 
number and, when necessary, the stage of processing of the batch or lot. 

XXX.95 Tr:1ceability 

You shall establish and maintain procedures providing for traceability Letw, en a fmished 
tobacco product and its materials, packaging, and tobacco used to produce a given lot or bakh of 
~nished tobacco product. . For t_obacco, traceability extends to the tobacco a: it was first\ 7 
introduced mto the manulactunng process. ....J 

Subpart H - Mnnufacture and l rocess Controls 

XXX.100 General Controls and Change Controls 

(a) You shall develop, conduct, control, and monitor manufacturing process s to ensure that 
1oba1:t:o products confonn tOj'.Q,llr specificatio_!.1S. Where deviations from sp :cifications could 
occur as a result of the manufacturing process, you shall establish and maint 1in adequate procc. 
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control procedures to ensure conformance to specifications. Wl,ere process ;ontrol procedures 
are necessary they shall include: 

(I) Documented instructions or procedures that define and control the mann r of manufacture; 

(2) Monitoring and control of manufacturing processes to ensure confonnan :e to specifications 
during manufacture; and 

(3) A pro1.ess for approving, in writing, new processes and process equiprne tt or modifications 
thereto. 

(b) You shall establish and maintain procedures for changes to a specificatic 1, process, or 
procedure. Prior to implementation, such changes shall be properly qualifie, l, where appropriate. 

XXX.ll O Specifications 

You shall establish specifications for ar,y point, step, or stage in the manufai turing process 
where necessary t.o ensure that the finished tobacco product is manufactured packaged and 
labeled as intended by the manufacturer. Such specifications shall be contai 1ed or referenced in 
the master manufacturing record. 

XXX.114 Sanitation Requirements 

You shall conduct manufacturing operations in accordance with dequat ' sa 1itation 1:rincinlE 
and take necessary precautions detennined by your evaluation of po 1a oiogical, chemical, 
and physical hazard to prevent contamination. 

XXX.116 Master Manufacturing Record 

You shall prepare and approve a master manufacturing record for each tobal co product 
manufactured as distinguished by category, brand, subcategory or subbrand. The information in 
the maste r manufacturing record shall be based upon defined tobacco produi t development and 
manufact uring scale-up processes. The manufacturer shall ensure that contr ,Is utilized in the 
tobacco product development and manufacturing scale-up processes are app upriate for tobacco 
products. The master manufacturing record shall include, or reference the lo :ation of, the 
following information, where appropriate: 

(a) Specifications; 

(b) Manufacturing methods, manufacturing procedures or any rnanufacturir g environment 
requirements; 

(c) Quality control procedures; 

(d) Evaluation criteria and quality control measures associated with any rep ·ocessing activities; 
and 
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(e) Label and packaging specifications and methods and processes used toe 1sure conformance 
with such specifications. 

XXX. 118 Batch or Lot Manufacturing Records 

You shall establish and maintain procedures to ensure a batch or lot manufacture record is (b} (5) 
prepared for each batch or lot of a tobacco product that include;; complete in omrntion relating t 

the manufacture and control of each batch or lot and accurately follows the a >propriate master 
manufacnuing record and each step taken in the manufacture of the batch or lot. The batch or Io 
manufacturing record shall include, or refer to the location c,(. the following nfom1ation: 

(a) The date(s) of manufacture; 

(b) The quantity of tobacco product manufactured; 

( c) The quantity of tobacco product distributed; ( 

(d} The records demonstrating the tobacco product in the batch or lot was m mufacnired in 
accordance with the master manufacturing record; 

(e} Any identification and control number(s) for the finished tobacco prodUl t and components, 
materials, and any labels and packaging included in the finished tobacco i.,ro luct; and 

(f) A description of :my reprocessing or rework act;vity associated with sucl batch or lot 
including records demonstrating the reprocessing conformed to the master IT anufacturing record. 

Subpart I - Eva luation and Acceptance Activities 

XXX.120 Receivfog Acceptance and In-Process Evaluation 

(a) You shall establish and maintain procedures for the acceptance of incoming tobacco products, 
materials, and packaging to assure specified requirements a1e met. 

(b) You shall establish and maintain evaluation procedures, where appropria e. to ensure that 
specified requirements for in-process tobacco product are ,net. 

( c) You shall maintain records of in-process tobacco product failing evaluati m activities and 
their disposition reqt.1ired by this Part. These records shall iuclude: 

(1) Identification of such in-process tobacco product failing evaluation; 

(2) The dates such in-process tobacco product failed the evaluations; 

(3) The results of such evaluations; 

(4) The identity of the individual(s) conducting the evaluation; and 

(5) Where appropriate, the equipment used. 
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Sub()art J - Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

XXX.130 Procedures for Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

(a) You shall establish and maintain a process to control tobacco products tl at do not meet 
specifications or are contaminated. The process shall address the identificati Jn, documentation, 
evaluation, segregat:on, and appropriate disposition of such nonconforming obacco products. 

(b) Identification of nonconforming tobacco products shall include docume1 tation of the identity 
and quantity of the nonconfom1ing tobacco product, the date the tobacco pre fact was identified 
as nonconforming, the nonconformance, and the identity of the person who c etermined the 
tobacco product to be nonconforming. 

( c) Evaluation of the non conformance shall include an assessment of the ris : posed by the I 
nonconfonnance and a determination of the need for an investigation into th,: cause of the '1 
nonconformance. Where an investigalion is conducted, it shall include a rev ew of relevant 
manufacturing records, data and any other relevant information necessary to determine the cause 
of the nonconforrnance and to eliminate other possible c:iuses. 

(d) Segregation of the nonconforming tobacco product shall include clearly .dentifying and 
holding nonconforming tobacco product in a manner that prevents mix-ups. 

(e) Disposition ofnonconfom1ing tobacco product that is r1onconfonning d ,e to being out of 
specification may include an assessment of whether the nonconformance presents a risk of injury 
beyond the risks generally posed by the same category of tobacco products. Personnel 
responsible for making such disposition determinations shall be identified . 

(f) You may rework nonconforming tobacco product to bring it into conforr 1ance with 
specifications only if you can establish and verify a plan for ensuring the tob 1cco product meets 
specifications and is not contaminated. 

(g) You shall establish and maintain a conective action and preventive actio, program to address 
nonconforming tobacco products, when the risk posed by the nature of then inconformance or 
the frequency of the nonconformance warrants such action. Such a program shall include the 
following: 

(l) An investigation of the root cause of the nonconforrnance; 

(2) Identification of the action(s) needed to correct and prevent recurrence o the 
nonconformance; 

(3) Implementing such action(s); and 

( 4) Assessment and confinnation of the effectiveness of such action(s). 

(h) You shall keep and maintain records of all activities required under this ! ec tion. 
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Subpart K - LalJeHog and Packaging Operations 

X.XX.140 Labeling and Packaging 

You shall establish and maintain a process to control labeling and packaging ; ctivities. 

(a) Labels shall be printed and applied to finished tobacco products so as to r. ,main legible and 
affixed during the customary conditions of processing, storage, handling, dist ibution, and sale. 

(b) You shall establish a process to ensure that labels received from supplierE conform to the 
label specifications. 

(c) You shall manage label storage, label application and packaging operatio11s to prevent mix
ups. 

( d) You shall ensure that any numbers, codes and/or markings used lo identif I the tobacco 
product batch or lot are adequately applied to labels or packaging on finished tobacco products. 

(e) Tobacco product packaging and shipping cases or containers shall be desi g1ed and 
consnucted to protect against the contamination of finished tobacco products luring customary (I:>) (5) 
conditions of processing, storage, handling, distribution and sale. 

XXX.145 Repackaging and Relabeling 

You shall establish and maintain a process to manage repackaging and relabe ing operations that 
meets the requirements set forth in Section XXX.140. ....._ _____ _. 

Subpart L - Holding and Distribution 

XXX.150 Handling and Storage 

You shall establish and maintain procedures to ensure tobacco products are h, Id under I 
appropriate conditions to protect against the possibility of mix-up or contami1 atiOO:- I 

XXX.155 Distribution _,,.. / ( 

You shall establish and maintain a process to ensure finished ~c1; are 
distributed under appropriate conditions to protect against contamination. Y cu shall 
establish and maintain records that include: 

(a) The identification of the ini tial consignee; 

(b) The identification and quantity of the finished tobacco product shipped ; 

(c) The date of shipment; and 

( d) Any code used to identify the finished tobacco product and/or hatch or lot 
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Subpart M --Complaints 

X.XX.160 Review and Investigation of Complaints 

Quality assurance or other qualified personnel shall: 

(a) Review all complaints to detenninc whether the complaint involves a re 1sonablc probability 
that a finished tobacco product contains a manufacturing or other defect no· ordinarily contained 
in the same category of tobacco products on the market that would cause ar acute, serious, 
adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same l 1tegory of tobacco 
products; 

(b) Evaluate the need for an investigation; and 

(c) Where appropriate investigate any complaint that involves an acute, seri >us, adverse health 
consequence not otherwise associated with use of the sam1.: category oftob1 cco products, unless 
such investigation has already been pcrfonned for a simihr complaint and , nether invcstig:1tion 
is not necessary. 

XXX.165 Required Records 

(a) You shall make i nd keep the following complaint records: 

(I) Procedures for fulfilling the requirements of this subpart. 

(2) A record of every complaint. The record of the complaint shal I include. where available, the 
fo llowing: 

(i) TI1e name anJ descr· ption of the fin ished tobacco product; 

(ii) The batch, lot, or control number of the fin ished tobacco product; 

(iii) The date the complaint was received and the name, address, or telepho1 e number of the 
complainant; 

(iv) The nature of the complaint including, if known, how the fini shed toba co product was used; 

(v) The reply to the complainant, if any; and 

(vi) The identification of the person receiving the complaint. 

(3) Where complaints are investigated, the record of the investigation shall nclude : 

(i) A record of the invcstigational activities pe1fonneJ; and 

(ii) The f ndings of the investigation and follow up action(s) taken as a resu t of the invest igation 
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Subpart N - Records and Recordkeeping 

XXX.170 General 

(a) You shall establish procedures to fu lfill the requirements of this Par .. 
(6)(5) 

(b) You shall make and keep records required w1der this Part in accordance , 1ith this subpart. 

(c) All records required by this Part shall be maintained al the establishment Nhere the 
operations were conducted or other location that is reasonably accessible to ( mployees of FD 
designated to perform inspections. Such records, including those not stored 1t the inspected 
establishment, shall be made readily available during the retention period to .;DA employec(s 
for inspection and copying when requested. Such records shall be legible an J shall be stored 
minimize deterioration and to protect againsi loss. Those records stored in a 1tomatei..l data 
processing systems shall be backed up. 

(d) Records shall be kept as original records, as true copies (such as photoco iies, microfilm, 
microfiche:, or other accurate reproductions of the original records}, or as ele :Ironic records. 
you use reduction techniques, such as microfi lming, you shall make suitable reader and 
photocopying equipment readily available to FDA. 

XXX.174 Record Retention 

You shall keep records for at least 2 years beyond the date of manufacture o ' the last batch or lot 
of finished tobacco products associated with those reqmjs. 

XXX.178 Confidenfality 

Records ~cemed ~onfidential ~y the manufacturer ~ arke~ to aid F~, \ i~1 determining 
whether 111format1on may be disclosed under the p~~ma11on regulat11 n m l'art 20 of th 
chapter. 

Effective Date: 

(o ) (5) 

This rule takes effect a minimum of two years from publicatiott of the /ina · rule in the Federal 
Register. ---
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PREAMBLE FOR PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGU ,A TION 

PART - CURRENT GOOD MANUFAC.f URJNG PRACTICE IN 
MANUFACTURJNG, PACKJNG, AND STORAGE OPERATIONS .FO.t TOBACCO 
PRODUCTS 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, HHS 

SUMMARY: Tne Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") is proposing to c stablish current 
good manufacturing practice ("cGMP") regulations for tobacco products. Th! proposed rule 
establishes cGMP requirements for the manufacture, labeling, packing, ands orage of tobacco 
product'> to ensure that the tobacco products are not adulterated or misbrande I. The proposed 
rule is one of many actions related to tobacco products that FDA is taking pu suaut to the Family 
Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (Pub. L. 111-3 l) (the "Tobacc J Control Act'' or 
"Act"). The Tobacco Control Act added authorities to the Federal Food, Dru~. and Cosmetic 
Act ("FDCA") to enhance public health protection. 

I. Backg1 ound and Related Information 

A. Purpose 

The Tobacco Control Act became law on June 22, 2009. This Act gives FD/ the author·ty to 
regulate the manufacture, distribution, and marketing of tobacco products. T, that end, FDA is 
empowered to prescribe regulations to protect tLe public health and assure th .t tobacco products 
are in compliance with the provisions of the Act by requiring good manufact1 ring practices or 
hazard analysis and critical control point methodology. Accordir.gly, cetiain members of the 
tobacco industry ("Identified Companies")1 are proposing the attached cGM • regulations for 
consideration by the FDA. 

The tobacco industry produces a diverse airay of tobacco products, many of , ;hich involve 
different manufacturing processes. Even the manufacturing processes within the same category 
of tobacco product may vary in numerous ways. Thus the Identified Compar ies are proposing 
cGMPs that provide sufficient direction for the establishment of adequate ma rnfacturing controls 
without providing detailed instruction for what specific criteria should be use j to implement the 
controls. This framework will enable the Agency to protect the public health with respect to this 
unique product category while giving individual manufacturers the opportuni .y to meet the goal 
of the cGMPs in an effective manner that allows for flexibility and innovatio 1. More 
specifically, the cGMPs require each manufacturer to identify and establish c :rtain procedures 
and practices but allow the specific practices and procedures to be tailored to the category of 
tobacco product, and the auributes of the specific tobacco products, producer by tl1e 
manufacturer. The extent and nature of documentation and practices necessa -y to meet the 

' The industry stakeholders include the following companies: RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Comp my, Sanla Fe Natural 
Tobacco Company, Inc., American Snuff Company, LLC, Alicia Client Services on behalf o Philip Morris USA 
Inc . and U.S_ Smokeless Tobacco Company, Lorillard, lnc., Commonwealth Brands, Inc., s, :edish Match North 
America, the SMARTT Coal.ition, Liggett Group LLC, Vector Tobacco Inc., National Toba< : o Company, L.P .. and 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
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requirements of the proposed cGMPs will vary according to the complexity of the manufacturing 
operations and the risks associated with the failure to implement a given pracl. ce. 

The proposed cGMPs take into account that tobacco products are unique whe1 compared to other 
products regulated by the FDA because of the inherent variability of tobacco ( ,s an agr:cultural 
crop) and the inherent risk to users of the products. For example, the cGMP n gulations for 
drugs and medical devices were established in part to ensure that the drug or d !vice meets the 
safety requirements of the FDCA. See 43 Fed. Reg. 45014 (Sept. 29, 1978) (a drug is deemed 
adulterated unless it "conforms to [cGMP] so that the drug meets the safety re ruirements ot the 
Act and has the identity and strength and meets the quality and purity characte ris1 ics that it is 
represented to have."); 43 Fed Reg. 31508 (July 21, 1978) (medical devices n .ust "conform to 
[ cGMP] requirements, as pn::scribed in the regulation, to assure that devices a1 :! safe and 
effective and otherwise in compliance with the act"). 

FDA found that many device recalls "resulted from manufacturers' failure to l Jllow good 
manufacturing practices" and, therefore, found it "vitally important that devic, s be manufactured 
in accordance with quality assurance principles that help prevent the productic n of defective 
products that can endanger consumers." Id. The cGMP regulations for dicta[) supplements were 
established to ensure that consumers do not suffer harm and obtain the purpor ed health benefit 
from the consumption of dietary supplements. 68 Fed Reg. 12159 (Mar. 13, 2 )03) (a dietary 
supplement is adulterated if it "contains contaminants because [the supplemer: l does] not contain 
the dietary ingredient it is represented to contain or because the amount of the dietary ingredient 
thought to provide a health benefit is not actually present in the supplement"> Unlike the 
cGMPs for drugs, medical devices, and dietary supplements, cGMP regulatim s for tobacco 
products are not meant to assure the safety and effectiveness of a tobacco pro<. uct-because of 
their inherent risk to users of the products - but rather to "~sure that the pubb: health is 
eIQtes;ted aod Jhat the tobacco product is manufactured in complianc;" with TI e Act. Tobacco 
Control Act, §906( e )( l ). 

Therefore, the purpose of the proposed cGMP regulation is threefold: (1) top ·otect the public 
health by providing assurance that tobacco products are not contaminated (pre hibiting the 
introduction of substances in the tobacco product not ordinarily contained in t >bacco products 
that present a risk of injury beyond that generdlly posed by the same category )f tobacco 
product); (2) to prevent misbranded tobacco products; and (3) to allow tobacc· 1 product 
manufacturers the flexibility to manufacture, label, pack, and store tobacco pr ,ducts to account 
for different categories of tobacco products, different manufacturing processe , and the inherent 
variability of tobacco, while assuring all such activities are conducted in a cor trolled manner. 7 

8. Inherent Risks Associated With the Use of Tobacco Products 

Underpint.ing the proposed cGMP regulation for tobacco products is an acknc wledgement that 
the U.S. Surgeon General and other public health authorities have identified c :rtain inherent 
risks associated with the use of different categories of such products. When l '.ongress enacted 
the Tobacco Control Act, it acknowledged such inherent risks but did not ban mch products, 
clearly stating that the intent of the act was "to continue to permit the sale oft ibacco products to 
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adults." FDCA § 9U7(d)(3)(A) (FDA is expressly "prohibited" from issuing t regulation 
"banning all cigarettes, all smokeless tobacco products, all little cigars, all cii .ars other than little 
cigar.-;, all pipe tobacco, or all roll-your-ow11 tobacco products."). 

Thus the cGMP regulation for tobacco product manufacturers must take into 1ccount that 
tobacco products have iuherent risks and, given the purpose of the cGMPs, n ,t require 
manufacturers to address those risks in this context . Unlike for drugs, medic J dev :ces, dietary 
supplements, and food, the tobacco product cGMPs cannot require tobacco n anufactureis tcJ, 
assure their products are safe and/or effective. ..J 

In light of these considerations, the Identified Companies' proposed cGMP n gulation provides 
direction to tobacco product manufacturers to control their manufacturing pn cesses in a manner 
that would prevent the introduction of substances not ordinarily contained in obacco pr~ucts 
that would present a risk of injury to the consumer beyond that generally pos :d by the same 
category of tobacco products. Further, the proposed regulation directs tobac< o product 
manufacturers to control their manufacturing processes so that the tobacco pt )duct is not 
misbranded. The Identified Compa1:ies believe that these elements are centr; 1 to meeting the 
Congressional intent as expressed in Section 906(e) of the Tobacco Control 1 .ct 

C. lnherent Variability of Tobacco Products 

Tobacco - the main ingredient in tohacco products --·· is of ari agricultural c ;gin, and therefore 
tobacco products are subject to natural variation. Each type of tobacco, e.g., hie-cured, dark air
cured, fire cured, burley, and oriental, has its own particular taste and aroma. Moreover, there 
are variations in these attributes within each type according to the tobacco's l ;rade (i.e., quality), 
stalk position, geographic origin, and year of harvest. Tobacco product mam facturers combine 
different types of tobacco to produce a distinctive "blend" that is primarily re ;ponsiblc for giving 
each tobacco product its distinctive sensory characteristics (similar to the ble 1ding processes that 
occur in other agricultural based consumer products, such as coffee, wine, an I beer). Tobacco 
product manufacturers must use a combination of science and art to (I) achie 1e a tobacco blend 
that delivers a distinctive adult tobacco product consumer experience, and (2 adjust the blend to 
maintain consistency of that tobacco product to account for natural tobacco v uiabi lily. 

This inherent variability of tobacco results in unavoidable variations in the tc 1acco blends. To 
compensate for these natural variatio11s and maintain the consistency of the h bacco product, a 
tobacco product ma11ufacturer must routinely adjust the tobacco blends - fo example, by 
blending across several crop years ofone type of tobacco. FDA acknowledg :d that tobacco 
manufacturers are "required" to periodically adjust the tobacco bfcrid in a pre duct "to address the 
natural variation of tobacco .. . in order to maintain a consistent product" in . recent guidance 
document. CENTER FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS, GUIDANCE FOR INI tUSTRY AND 
FDA STAFF: SECTION 9050) REPORTS: DEMONSTRATING SUBSTA \JTIAL 
EQUIVALENCE FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS 4(2011 ). FDA has also ac :nowledged that 
such adjustments to the tobacco blend are not '~int~ndeJ to ~lter the chemical or perception] 
properties" of a tobacco product, but rather mamtam a consistent product. fa 
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Therefore, the direction to manufacturers provided by the proposed cGMP reg 1lation recognizes 
the inherent variability unique to tobacco products. This is achieved by provic ing tobacco 
product manufachtrers the flexibility necessary to manufacture, label, pack, ar d store in a 
manner allowing for such variability but not pennitting (a) the intrnduction of mbstanccs not 
ordinarily contained in tobacco products that would present a risk of injury to he consumer 
beyond that generally posed by the same category of tobacco products or (b) r: 1isbranding. 

II. Proposed Rule 

Sub.nart_A- General Provisions 

XXX. l Applicability 

The language in subsection (a) of this section essentially tracks the Tobacco C )ntrol Act 
authority over tobacco product manufacturers. In other words, if a facility me its the Tobacco 
Control Act definition of a tobacco product manufacturer, then it will be cove1 ed by the proposed 
cGMP regulation to the ex1ent it manufadures tobacco products within FDA'~ jurisdiction under 
Section 90l(b). While the storage of tobacco products by a tobacco product n anufacturer is ~ 

within the scope of the regulation, a distributor as defined in Section 900 7 0 1 Jlu~ EDCA is 
exem t from these regulation . Subsection ( J provides further c anty with n spect to the non
applicabi 1ty o t e reqmrements to storage activities at retail. The other subst ctions essentially 
restate other provisions of the Tobacco Control Act. Also, sn1all tobacco prod 1ct manufacturers, 
as defined by Section 900( 16) of the Tobacco Control Act, are not required to ~omply with the 
cGMP regulation for at least 4 years following the effective date of the regula1 :on. See Section 
906(e )(I )(B)(v). 

XXX.3 Definitions 

This section provides definitions for certain relevant tenns used in the propost d cGMP 
regulation that are not defined in Section 20 l of the FDCA or the Tobacco Co llrol Act. While 
the defined terms in the regulation speak for themselves, we have elaborated c n the intent of 
certain of the defined tenns below. 

The definition for "batch or lot" provides the tobacco manufacturer with the fl :xibility to define 
"any si.;ecific quantity or manufacturing period" as a "batch or lot" as long as obacco product 
being manufactured during such a "batch or lot" is intended to meet the same pecifications. 
Such flexibility is necessary for tobacco product manufacturers because some :obacco products 
are not made in discrete "batches" but are manufactured by continuous produc rion. 

The definition of"contaminant" recognizes the unique risk profile of tobacco ,roducts. They are 
agricultural products that, for that reason, naturally include substances other ti an tobacco. This 
definition also acknowledges the inherent risks associated with tobacco produ. ts, as described in 
Section l.B. Thus, a substance becomes a "contaminan t" on~y w 1en it has bee 1 added to a 
tobacco product, is not intended to be in the tobacco procluc and ,resents a ri :k beyond~!...,., 
generally posed by the same category of to acco products. . 1s concept is cc nsistent with the .----~~--~~~------~~-~--~~~~~~ 
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language in the mandatory recall provisions of Section 908(c)(l). It is not ne :essary to eliminate 
from tobacco products added substances that ordinarily are contained in toba1 co products 
because of their agricultural nature or that do not increase the health risk of tie tobacco products. 
'lbe "~aster manufacturing record" is where the procedures and specificatior, for manufacturing 
a finished tobacco product are found. It is the key repository of manufacturir g requirements and 
controls and may cornpr=se several documents or tiles or an index identifying them and their 
location. 

The "quality" of a tobacco product refers to whether the product me~ed";s !!mfacturer's 
specifications and is not contaminated. Because of the inherent risks pose I tobacco products, 
those are the two e"iemenls ol what is ordinarily considered product quality th 1t need to be 
addressed by this Part in order to protect the public health. 

"Rework" means action taken on a nonconforming tobacco product so that it s suitable for use I 
before it is released for further processing or distribution. Tobacco products o be reworked 
require an evaluation and disposition prior to use. 

A "specification" is any requirement that a wanufacturer defines as a specific 1tion in the master 
manufacturing record to which a finished or in-process tobacco product or m ,nufacturing 
process~- The manufacturer defines what the product and proct ,sing specifications 
should be. What the manufacturer may describe as parameters, limits, criteri 1, or like terms arJ 
not specifications unless the manufacturer Jefines them as such in the master manufacturing 
record. This provision also recognizes that tobacco product manufacturers m 1y use in-process 
rather than finished product specifications if the manufacturer olheiwise is in compliance with 
this Part. 

Subpart B -· Personnel 

Sections XXX.20, X.XX.30, and XXX.31 require a manufacturer to have ade 1uate resources, 
including personnel, to comply with the regulations and, specifically, pcrsom el designated to 
have certain quality assurance responsibility and authority. At the same time these provisions 
recog 1izc that no formal quality unit is required. In the case of tobacco prod1 ,els, such personnel 
may have duties other than quality assurance as well, as long as the quality a: surance duties are 
well-defined and adequately carried out, as specified in the regulation. 

Sectior, XXX.35 requires a manufacturer to establish and maintain requireme nls for the health, 
cleanliness, per.sonal practices, and clothing of personnel if contact between 1 uch personnel and 
tobacco product, packag:ng, or materials could reasonably be expected to res 1lt in 
contamination. 

Subpart C - Phvsical Plant and Grounds 

The terms "cl~an and sanitary", as used in Section XXX.50(o), mean a manu acturer's physical 
plant shall be kept clean to the extent necessary to protect against contaminat on, taking into 
account the inherent risks of tobacco products and an analysis of the risks of ;untamination, as 
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that term is defined in Section XXX.3. The term "sanitary" is not intended to equire 
sanitization, sterilization, or any other specific fonn of cleaning beyond what t 1e risk analysis 
determines is necessary. This requirement is consistent with the application 0 1 the concepts 
associated with hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP) methodolc zy to sanitation in 
Section XXX.114. 

Section XXX.SO(d)(3) requires that insecticides, fumigants, fungicides, or rod· ,nticides, used for 
pest control activities shall be used in accordance with the Federdl Insecticide, Fungicide, and 
Rodenticide Act as applicable, and the use shall follow label directions includi 1g any required 
precautio1.s when dire~ted to prot~ct against con~a1_11ination. Foreign mar:ufac -~rers not s~bjecot 
to the Federal Insecllc1de, Fung1c1de and Rodent1c1de Act shall comply with ti cir own national \l 
or local requirements governing the use of such pesticides and shall not con tar 1inate the tobacco 
product 

Section XXX.50(e)(2) requires that water that is used in the manufacturing pn cess in a manner 
such that the water will or may become a component of the tobacco product, s tall, al a 
minimum, be supplied from sources required to comply with applicable Feder, !, State, and local 
requirements and shall not contaminate the tobacco product. Foreign manufac :urers shall I z 
comply with their own national or local requirements goveming water quality md shall no0 
contaminate the tobacco product. 

Subpart D - Equipment and Utensils 

Section XXX.60(e) generally requires equipment to be adequately calibrated a 1d controlled. 
That requirement applies to software used to control processes. The requirem nt to control 
certain software, including the rel,uirement in Section XXX.60(e)(2) to contra such software to 
ensure that specifications consistently are met, is not intended to require softw ire validation. 
Such control may be achieved by a process of qualification, calibration, monit )ring, verificatio1, 
checks, other methods, or some combination thereof, as determined to be appr ipriate for the 
particular equipment and processes by the manufacturer. 

Subpart E - Document Controls 

Section XXX.70 requires a manufacturer to establish and maintain procedures to control 
documents required by the cGMP regulations. Such procedures shall include, 1mong other 
things, controls for approving documents, making changes to documents, and ,pproving those 
changes. Both Section XXX .70(a) and (b) require that the individuals approvi 1g documents or 
changes to them be identified. Identification of such individuals in the docum :nt control system, 
whether in electronic or paper form, or some combination thereof, is sutlicien1 in lieu of such 
individuals' signatures, provided that the document control procedures require the approving 
individual personally to identify him- or herself in some way and the identity I f such individuals 
is not merely assigned automatically by the document control system or other >ersonnel. 
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Subpart F - Purchasing Controls 

Section XXX.80 requires manufacturers to have purchasing controls for incc ning tobacco 
products, materials and packaging, as those terms are defined in Section XX: ~.3. ManufacturersJ 
have the flexibility under this provision to determine the type and extent of s 1ch controls based , 
on the needs for their specific products and manufacturing processes. 

Section XXX.85 requires manufacturer.; to establish and maintain the requirements that must be 
met by suppliers of tobacco products, materials and packaging. The specific requirement~ may 
vary based on an evaluation of the potential risk posed by the supplied mater al (e.g. tobacco 
ingredient vs. packaging component) but should include supplier evaluation , r :teria and 
maintaining a list of qualified suppliers. 

Subpart G - Identification and Traccabilitv 

The identification requirements of Section XXX.90(a) are meant to apply wl ~rever there is a 
reasonable possibility of mix-ups. It may not be necessary to identify the cm ,tents of some 
container:; because the risks of mix-up, or the conseque11ces of a mix-up, are ,mall, such as 
where the use of a particular container or tobacco product is limited to one a1 :a of the 
manufacturing facility . 

Section XXX.95 requires traceability that will assist manufacturers in identif ting other potential 
batches or lots of finished tobacco products that might be affected by a prodt ct quality issue that 
arose during manufacturing and was detected in a particular finished tobacco product batch or 
lot, which, in tum, will assist manufacturers in conJucting any necessary ma. ket withdrawals or 
recalls . For tobacco, by requiring traceability back only to the tobacco as fir: t introduced into 
the manufacturing process, this provision makes clear that manufacturers are not required to J 
establish traceability all the way back prior to its introduction into th1.: manuf 1cturing process, 
such as to the growers or sellers of the raw tobacco. This traceability requirement does not 
extend to farms because the tobacco is mixed after received from farms duri1 g leaf processing 
( or "sternmery") operations, which are defined as "tobacco warehouses" in S ~ction 900(21) of 
the FSPTCA. After such processing, the raw tobacco is typically stored for, few years pr:or to 
being introduced into the manufacturing process. Also, FDA does not have J .1risdiction over 
tobacco farms or tobacco warehouses (with certain exceptions) under Chaple r IX of the 
FSPTCA. 

Subpart H -- Manufacture and Process Controls 

Under Section XXX. I 00, manufacturers are required to control their process :s to ensure their 
tobacco products meet specifications. However, the specific control measun s to be utilized are 
determined by the manufacturer so that it has the flexibility to identify and e: .ecute the control 
measures best suited to its manufacturing operations and tobacco products. 

Section XXX.114 provides that a manufacturer should develop its sanitation :ontrol program byl 
using a,risk based app2:,~~ that is informed lly an evaluation of potential hi e. logical , chemical , 

,,.// 
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and physical hazards. These criteria are consistent with those used in the food industry when 
applying "HACCP". While this section docs not mandate a formal HACCP r :ogram, it does 
require manufacturers to undertake a HACCP-like evaluation to support its sa1 itation controls. 

Section XXX.116 requires the development of a master manufacturing record, which is the key 
record documenting manufacturing controls. The development of the specific ,tions in the 9 
master manufacturing record, beg' nning when the cGMP regulation takes effe ;t , shall be based ? 
upon defined tobacco i:roduct development and manufacturing scale-up proce· ses. The 
manufacturer shall ensure that controls utilized in the tobacco product develor ment and 
manufacturing scale-up processes are appropriate to assure tobacco product re 1uirements are 
met. This p1ovision is intended to address the "preproduction design validatio 1" language in 
FDCA Section 906(e)(l)(A). 

The provisions in this Subpart II and the rest of this Part arc not meant tg reQll ~ pm(G 
v~l~9-. For tobacco products, adequate process controls might ta.Ice the fm ;n of in-process 
control parameters, such as temperature or processing speed; equipment quali! icalion and 
calibration; in-process quality checks; or other controls appropriate to the pro, ~sses and tobacco 
products, as deteniiined by the manufacturer. 

Subpart I - Evaluation and Ac~ptance Activ} ies 

Section XX.X.120 makes it incumbent on a mar,ufacturer to establish appropri tie procedures for 
the acceptance of incoming touacco products, materials and packaging and tht evaluation of in 
process tobacco products to assure ,sp~ified requirements are met. Acceptam :: activities may 
include visual checks, testing or erification fsupplier Certificates of Analys s. Because of the 
unique nature of tobacco products, as exp amed in the introductory paragraph: above, in-process 
or finished tobacco product testing is not required unless a manufacturer deter nines under other 
provisions of this Part that it is a necessary process control and makes such tei ting part of a 
specification in the master manufacturing record. 

Subpart J - Nonconforming Tobacco Produq 

Under Section XXX.130, a tobacco product is nonconforming if it does not cc nfom1 to the 
appl icable specifications in the master manufacturing record or is contaminate j, as that tennis 
defined in Section XXX.3. A manufacturer must have a process to evaluate a: 1d handle 
nonconforming 1obacco product as described in Sertion XXX.130. 

Section XXX. J 30(c) requires that process to include a risk assessment and ad !tennination of the 
need for an investigation into the cause oftbe nonconformance. A manufactu ·er's process for 
handling nonconforming tobacco product therefore should include criteria to I valuate the risk 
posed by the nonconformance and to determine how the tobacco product shou d be 
dispositioned. This provision gives direction to a manufacturer without speci1 ying all of the 
c1i teria. to be used for the investigation and disposition decisions because such criteria should be 
based on the attributes of the speci fie tobacco product and its manufacturing ~ rocesses. 
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(15) (5) 
Vader Section XXX.130(c), the disposition detennination shall include an as ;essmcnt of whether 
the nonconfonnance is a defect not ordinaril contained in the same category of tobacc~ Qroduc_!j 
and whether that defect prt."sents a risk of injury beyon t at generally posed lY the same 
category of tobacco products. That assessment already will have occurred in the case of 
contaminated product because of the definition of contamination in Section) XX.3, but such an 
assessment shall also be done in the case of a tobacco product that does not c mfonn to 
specifications. 

Subpart K - Labeling and P;ickaging Opera!ions 

Section XXX.140 requires a manufacturer to establish and maintain a proces to control labeling 
and packaging activities. Provided that such process ensures that labels conf inn to 
specifications and that labels and packaging are managed to prevent mix-ups a manufacturer is 
not required to quarantine or otherwise hold incoming labels prior to their in1 ·oduction into 
labeling and packaging operations. This provision provides direction to a mt nufacturer to 
establish an effective process witlJout specifying an evaluation and release pr >cess or other 
parti1..ular steps in the process. 

Subpart L - Holding and Distribution 

Although Sections XXX. I 50 and X:XX 155 contain storage and distribution I equirements, such 
requirements do not apply to a "dist,ibutor" as defined in Section 900(7) oft1 e FDCA. 

Subpart M - Complaint~ 

Section X.XX.160 requires a manufacturer to review all complaints. This pre vision docs not 
attempt to specify all of the criteria a manufacturer must use to evaluate com ,taints or to 
determine whether an investigation is necessary. However, consistent with ti e language in the 
mandatory recall provisions of the FSPfCA, Section 908(c)(J), and the rcpo1 ting provisions of 
the FSPTCA, Section 909(a), this provision requires quality assurance perso1 nel or other 
qualified pe1 sonnel, as described in XXX.31, to evaluate whether the comp la nt involves a 

,~----reasonable probability that a tobacco product contains a manufacturing or otter defect not 
(l5} (5) ordinar:ly contained in the same category of tobacco p_roducls ~n the n:iarket hat would cause anl 

~cute, serious, adverse health conse uence not otherwise associated with use of the same 
'ca egory o tobacco pro uc s an , mos cases to investigate such complaii ts. Such 
complaints may not need to be inves 1gated 1t t ey previously have been inve ;ligated and the 
cause of the defect is known . Additionally, given that smokers may experien :e certain transient 
~ITects ( e.g. headaches) and consumers of smokeless tobacco products may a: well (e.g. nausea), 
all complaints alleging health effeds may not need to be investigated. This i rovision makes 
~!ear that an assessment of potential health hazards is a critical element of th, complaint 
~valuation and investigation process. The term "acute" has been included in .he description of 
the applicable health hazards for those purposes because the complaint hand! Hg process required "1 
by this section is not intended to handle allegations of chronic health effects , elated to the r6) (5)'~--' 
Inherent risks of tobacco products as referenced in Section l.B . 
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This rule takes effect a minimum of two years from publicat:on of the final n le in the Federal 
Register. Consistent with FDCA Section 906(e)(B)(iv), the proposed effecti\:: date is necessary 
to provide a reasonable period of time for manufacturers to confonn to the gc Jd manufacturing 
practices required herein. The period of time to comply is based on the dif1e1 ~nces in the manner 
in which the different types of tobacco products have historically been prodw ed, the financial 
resources of the different tobaccr, product manufacturers, the state of their ex sting 
manufacturing facilities, and a consideration of what would constitute a reasc 1able period of 
time to comply with the requirements in this Part. 
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Notes 

Ann Simoneau, Center for Tob"ccc> J>roducts, Office of C omplia11ce rmd E,~{orcement 

CTP is bound by the Admin istrativi:' Procedures Act;therefore, di,;cuss on of CT P' s 
ti, ocfran .i: for development ofrobacco product: GMPs and questions al ou, the proposed 
C11\.1P regulations and preamble wi ll be limited. 1 here will be other op J01Ltmities for 
staki:::holdcrs to providl.! additional information and comments to FDA luring the 
rulcmaking process (e.g., TPSAC, oral hearing). 

err is looking forward ro hearir g about the industry' s process and ap_ ,roach to 
devdoping the proposed GMP regulations and preamble. 

Dr. C h;arks Garner , R.J. Reynold.~ Tobacco Company 

Dr. Garner covered slides 1-5, wh ich included the objectives of the rm ~ting, the 
de\'elopmental process fo r the proposed UMP regular.ion, lht'. industry :takeholdcrs in 
support or the proposed GMP rcgulmion. and the statutory requircmen s fo r the GMP 
re ~u lat ion . 

Pa mela Lieberman, Altria Ciie111 Services 

M.s. Licbcrmao covered slides 6-23. She described the purposes of th, industry-proposed 
Ci MP regulation: rhe inherent 1i sks associated with tobacco products r :quire that the 
GMP regulation fo r tobacco products differ from the cGMPs for drugs and medical 
devices. Unlike drugs and medical devices, the tobacco product GMP canr ot requir e 
tobm:co m,.muladun:rs to assure their P"o<lucts are saf c and/or effecti v, ·. Rather, tobacc9 
product CiMPs are to "assure 1lia1 the public health is protected and Lha . the tobacco 
pr'tl<luct is manufactured it complia11ce·· \Vi th the FSPTCA . . t\ccordi ni ly, the purpose of 
the proposed GMP regulation is to assure that tobacco products are no comaminated aud 
not adulterated or misbranded. 

Further, Ms. Licbennan described how the inherent variabi lity of toba, co requires 
tobacco rnann1acrurers 10 period icall y adj ust the tobacco blend in a pre duct in orcler to 
maintain product consistency. Accordingl y, another purpose of the pr, posed G\IIP 
regulation is to allow 1:1ai:ufacrnrc1s tlexibi lity in the activitjes associa ed with tobacco 
p1oduct .manufacturing while assuring all such activities are conducted in a controlled 
manner. 

. I 



Ms. Liebt:rman described how the proposed rule covered areas in whi( h the stakeholders 
found common ground. She then provided u brief ovcrvie"v of several subparts oi the 
proposed GM P regulation, including general provisions. personnel. ph ,sicaJ plant and 
grounds. equipment and utensils. manufacture and process controls. la ieling and 
packaging operations. complaints. For example, Ms. Lieberman dcscr bed how the 
proposed GMP regulatioli: 

• Provides definitions for select terms such as ''batch 01 Jot:' "co 1taminant;· 
qual itv." or "specification ." The definitions were written to co ; e 1 a wide variety 
of tobacco products. 

• Requires a manufacturer to provide adequate resources to comi ,[y with the 
regulations, including personnel designated to have certain qua :ity assurance 
responsibilit/ and authority. 

• Would not req uire a formal quality control unit, so personnel cm have 
ovetlapping responsibil ities (dietary supplements approach) 

• Includes requirements necessary to protect agai1tst comaminati >n 

• Incorporates HACCP principles (section 114) 

• Requires manufacturer:-; to use equipment and utensils that are 1f appropriate 
design. construction, and work1:rnnship 10 euable them to be su table for lheir 
iutemkd use and to be adequately cleaned a11d properly mainta ned 

• Requires manufacturers to develop, conduct, control, and moll! mr manufacturing 
p,ocesses to ensure that tobacco products conform to specifica1 ions • 

• Requires manufacturers 10 establish and maintain a process to, ontrol labeling and 
packaging activities 

• Requires that quality assurance or other qualified personnel re, iew all complaints 
and, where appropriate. investigate any complaint chat involve: an acute, set ious_. 
adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use, ,f the same 
category of tobacco products. This language is consistem with FDCA section 
909's mandatory recall and reporting requiremems. 

Lastly, Ms. Lieberman discussed the statute 's requ irement for the effe, tive datc. of the 
flllurc GMP regulation. The regulation would take cffcc1 a minimu1n, ,f two years from· 
the publication of the final rule in rh1; Federal Regis1e1. Small tobacco manufacturers 
would not be required to comply for at least 4 years following the elTe ·tive date of the 
regulation. 

Ann S imoot'a u, Center for Tobacco Products, Office of Complia11ce and Enforcem enf 

• We are educating ourselves 0 ,1 the GMP of the other Centers. l ut we art! not 
bound by what other Centers have done. 

• Allhough there is currently no docket or proposed rule associat :d with the 906(e) 
1cgulatio11 w dale. industry is encouraged lo share additional d, la and scier,ce 
with the FDA. 

Questions and Answers 

(15) (5) 
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Boocker, Nancy 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Fyi 

From: Chernaik, Beverly 

Chernaik. Beverly 

Thursday. May 31. 2012 12:57 PM 
Buckler, Beth; Boocker, Nancy 

FW: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation M inutes d, ,c 

Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 12:55 PM 
To: Simoneau, Ann 
Subject: FW: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

(o} (5) 

·-·-----.---- - -·---- -- - ----
From: Wang, Emil P 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boecker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 
Subject: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentat ion Minutes.doc 

Bev, Noncy, and Beth, 

Please find att<1ched OCf's drJft meeting minutes on the recent meeting 'Nith Heynolds ·t al re: their prese'ntat ion o f the 
proposed GMP regulation and preamble. (b} (5) 

L-._. ..... ~~--~--.~-----~...-~-,---,,'="'"~~~~...-~~~~~~ ......... 
(6) (5) 'Ve would appreciate any edits or a 1t1onal input that OR rn .iy add . Plea se let me know 1f 
you have any questions or w ould like to discuss. Tha nks. 

· Emil 

,'~ ~ 
·--- ' 

Industry 
SL! lo.t:holde1 P,e~ ... 



Boocker, Nancy 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subje ct: 

ind•Jstr, 
~lolreholdcr Pre. , ... 

From: Wang, Emil P 

Chernaik, Beverly 
Thursday. May 31, 2012 1:39 PM 
Boocker, Nancy; Buckler. Beth 
FW: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.dr c 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boocker, Na11cy; Buckler, Beth 
Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 
Subject: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentatio11 Minutes.doc 

Bev, N,rncy, and Beth, 

Please find anached OCE.\ drafl mee ting minutes on the recent meeting with Reynolds t al re: t heir present ation of the 
proposed GMP regulation and preamble (o) (5) 
(o) (5) We would a pp .. rt-,,_-.i-a t_e_a_n_y_e_c_i i-ts- o- ,- ,-1d_d_i-t1.-o-na- l"'."i-nr-)L-it_t_t_,a_t_O_R_n_·:--1_y_a_d_d-. -P"'."f e-_ a_s_e_l_e_t _rn_e_k_n_o_\_v-it _ __. 

you have any que<;tions or would like to disc uss. Thanks. 

Emil 

,,; ~ 
: !.I l 
__i 

Indust ry 
Stah,hc lder Prt s ... 



Industry St akeholder Presen tation to C l'P 
Proposed Cood Manufacturing. .Pr11c1ice~ for T obacc(l Products 
Ma~· 2, 2012 

(b} (5) 

Noll'~ 
Ann Simoneau, Center Jc1r Tobacco l~mcluct., , Office of Compliance und Enforcement 

~ ls . \ in1,.,nq11.~·~r~lj1Hltd ,li.:1t .l11l'..fl.lli'll•,l.e\; !ll ltJen1ct;.1 111g WiJ.'d.'l.l' \v':'id~'...<"!.ll \lP.e.0.nu..ni t.} 
f,1:· indu, iry 1(1 prC, <;)l~ ll)tirJ '[Op,0,t'd (i.Vl.1'.::t£.!1JaJh.n1p CTP, \h~ e,xplaineil nun. 
tiec.1111<:;:J Q_\ fl!l, m.i~inL i5. f !.!H_,h~l<=.\.Ll\1 ;u11J1111~r..,0115i~tcnt ... wi!)1 i;, h<.•,m <l· by the 
'\dministrat ive Procedure, Ac1, un<J.~r \ \ /tjch ri ll mC'mhe r~ . ..>( Jl)r P.!!.lltiLl!.[~.\ll.l~.t~'.ii ,U.\ 
,ipp, ,, l\! flH) .t.:• p:,Ltic ip:11,\ ( ' I.I' c_,;~ll.d.J.~>t "e<!l.!illR<e..!!1 It!'l .. k1nJ.P.f..,~1,1J?.:i'lill)\!~ L~.t\C:l'>.'ij~~;_~~J' I tht qwrit, () ( ti\~' pr<)l105-~.l_of n,1if 1.11!\er matter re~inr-. 1hc de, e!o ;i1w111 of the 

~ ·=·~ u ,i,' <ili.,i ,;t,>~n (fi) 
(o}(S} 

5 ·there w1l l be other opport11111 11cs tor 
takeholders ,o provide additional information and comments to FD,c\ during the 

rulcmaking, process·ie.~,- ·.1 f.l}; .\(' ·-AtAl hearrn~J. 

i ! j.: 1~ •i~·i ,Hh: h~ \ ~ i l 1 i.i M1+1~1h- H l ~ ltl·h~i{ the' Uh.i 1, .... 1r,. ~ Ph-·\.~t-, i... dH\i t'tf' j\t~-:: r:h.:J , t,. , 

,.h'\ .~!. •p;f~(; ;l!,:r pt4 ·•p· .... ,:..._: ·\:_,.\ ~) .... ~~1 h,l h ~,b i,.-n,t ,'?t:.ti ~)htt' 

Dr. C ha r les t ;arner. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Comp{IIIJ 

Or. Garner ,-<·•""<'fe~i l'<', .~111<:d>li<les 1-5, which included the objectives of the meering, 
rhe develop111c.ntal process for the proposed (j.\ili' regulation. the indu, t.ry stakeho lders in 
~uppon of the proposed GMP regulation, ,m<l the statutory requirements for the GJ'vf P 
regulation. 

l'arncln Lieberma n, A/trill Cliem Services 

Ms. Liebe rman n ,, ,., t>d pn;~<.'nlt d s lides 6-23. She described th1: purposes oft he 
i,1<lustry-proposed G\!!P regulation: the inherent risks associated with tobacco products 
requ ire that the GMP 1eg..ilaiion for tobacco produc ts d iffer from the cGM Ps fo r drugs 
a nd med ical devices. ~he .. , tatt:,1.(11:!t,. b1.J.11 lil..e drugs and medica l devices, the tobacco 
product G\'IP, canult rs:quirc wbacco manufactu rers to assure their products arc safe 
a ndior effective. Rather, ;,l)c. ~.~pi4.\!1ed_, tobacco product G!'vlPs are to "assure tha t the 
public health is protected and that the tobacco prod uct is manufactured in compliance" 
with the FSP l'C.\. 1\ ..:cordingly. _\ h . l, i.,:ht::fi.1u11_c>.pl11111t;\jJ)1,v the purpost of the 
proposed U:\.11' regulation i::, to ;i.,su re that wbacco pro<lucb are not t'tmtaminatcd and not 
aduilernted or misbranded. 



Further, Ms. Lieben ,an described how the inherent variability of tobacco requires 
tobacco manufacturers to periodically adjust the tobacco blend in a product in order to 
maintain product consistc1Ky, Accordingly, according to\ ls. L1cbl:1 n1an, another 
purpose oCthe proposed GMP regulation is to allow manufacturers flexibility in the 
activities associated with tobacco product manufacturing while assuring all such activities 
are conducted in a coi.trolled ma11LeL 

Ms. Ltebern an desc, ibcd how the proposed rule covered areas in which the stakeholders 
fcnmd common ground. She then provided a brief overview of several subparts of the 
proposed GMP regulation, including general provisions, personnel , physical plan! and 
grounds, equipment and utensils, manufacture and process controls, labeling and 
packagi11g operations, con,plainrs. For example, ;vls. Lieberman described how the 
proposed CiMP regulaiion: 

• Provides definillons for select terms such as "batch or lot," "contaminant,'' 
quality,'' or' specification ." She C\J)l,tiu.:,cJtf.iq, fthe definitions were written to 

cover a wide variety of tobacco products. 
• Requires a manufacturer to provide adequate resources to comply with the 

regulaiions, including personnel designated to have certain qualiry assurance 
responsibility and authority. 

• Would 1101 require a formal quality control unit so personnel can have 
overlapping responsibilities (dietary supplements approach) 
Includes requirements necessary to protet.:t against contamination 

• Incorporates HACCP principles tsection 114) 

• Requires manufacturers to use equipment and utensils that are of appropriate 
design. construction, and workmanship to enable them to be suitable for their 
intended use and lo be adequately cleaned and properly maintained 

• Requires manufacturers to develop, conduct, control, and monitor manufacturing 
processes to ensure that tobacco products conform to specifications 

• Requires manufacturers to esiablish and maintair a process to control labeling and 
packaging activities 

• Requires that quality assurance or other qualified personnel review all complaints 
and, where appropriate, 111\'estigate any complaint that involves ar, acute, serious, 
adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same 
category of tobacco products. la11guase is 
consistent with FDC ,\ section 909's mandatory recall and reporting requirer 1ents. 

Lastly, Ms. Lieberman discussed the statute's requirement for the effective date of the 
future GMP regulation. regulation would take effect a minimum of 
two years frotn the publication of the final rule in the Federal Rcgisterand that S.small 
tobacco manufacturers would not be required to comply frlr at least 4 years following the 
effective date uf the regulation. 

,\nn Simoneau. CenterjiJr Tobacco Products, Office of Compliance and Enforcement 



·1 · - - - '.vi_.'.· -;jlD,'P'-"\P f ' -!.1k1i l)cjl th;.tJ (, Tl'_[, \\,,.,1-.. educating etlf~yj_\s<.:!.L<>tt-:J.b,,1a 
the G\IIP,- uf •he other Ce11tcrs, but tli:H we are not bound hy what other Centers have 
done._· 'S li1: a!,c> cx()!aind 1hau1 

I • ·\-ltt·ough there i~ ,;;urremly no dod ,et or p,oposcd rule associated with the 906( e) 
regulation to date, industry is encoura!;ed to share additional data and science with the 
FDA. 

Oucstii;ns and .-\nswers 

I f·1)1!1>\1 in t the !'rc,'-'llhliio n .. !here wa, a ~h_,,n ,1u,·s1ion and c1 n~w,T u.::ri\!9- f·,111_,:,,,jn;, 
i rh:H. the n,c, 1i,ig_ 1,·a~.1idj ~)!!'.Jl . .:_(_!__ 

(o} (5) 

Form.att _d: No bull-t:ts or n: .. m"lt,.eflr.g 



Boocker, Nancy 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

(o) (5) 

(b) (5) 

beth 

From: Chernaik, Beverly 

Buckler. Beth 
Thursday, May 31. 2012 1:47 PM 
Chem aik, Beverly; Boocker. Nancy 
RE: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation M inutes.do : 

Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:39 PM 
To: Boecker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Subject: FW: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentat ion Minutes.doc 

I iust talked to Ann (b) (5) 
fb) (5) !'ve taKen a stao al ma1<ing 1t rea1Ji[cleaTfnal m,s 1s rust a summar · ot wha 
(b)(5) 

« File: Industry Stakeholder Presentat ion M inutes.doc» 

From: Wang, Emil P 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Cher11aik, Beverly; Boecker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 
Subject: GMP Indust ry Stakeholder Presentaticr Minutes.doc 

Bev. Nancy, and Beth. 

Please find attached OCE' s draft meeling minutes 011 the recent meeting w ith Reynold~ :t al re: t heir presentation of the 
ilfOPOSed GIVlP <egu lation and preamble. (o) (5) 
(I>) (5) \Ne would appreCiate any edits o r addlt1ona11npufffiafDR m iy acfcI'.!'iease let me know I 

you 1ave any question:; o r w ould like to discuss •. Thank~. 

- Emil 

<< File : Industry Stakeholder Presentation M inutes.doc» 



Boocker, Nancy 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nancy, can you live with it? 

Chernaik, Beverly 
Thursday. May 31. 201 2 2:38 PM 
8uckler, Beth; Boocker. Maney 
RE: GMP !ndustry Stakeholder Pres,~ntation Minutes.de. : 

··-. ·-- ·---------·-----··-------
From: Buckler, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:47 PM 
To: Chernaik, E,everly; Boecker, Nancy 
Subject: RE: GMP I ndustry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

(o) (5) 

(b) (5) 

Be.th 

'wever. I! you and Ann have agreed to fh1s a ppr, iac , t. en I'm ok with it 

--- ---------------
From: Chernaik, Beverly 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:39 PM 
To: Boecker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Subject: FW: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

I Just talked to ;..\nn ~b) (5) 
Ro) (5) I've taKen a stab at maRTrigit really clear thatthis ,s Just a summar I ofwhat was said. I know 

~~cnTv~wi,rrmrs~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 

<< File : Industry Stakeholder Presentat ion Minutes.doc» 

From: Wang, Emil P 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boecker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 
Subject: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

Bev, Nancy. and Beth, 

f' ;p;ise f inrJ attac iwd OCE's draft meeting minures on me 1Pcenr rneet,ng wi th Reynold<, ·t a! re : !lieir prescrmnion of th<' 

fl_f :.-Q,, se d GM P re<) u lat ion and prP. amble ... <6J_ (_5_) -----,,,,-----,-:-,-,---:--,---:----:::-::----:-:-""'.::7---:----:---:-::-----' 
(o)l5) We wo uld a pprecia tte any edits or additiof'lal input that OR n- 1y add. Pl!c·a~e le t me k1H)W if 

'{t'U hdVt' c.1 ny questions or wou ld !ikr- to discuss. Thanks. 

Ern i! 



« file : Industry Stakeholder Presenta tion Minutes.doc» 

2 



Boocker, Nancy 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 

Subject ; 

Chernaik, Beverly 
Thursday, May 31. 2012 4·47 PM 
Boocker, Nancy; Buckler. Beth 

RE: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.do : 

I agree. But since ii's pretty innocuous I guess we can live with it. Thanks' 

From: Boocr er, Nancy 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2.012 4:37 PM 
To: Chernaik, aeverly; Bucltler, Beth 
Subject: RE: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

YP,_ L,:a.l'.l LLV£....W i tbj J (o) (5) 
(b) (5) 

Nancy 

From: Chernaik, Beverly 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: Buckler, Beth; Boocker, Nancy 
Subject: RE: GMP I ndustry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

Nancy. can you live with it? 

-----·----- - --
From: Buckler, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 201 2 1 :47 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boocker, Nancy 
Subject: RE: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

(6) (5) 

... fb_)_(_S_> _________ ..... ~owever if you and Ann have agreed to this appr lach. then I'm ok with 1t. 

Beth 

From: Chernaik, Beverly 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:39 PM 
To: Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Subject: FW : GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

I jus1 talked to Ann. ~6) (5) _ 
'(6) (5) !'ve taken a staoat mal<ingil rea1ry"c1ear tnatm1s 1s iusl a summar I or wnat was sa1a. !Know 



(6) (5) 

can you live with this? 

« File: lndusrry Stakeholder Present a1ion Minutes.doc» 

From: Wang, Emil P 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 
Subject: GMP I ndustry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

Bev, Nancy, and Beth, 

Please find atta1.hed OCE's draft meeting minutes on the recent meeting with l~eynolds 't al re their presentation cf the 

rror0srd GMP regulat ion and preamblc~.(6} (5) 
(6) (5) 1e would ap&reu"::!'l~~n1"l!nir.~1'1!or1fr'Ttrn1liTnµCi1.'"''tn~urr-rn-yat'id''.""'Trreasel et me t<now ,;""""'--

you have any questions or would like to discuss. Tha nks. 

· [mil 

<< File: Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc>:> 



Boocker, Nancy 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Chernaik, Beverly 

Thursday, M ay 3J . 2012 4:51 PM 
Wang, Emil P; Boecker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 

Weitershausen. Joanna; Bautista. Andrea; Simoneau, Ar n 
RE GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.de : 

Hi. Ernii I've done a little tinkering jus! to make it c lear in all places that this is wf at industry was saying . 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks' 

From: Wang, Emil P 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, f.eth 
Cc: We1tershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 

lndu;try 
Stak.e:ho-lder Pre.s ... 

Subject: GMP I ndustry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

Bev, Nancy, and Beth, 

Plea<;e find attached OCE:'s draft meeting minutes o n t he recent meet ing with Reynolds :t al re: their presentat io n of th<:' 

propo~ed GMP regulation and preamble. (6) (5) :=J 
(o) (5) Ne would apprecl<.n:eany~1r-~ or'dom, 1oli<:11 mµU'('ma!"U1Z"rr:)ya oa-:---t>1ease lt!tJne know 1r 

you havr any questions 01 'NOuld like to discuss. Thanks. 

Em il 

« File: Industry Stakeholde r Presentation M inutes.doc » 



Boocker, Nancy 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thanks Bev 

Simoneau, Ann 
Thursday. May 31, 2012 4:51 PM 
Chernaik, Beverly; Wang, Emil P; Boocker. Nancy; Buckl• r, Beth 

Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 
RE: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.do : 

--···--·- ··-·-·-----------------
From: Chernaik, Beverly 
Sent: Thursday, May 3l, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Wang, Emil P; Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea; Simoneau, Ann 
Subject: RE : GMr:- Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

Hi, Emil. I've done a little tinkering just to make it clear ,n all places that this is wl at industry was saying 
Please let me know 1f you have any questions. Thanks' 

.. ---·-----·---------· < < File: Industry Stakeholder Pr !Sentation Minutes.doc > > 

From: Wang, Emil P 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; eautista, Andrea 
Subject: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

Bev, Nancy, and Beth, 

Please find attached OCE's draft meeting minutes on the re cent meeting with Reynolds :t al re: their presentat ion of the 
proposecl GMP regulation and preamble. (b} (5) 
(o) (5) We would app .. re-c ... ·1a_t_e_a_n_y-e""'t1"'"it_s_o_r -ad..,cl""1""t1,..o-n-al·""'1-n-pu- t- t~"tl-a-t OR rn ~v adcl".°P ease et ~1e know i. 

you nave any questions or would like to discuss. Thanks. 

- Emii 

« File: Industry Stakeholder Presentat ion Minutes.doc >> 
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Boocker, Nancy 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Yf.>s. I c ' r "v"' w i»·u ·t (6) (5) (6)(5) Qti.,W ,_ = 

! , { • 

From: Chernaik, Beverly 

Boocker, Nancy 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 4:37 PM 
Chernaik, Beverly; Buckler, Beth 

RE: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.de : 

Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: Buckler, Beth; Boocker, Nancy 
Subject: RE: GMP Industry Stakeholde,· Preser tation Minutes.doc 

Nancy . can you live with it? 

···-----· .. ·-----
From: Buckler, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:47 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boocker, Nancy 
Subject: RE: GMP Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

(6)(5) 
(6)(5) 

Eeth 

From: Chernaik, Beverly 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:39 PM 
To: Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 
Subject: FW: GMP Industry Stakeholder Prese11tation Minutes.doc 

L------------..-....-------------------------------------------------------___. can you 1ve w1 h t,1s . 

« File: Industry Stakeholder Presentation M inutes.doc » 

- .. -- ·~ . . 
From: Wang, Emil P 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Chernaik, Beverly; Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth 

w 
So 



Cc: Weitershausen, Joanna; Bautista, Andrea 
Subject: GMP I ndustry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc 

Bev. Nancy, and Beth, 

Pleas(' hnd atlached OCC'!i dr2.ft rneetir.g minutes on the recent meet ing with Heynolds 'I. a! re: rl ,eir resentat ion of the
£ roposed Gfv1P repuiation and prearnble.(b} (5) 

~6}15f __Je would a pp·1-,~,_e"""'c ""'1 c1"'"1 e.,,....,,_a""n,...y""'e""o-.H""~ ..,.,o"""r ""a""'o ""'o "'1t.,...,1o""'n""a""1 ""11,..,.1p=-u"'"t ~u~ia'"'t,.,u"HK.,.""'n"'"· "'"'1y.,...a,:"'.d:-.."0:,.o.--,-f''~le~a-::-se:::-.. "t:le".":t-::r-=n".:'"eT.k-::n-=o-::V1-::, i,..t _ __, 
~ nave any questions or would like to discuss. Thanks. 

- Erni l 

« File: Industry Stakeholder Presentation Minutes.doc>> 

2 



Boocker, Nancy 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Boocker, Nancy 

Monday. December 03, 2012 1:16 PM 
Buckler. Beth 
Re: TPMP docket(s) 

Bev dtdn.Lsav.;uJ.-\Lrb.io'Z....to coJ (b} (5) 
(6)(5) 

From: Buckler, Beth 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 12:39 PM 
To: Boocker, Nancy 
Subject: RE: Tl'MP docket(s) 

Apparently Bev Ann , and Bopper had a discussion about options toJ O>} (5) ~ ording to Emil . 
Bev recommended 2_ontiol}s --- (15} (5) m .d.1.?, i 

(15)(5) -~, 

(6) (5) _roperony"fley""-c-an smta""someTrgm on m,s on, uescJay morning. <.. CCTlready scnedule~ 
meeting tor I uesday afternoon to d iscuss the options and its impact on the timeli 1e. 

I only found this out because OCE tried to schedule a meeting with me today to c iscuss this further I told Emil 
it was news to me (6) (5) 

From: Boocker, Nancy 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 12:28 PM 
To: Buckler, Beth 
Subject: Re: TPMP docl.et (s) 

Ok, let me guess · 
(b} (5) 

From : Buck ler, Beth 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 11:12 AM 
To: Boecker, Nancy 
Subject: FW: TPMP docket(s) 

We need to touch base about this when you get back on Monday. 

From: Bautista, Andrea 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:49 AM 
To: Buckler, Beth 
Subject: kt:: TPMP docket(s) 

Emil' s going to call you real qu ick' 

From: Buckler, Beth 
Sent: Mo11day, December 03, 2012 10:44 AM 
To: Bautista, Andrea 
Subject: RE: TPMP docket(s) 



Ok. It will iust be the (o} (5) 

------·~-H·------·-·----
From: Bautista, Andrea 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:43 AM 
To: Buckler, Beth 
Subject: RI: : TPMP docket( s) 

W0. hJtl ~i meeling 1,vith Ann this morn ing. (o} (5) 
(6) (5) 

From: Buckler, Beth 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:06 AM 
To: Bautista, Andrea 
Subjed: RE: TPMP docket(s) 

Hey Andrea-

What is this meeting about? 

Beth 

-----Original Appointment----
From: Bautista, Andrea 
Sent: Monday, Decemller 03, 2012 9:54 AM 
To: Buckler, Beth; Wang, Emil P 
Cc: Perdue Jr, Paul; Goldman, Tara D 
Subject: TPMP dock.et(s) 
When: Monday, December 03, 2012 2:30 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern ,ime (US & :anada). 
Where: Emil's offrce 
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Boocker, Nancy 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

From: Shillingford, Mahala 

Buckler. Beth 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 853 AM 

Pritzlaff, Olivia * 
Boocker, Nancy 

FW Electronic Copy · Industry GMP proposal 
Attachment 1.pdf.html; Attachment 2.pdf.html; RJR Gtv) Meeting Request.pdf.html 

Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 6:29 AM 
To: F-erdue Jr, Paul; Whipp, Valerie; Goldman, Tara D; Boocker, Nancy; Buckler, Beth; F, wler , Clarence (Grayson); 
Stovall, Lindsay; Nguyen, Kiet; Richter, Patricia; Aikin, Ann; Tollefsen, Robert D; Gerrity, (evin T; Price, Nakki; 
Rothenberg, Joan; Kaneva, Diar ,a; Taylor, Larry; Zeller, Jessica; Dupont, Jarilyn 
Cc: Simoneau, Ann; Wang , Emil P; Weitershausen, Joanna 
Subject: FW: Electronic Copy - Industry GMP proposal 

Hello All 

Please fi nd attached the proposed GMP trom industry for the Center's considerati on . ThE Center's Senior leadership will 
be discussing this. ind ustry's request for a meeting and the Center's plan for GMPs on F ,bruary 8th 

Thanks, 
Mahala 



RJReynolds 

RECEJVED 
JAN 1 I 2012 

BY: CTP /DCC 

James E. Swauger, ?h.D., DABT 
Vice I resident - Regulatory Oversight 
40! N Main St 
P.O. r OX 2959 
Winst •n-Salcm, NC 27102 
Tcl. :3 :6-741-6646 
Fax: 36-728·8028 
swauf :j@rjrt.com 

January I 0, 2012 

Ann Simoneau, J.D. 
Director. Office of Compliance and Enforcement 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
Center for Tobacco Products 
9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Beverly Chemaik 
Director, Office of Regulations 
U.S. Food and Drug Adn 1inistration 
Center for Tobacco Prod icts 
9200 Corporate Boulevai d 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Re: PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GOOD MANUFACTURJNc; PRACTICES 
REGULATION AND REQUEST FOR MEETING 

Dear Ms. Simoneau and Ms. Chernaik: 

As indicated in its December 16, 2011 letter, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco ( ompany ("RJRT") 
has worked with various tobacco industry stakeholders to develop proposed c1 JJTent Good · 
Manufacturing Practice ("cGMP") regulations pursuant to Section 906(e) of ti 1e Family Smoking 
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act. Specifically, the industry stakeholders i oclude the 
following companies: RJRT, Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company, Inc., Ame ican Snuff 
Company, LLC, Altria Client Services on behalf of Philip Morris USA Inc. ar d U.S. Smokeless 
Tobacco Company, Lorillard, Inc., Commonwealth Brands, Inc., Swedish Ma ch North America, 
the SMAR IT Coalition, Liggett Group LLC, Vector Tobacco Inc., National 1 obacco Company, 
L.P., and Hail & Cotton, Inc. (collectively referred to herein as the "Compani< s"). 

RJRT, on behalf of the Companies, submits to the United States Food and Drug 
Administration's ("FDA") Center for Tobacco Products ("CTP") for its revie, rand consideration 
(I) proposed cGMP regulations and (2) a preamble to the proposed regulation ;_ While each of 
the Companies reserves its right to express its own opinions regarding the pro lOSed regulations · 
and preamble, the preamble provides the Companies' common perspective an 1 interpretation of· 
the provisions of the proposed cGMP regulations. (See Attachments 1-2.) 

The Companies believe the proposed cGMP regulations and preamble will help to 
facilitate a productive dialogue consistent with CTP's expressed goal to eng8E e with and 
understand the tobacco product manufacturing industry. In that regard, the Ct mpanies 



respectfully request a 2-hour meeting to discuss the proposed cGMP regulatim sand preamble 
attended by you and any other appropriate CTP representatives and representa: ives from the 
Companies. We will identify the specific Companies' representatives that plai to participate at 
least one week prior to the meeting. The Companies propose the following gc neral agenda: 

• Introduc1ions and meeting objectives 

• The Companies' approach to developing the proposed cGMP regulatio ts and preamble 

• Overview of the proposed cGMP regulations and preamble 

• Discussion with CTP, including addressing CTP's questions regarding he proposed 
cGMP regulations and preamble. 

Any planned presentations will be submitted to CTP at least one week prior to the meeting. In 
addition, should CTP wish to provide the Companies with questions in advanc : of the meeting, 
we will be prepared to address them. 

Tne Companies are committed to working with the Agency to establis~ appropriate 
cGMP regulations for tobacco product manufacturers and look forward to disc 1ssing this matter 
with CTP. RJRT will contact you in the upcoming weeks to schedule a meetir g at your earliest 
convenience. If you require any additional information or have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

cc: Lawrence R. Deyton, M.D., M.S.P.H 
David L. Ashley, Ph.D., CAPT, USPHS 

Respectfully Submitted, 

James E Swauger, Ph.D., ABT 
Vice President - Regulate y Oversight 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco C )mpany 

James E. Dillard, m, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs, Altria :::lient Services 
Lorillard, Inc. 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. 
Swedish Match North America 
SMARIT Coalition 
Liggett Group LLC 
Vector Tobacco Inc. 
National Tobacco Company, L.P. 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
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Rl~CEIVED 
,'AN l O 2012 

BY. _ CTP I DCC 

Attachment Jl. 



PROPOSf:D TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

PART _ -CURRENT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRALTICE IN 
MANUFACTURING, PACK.ING, AND STORAGE OPEKA.HONS FOR TOBACCO 
PRODUCTS 

Subpart A - General Provisions 

XXX.l Applicability 
XXX.3 Definitions 
XXX.S Good Manufacturing Practice Regulation 

Subpart B - Person 11el 

XXX.20 Resources 
X:XX.30 Responsibility and Authority 
XXX.31 Quality Assurance Personnel 
XXX.35 Contamination Prevention 
XXX.40 Qualification, Education, and Training 

Subpart {., - Physical Plant and Grounds 

XXX.50 Plant Grounds, Facilities, and Sanitary Operations 
XXX.53 Physical Plant Construction and Design 

Subpart D - Equipment and Utensils 

XXX.60 Equipment and Utensils 
X:XX.65 Procedures, Records and Recordkeeping 

Subpart E - Document Controls 

XXX.70 Procedures 

Subpart F - Purchasing Controls 

XXX.80 General 
XXX.85 Evaluation of Suppliers 

Subpart G - Identification ".I nd Traceability 

XXX.90 Identification 
X:XX.95 Traceability 

Subpart H - Manufacture and Process Controls 

XXX.100 General Controls and Change Controls 
XXX.110 Specifications 
XXX.114 Sanitation Requirements 
XXX.116 Master Manufacturing Record 
XXX.ll8 Batch or Lot Manufacturing Hecords 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PKODUCT GMP REGULATJUN 

Subpart I - Evaluation and Acceptance Activities 

XXX.120 Receiving Acceptance and In-Process Lvaluation 

Subpart J - Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

XXX.130 Procedures for Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

Subpart K - Labeliug and Packaging Operations 

XXX.140 Labeling and Packaglng 
XXX.145 Repackaging and Relabeling 

Subpart L - Holding and Distribution 

XXX.150 Handling aud Storage 
XXX.155 Distribution 

Subpart M -Complaints 

XXX.160 Review and Investigation of Complaints 
XXX.165 Required Records 

Subpart N - Records and Recordkeeping 

XXX.170 General 
XXX.174 Record Retention 
XXX.178 Confidentiality 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULA Tl ON 

Subpart A - General Provisions 

XXX.1 Applicability 

(a) Except as provided by paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, you are sut·j ;ct to this Part if you 
manufacture, pack, label, repackage, relabel , store. or import cigarettes, ciga ette tobacco, roll
your-own tobacco, smokeless tobacco, or any other tobacco pruducts that th1 Secretary by 
regulations deems subject to this Part, for sale or distribution in any State or erritory of the 
United States, the District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Ric). The requirements 
in this part are intended to protect the public health by requiring the manufa, cure of tobacco 
products utilizing practices that protect against manufacturing defects not or, !inarily contained in 
tobacco products that present a risk of injury beyond the risks generally pos< d by the same 
category of tobacco products. If you engage in only some operations subjec to the requirements 
of this Part, and not in others, you need only comply with those requirement applicable to the . 
operations in which you are engaged 

(b) The requirements pertaining to storing tobacco products shall not apply t, you if you are 
storing those tobacco products at a retail establishment for the sole purpose ( f retail sale to 
individuals for personal consumption, including facilities ·where self-service jisplays of tobacco 
products are pennitted. 

(c) The requirements of this Part shall not apply to producers of tobacco lcal including tobacw 
growers, tobacco warehouses, and tobacco grower cooperatives, except to th; extent such 
producer of tobacco leaf is engaged in an activity specified in paragraph (a) , ,fthis section or is 
controlled by a tobacco product manufacturer. A producer of tobacco leaf\\' ho grows tobacco 
under a contract with a tobacco product manufactwer and who is not othern1 se engaged in the . 
manufacturing process shall not be subject to this Part. The requirements of this Part shall not 
apply to distributors as defined by Section 900(7) of the Tobacco Control Alt if the distributor is 
not also a tobacco product manufacturer and is not controlled by a tobacco p ·oduct manufacturer. 

(d) Any person who wishes to petition for a permanent or temporary exempt on or variance from 
any requirement of this Part is subject to the requirements of Section 906(e)( l) of the Tobacco . 
Control Act. Petitions for an exemption or variance shall be submitted acco: ding to the 
procedures set forth in 10.30 of this chapter, the United States Food and Dru~ Administration's
adrninistrative procedures. 

XXX.3 Defmit:ons 

The definitions and interpretations of terms in Section 201 of the Federal Fo, ,d, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the Act) apply to such tem1s when used in this Part. For the p 1rpose of this Part,. 
the following definitions also apply: 

Batch or lot means any specific quantity or manufacturing period of a tuba ;co product defined 
as a batch or lot by a tobacco product manufacturer in the master manufactm ing record that is 
intended to meet the same specifications 

Complainr means any written, electronic, or oral communication received •y the tobacco 
product manufacturer that alleges a deficiency related to the quality of a fini : hed tobacco 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

product. 

Contacl surface means any surface that contacts a tobacco product, materi, I, or packaging 
during manufacture, processing, packaging or labeling. 

Contaminant means any added substance not 01dinarily contained in tobac :o products that 
presents a risk of injury beyond the risks generally posed by the same categc ry of tobacco 
products. Contaminate or Contamination refers to a contaminant in a tobacc > product, matenal, 
packaging, or on a contact surface. 

Finished tobacco product means any tobacco product that has completed tl ,e manufacturing 
and packaging process and is intended for commercial distribution. 

Import means entry into the Customs territory of the United States for sale or distribution to 
consumers for consumption in the United States. 

In-process tobacco product means any tobacco product that is fabricated, compounded, 
blended, ground, extracted, sifted, or processed in any other way by a tobacc :> product 
manufacturer for use in the manufacture of a finished tobacco product. 

Label means a display of written, printed, or graphic matter upon the immc di ate package of 
any tobacco product. 

Master manufacturing record means a compilation of records containing tJ 1e procedure and 
specifications for manufacturing a finished tobacco product. A master manufacturing record 
may be prepared as a single document or file or may be prepared using an in lex system that 
specifies the location and identity of individual files, records, or documents that make up the 
master manufacturing record. 

Material means any ingredient, additive or other substance other than toba :co incorporated 
into or added to a tobacco product during manufacturing. 

Package means a pack, box, carton, or container of any kind or, if no other container, any 
wrapping (including film), in which a tobacco product is offered for sale, sol i, or otherwise 
distributed to adult tobacco product consumers. A shipping case is not inclu led in the definihoo 
of package. 

Pest means any objectionable insect or other animal including birds, roden s, flies, and beetles . 

Physical plant means all or any part ofa tobacco product manufacturer's b 1ilding or facility 
used for or in connection with manufacturing, packaging, labeling, or holdin ~ of a tobacco 
product. 

Quality means that the tobacco product meets the manufacturer's specifica ions and is not 
contaminated. 

Reprocessing means using, in the manufacture of a tobacco product, uncor taminated tobacco 
product that has been previously removed from manufacturing and that is su table for use in the' 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

subsequent manufacture of a tobacco product. Reprocessing is a routine ma mfacturing process. 

Rework means action taken on a nonconforming tobacco product so that it is suitable for use 
before it is released for further processing or distribution. Tobacco products to be reworked 
require an evaluation and disposition prior to use 

Specification means any requirement defined as a specification by a tobac1 o product 
manufacturer in the master manufacturing record to which a finished or in-p ocess tobacco 
product or manufacturing process must conform. 

Tobacco product means any product made or derived from tobacco that is ntended for human 
consumption, including any component, part, or accessory of a tobacco prod 1ct ( except for raw 
materials other than tobacco used in manufacturing a component, part, or ac, essory of a tobacco 
product) that FDA has authority over pursuant to Section 901(b), 21 U.S.C. · 387a(b), of the 
Tobacco Control Act. 

Tobacco producr manufacturer means any person, including any repacker )r relabeler, who 
manufactures, fabricates, assembles, or labels a tobacco product, or imports t finished tobacco 
product for sale or distribution in the United States . 

XXX.5 Good Manufacturing Practice Hegulation 

The regulations in this Part establish the minimum current good manufacn1ri 1g practices that you 
must use to the extent that you manufacture, package, label, or hold tobacco products. 

Subpart B - Personnel 

XXX.20 Resources 

You shall provide adequate resources, including the assignment of trained pt n,onnel, for 
management, perfonnance of work, and assessment of activities, to meet the requirements of this 
Part. 

XXX.30 Responsibility and Authority 

You shall establish the appropriate resµonsibility, authority, and reporting re ationships of 
personnel who manage, perform, and assess work affecting the quality of tol acco products . 

XXX.31 Quality Assurance Personnel 

There shall be select individuals, who through appropriate education, experi, nee and training, 
are specifically designated to perform quality assurance responsibilities. Th, sc personnel may 
have responsibilities in addition to their quality assurance responsibilities. 1 hese individuals 
shall assure all components , in-process materials, packaging material, labels and tobacco 
product meet specifications, as appropriate, and are not contaminated. Quafr y assurance 
personnel shall assure tobacco products manufactured, processed, packed, 01 held under 
contrnct by another company meet specifications. Quality assurance personi el shall be 
resr onsible for the review and evaluation of complaints under Subpart M, St ction XXX. l 60. 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

XXX 35 C ontamination Preventlon 

You shall establish and maintain requirements for the health, cleanliness, pe sonal practices, and 
clothing of person,1el if contact between such personnel and tobacco produc1 packaging, or 
materials could reasonably be expected to result in contamination. 

XXX.40 Qualification, Education, and Training 

(a) Each person engaged in manufacturing, testing, packaging, labeling, or h 1lding, or in 
performing any quality control operations, shall have the education, backgro md, training, andlor 
experience to adequately perfonn the person's assigned functions. 

(b) You shall assign personnel qualified by education, training, and/or exper e,,ce to supervise 
the manufacturing, testing, packaging, labeling, or holding of tobacco produ ts. 

( c) You shall establish procedmes for identifying training needs and ensure 11at appropriate 
personnel are trained to adequately perform their assigned functions . Traini1 ,g shall be 
documented to assure that personnel have a thorough understanding of their obs, including the 
date of the training, the type or title of the training, and the person(s) trained 

Subpart C - Physical Plant and Grounds 

XXX.50 Plant Grounds, Facilities, and Sanitary Operations 

(a) Grounds. You shall keep the grounds of your physical plant in a conditi< n that protects 
against contamination. 

(b) Physical plant facilities. You shall maintain your physical plant in a clet n and sanitary 
condition and repair to the extent necessary to protect against contamination 

(c) Cleamng compounds. pesticides, and other toxic chemicals. You shall us : cleaning 
compounds and pesticides in a manner that does not result in contamination. Other toxic 
chemicals shall be used and stored in a manner that prevents them from com ng into contact wi!h 
tobacco products , materials , packaging, or contact surfaces. 

(d) Pest conrro!. 

(l) You shall not allow animals in any area of your physical plant. Guard or guide dogs are 
allowed in some areas of your physical plant if the presence of the dogs will 1ot result in 
contamination-

(2) You shall take effective measures to minimize pests from the physical pl. nt and to protect 
against contamination . 

(3) When monitoring indicates the need for the use of insecticides, fumigant , fungicides, or 
rodenticides, such products shall be used in acc0rdance with the Federal Inse ~ticide, Fungicide.
and Rodcnticidc Act as applicable, and the use shall follow label directions i tcluding any 
required precautions when Jirected to protect against contan,ination. 
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PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

(e) Water supp(y. 

( l) You shall provide water that is safe and sanitary at suitable temperatures and under pressure 
as needed for all uses where water does not become a component of the toba ;co product. 

(2) Water that is used in the manufacturing process in a manner such that the water will or may 
become a component of the tobacco product, e.g., when such water is used a ; an ingredient or 
otherwise contacts tobacco products or any contact surface, shall, at a minirr um, be supplied 
from sources required to comply with applicable Federal, State, and local rec uirements and shall 
not contaminate the tobacco product. 

(f) Plumbing. The plumbing used in your physical plant shall be of an adeq1 ate size and design 
and maintained to : 

(J) Carry sufficient amounts of water to required locations throughout the pt ysical plant; 

(2) Properly convey sewage and liquid disposable waste from your physical )!ant into an 
adequate sewage system or through other adequate means; 

(3) Avoid being a source of contamination or creating an unsanitary conditic n (e.g., not allow 
backflow or cross connectior, with wastewater or sewage); and 

(4) Provide adequate floor drainage in all areas where floors are subject to fl ,oding-type cleaning 
or where normal operations release or discharge water or other liquid waste , ,n the floor. 

(g) Bathrooms. You shall provide your employees with adequate, readily ac :cssible bathrooms 
that are kept clean so as not to be a potential source of contamination. 

(h) Hand-washing facilities . You sLall provide adequate and accessible han, -washing facilities 
for manufacturing personnel. 

(i) Trash disposal. You shall collect, store, and dispose of trash in a manner that protects against 
contamination. The handling, storage and disposal of trash shall not create r ialodors that 
contaminate tobacco products or result in an attraction, harborage or breedin ~ place for pests . 

U) Sanitation supervisors. You shall assign one or more employees to super , ise overall 
sanitation. Each of these supervisors shall be qualified by education, tr<tininf . and/or experience 
related to the development or supervision of sanitation programs. 

(k) Procedures. You shall establish procedures for cleaning the physical pla1 t and for pest 
control 

XXX.53 Fhysical Plant Construction and Design 

(a) Any physical plant you use in the manufacture of tobacco products shall 

(1) Be suitable in size, construction, and design to facilitate maintenance, ck ming, and sanitary 
operations necessary to protect against contamination; and 
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(2) Have adequate space for the placement of equipment and holding oftoba :co products, 
packaging, and materials as is necessary to protect against contamination or nix-ups of 
components during manufacturing, packaging, labeling, or holding. 

Subpart D - Equipment and Utensils 

XXX.60 Equipment and Utensils 

(a) You shall use equipment and utensils that are of appropriate design, cons ruction, and 
workmanship to enable them to be suitable for their intended use and to be a, iequately cleaned 
and properly maintained. 

(b) Equipment and utensils shall be maintained and cleaned to prevent conta nination. 

(c) InstrumenL or controls used in the manufacturing or holding of tobacco ,roducts, packagi~, 
and materials that are used to measure, regulate, or record any infonnation tt it is necessary to 
detemjne conformance with specifications or protect against contamination ,hall be: 

( l) Accurate and precise for their intended use; 

(2) Adequately maintained; 

(3) Adequate in number for their designated uses; a~d 

(4) Calibrated before first use and at a frequency specified by the manufacru er of the instrument 
or control or at intervals necessary to ensure their accuracy and precision. 

(d) Equipment and utensils shall be removed, replaced or repaired when the: no longer perforni 
as designed or do not conform to the applicable reforence standard. 

(e) Automated, mechanical. and electronic equipment (including software fc r computer 
controlled processes), shall be: 

(l) Appropriate for, and function in accordance with, its intended use; 

(2) Controlled to consistently meet specifications, including controls to acci unt for any changes 
to such equipment; and 

(3) Routinely calibrated, inspected, or checked to ensure proper performanc :. 

XXX.65 Procedures, Records and Recordkeeping 

(a) You shall establish procedures for fulfilling the requirements of this subp ,rt, including 
procedures for: 

(I) Calibrating instcumenb and controls that you use in manufachtring or tes mg a tobacco 
product; 

(2) Calibrating, inspecting, and checking automated, mechanical, and electro ,ic equipment; 
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(3) Maintaining, repairing, and cleaning, as necessary, all equipment utensil , and any other 
contact surfaces that are used to manufacture , package, label, or hold tobacc( products; and 

(4) ldenlifying what actions are to be taken if calibration accuracy or precisic n is not met or post
maintenance/repair testing does not meet performance requirements. 

(b) Where the performance or accuracy of equipment and instruments may b : necessary to assure 
that tobacco products meet specifications, you shall document any calibratio: ;, maintenance, 
and/or repair, each time it is performed, for instruments and controls that yot use in 
manufacturing or testing a tobacco product . 

( c) You shall make and keep records of calibrations, inspections, and checks of automated, 
mechanical, and electronic equipment. 

( d) Where the performance of equipment may be necessary to assure that tot 1cco products meet 
specifications, you shall make and keep records of the controls that you use I J ensure that 
equipment functions in accordance with its intended use. 

Subpart E - Document Controls 

XXX. 70 Procedures 

You shall establish and maintain procedures to control all documents that an required by this 
Part. The procedures shall provide for the following: 

la) Document approval and distribution . Quality assurance or other qualifie, I personnel shall 
review for adequacy and approve prior to issuance all documents established to meet the 
r-:quiremenls of this Part . The approval , including the date and identificatior of the individual(s) 
approving the document, shall be documented. Documents established to m1 et the requirements 
of this Part shall be available at all locations for which they are designated, u ;ed. or otherwise 
necessary, alld all documents established under this Part that are obsolete sh~ ll be promptly 
rem.Ned from all points of use or otherwise prevented from unintended use. 

(b) Document changes. Changes to documents shall be reviewed and apprO\ ~d- Approved 
changes shall be communicated to the appropriate personnel in a timely man 1er. You shall 
maintain records of changes to documents . Change records shall include a d ·scription of the 
change, ident:fication of the affected documents, the identification of the apr rnving 
individual(s) , the approval date, and when the change becomes effective. 

Subpart .F - Purchasine Controls 

XXX.80 General 

(a) You shall establish and maintain procedures to confim1 that all purchased or otherwise 
received tobacco products, materials, and packaging confonn to your specifr d requirements . 

(b) You shall establish and maintain data that clearly describe or reference th! specifications 
for purchased or otherwise received tobacco products, materials, and packag ng. Purchasing 
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documents shall mclude, where possible , an agreement that the suppliers agr :e to notify the 
manufacturer of char,ges in the tobacco product, material, or packaging so th 1t manufacturers 
may determine whether the changes may affect the specifications of a finish< d tobacco product. 

XXX.85 Evaluation of Suppliers 

(a) You shall establish and maintain the requirements that must be met by su ,pliers of tobacco 
products, materials and packaging. 

(b) You shall evaluate aPd seled suppliers on the basis of their ability to me1 t your specified 
requirements. The evaluation shall be documented. 

(c) You shall define the type and extent of control to be exercised over the tc Jacco products, 
materials, and packaging suprlicrs based on the evaluation results . 

( d) You shall establish and maintain a list of qualified supp lien. 

Subpart G - ldent:fication and Traceability 

XXX.90 Identification 

You shall establish and maintain procedures for identifying tobacco product~ , materials, and 
packaging during all stages of manufacture to prevent mix-ups. The procedt res shall include 
where appropr:ate : 

( a) Identifying electronically, by signage, or other method of identification a l containers to 
identify their contents and, where necessary, the stage of processing of the b, tch or lot; and 

(b) Identifying electronically, by signage, or other method of identification a I processing lines 
and major equipment used during manufacturing, as necessary, to indicate th !ir contents, 
including the name of the tobacco product and the specific batch number, co ,trot number, or lot 
number and, when necessary, the stage of processing of the batch or lot. 

XXX.95 Traceability 

You shall establish and maintain procedures providing for traceability betwe :n a finished 
tobacco product and its materials, packaging, and tobacco used to produce a :iven lot or batch qf 
finished tobacco product. For tobacco, traceability extends to the tobacco as it was first 
introduced into the manufacturing process. 

Subpart H - Manufacture and Process Controls 

XXJUOO General Controls and Change Controls 

(a) You shall develop, conduct, control, and monitor manufacturing processe; to ensure that 
tobacco products conform to your specifications. Where deviations from spf .:ifications could 
occur as a result of the manufacturing process, you shall establish and maint, in adequate process 
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control procedures to ensure confonnance to specifications. Where process t ontrol procedures 
are nccessaiy they shall include: 

( 1) Documented instructions or procedures that define and control the mannc · of manufacture; 

(2) Monitoring and control of manufacturing processes to ensure conformanc : to specifications 
during manufacture; and 

(3) A process for approving, in writing, new processes and process equipmer.: or modifications 
thereto . 

(b) You shall establish and maintain procedures for changes to a specificatiot , process, or 
procedure . Prior to implementation, such changes shall be properly qualified where appropriati.: . 

XXX. l 10 Specifications 

You shall establish specifications for any point, step, or stage in the manufac uring process 
where necessary to ensure that the finished tobacco product is manufactured, packaged and 
labeled a~ intended by the manufacturer. Such specifications shall be contair ed or referenced in 
the master manufacturing record. • 

XXX.114 Sanitation Requirements 

You shall conduct manufacturing operations in accordance with adequate sar itation principles 
and take necessary precautions determined by your evaluation of potential bi, ,logical, chemical, 
and physical hazard to prevent contamination. 

XXX.116 Master Manufacturing Record 

You shall prepare and approve a master manufacturing record for each tobac, o product 
manufactured as distinguished by category, brand, subcategory or subbrand. The information in 
the master manufacturing record shall be based upon defined tobacco produc development and. 
manufacturing scale-up processes. The manufacturer shall ensure that contrc ls utilized in the 
tobacco product development and manufacturing scale-up processes are appr 1priate for tobacco 
products. The master manufacturing record shall include, or reference the Joe ltion of, the 
followmg infom1ation, where appropriate : 

(a) Specifications; 

(b) Manufacturing methods, manufacturing procedures or any manufacturint environment 
requirements ; 

(c) Quality control procedures; 

( d) Evaluation criteria and quality control measures associated with any repr 1cessing activities;" 

and 
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(e) Label and packaging specificat:ons and methods and processes used toe 1sure coriforruance 
with such specifications. 

XX.X. 118 Batch or Lot Manufacturing Records 

You shall establish and maintain procedures to ensure a batch or lot manufac ture record is 
prepared for each batch or lot of a tobacco product that includes complete in onnation relating to 
the manufacture and control of each batch or lot and accurately follows the, ppropriate master 
manufacturing record and each step taken in the manufacture of the batch or lot. The batch or lot 
manufacturing record shall include, or refer to the location of, the following nformation: 

(a) 'Tbe date(s) of manufacture; 

(b) The quantity of tobacco product manufactured; 

( c) 1be quantity of tobacco product distributed; 

(d, The records demonstrating the tobacco product in the batch or lot was rr mufactured in 
accordance with the master manufacturing record; 

(e) Any identification and control number(s) for the finished tobacco product and components, 
materials, and any labels and packag;ng included in the finished tobacco pro luct; and 

(f) A description of any reprocessing or rework activity associated with sud . batch or lot 
including records demo1strating the reprocessing conformed to the master rr mufacturing recora. 

Subpart l - Lvaluatlon and Acceptance Activities 

XXX.120 Receiving Acceptance and In-Process Evaluation 

(a) You shall establish and maintain procedures for the acceptance of incoming tobacco producl-s, 
materials, and packaging to assure specified requirements are met. 

(b) You shall establish and maintain evaluation procedures, where appropria e, to ensure that 
specified requirements for in-process tobacco product are met. 

(c) You shall maintain records of in-process tobacco product failing evaluati m activities and 
their disposition required by this Part. Tnese records shall include: 

(l) Identification of such in-process tobacco product failing evaluation; 

(2) The dates such in-process tobacco product failed the evaluations; 

(3) The results of such evaluations; 

( 4) The identity of the individual(s) conducting the evaluation; and 

(5) Where appropriate, the equipment used. 
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Subpart J - Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

XXX.130 P1 ocedures for Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

(a) You shall establish and maintain a process to control tobacco products th, 1 do not meet 
specifications or are contaminated. The process shall address the identificati< n, documentation, 
evaluation, segregat;on, and appropriate disposition of such nonconforming ti bacco products. 

(b) Identification of nonconfonning tobacco products shall include documen ation of the identity 
and quantity of the nonconforming tobacco product, the date the tobacco prol uct was identifed 
as nonconforming, the nonconformancc, and the identity of the person who d termined the 
tobacco product to be nonconforming. 

( c) Evaluation of the nonconformance shall include an assessment of the risk posed by the 
nonconforrnance and a determination of the need for an investigation into the cause of the 
nonconformance. Where an mvestigation is conducted, it shall include a revi :w of relevant 
manufactur:ng records, data anJ any other relevant informallon necessary to I etermine the cause 
of the 1-onconformance and to eliminate other possible causes. 

(d) Segregation of the nonconforming tobacco product shall include clearly i lentifying and 
holding noncon tom1ing tobacco product in a manner that prevents mix-ups. 

(e) Disposition of nonconforming tobacco product that is nonconforming du : to being out of 
specification may include an assessmeni of whether the nonconfonnance pre~ ~nts a risk of injury 
beyond the risks generally posed by the same category of tobacco products. J ersonnel 
responsible for making such di sposition detenninations shall be identified. 

(t) You may rework nonconforming tobacco product to bring it into conform mce with 
specifications only if you can establish and verify a plan for ensuring the toba ;co product meets 
specifications and is not contaminated . 

(g) You shall establish and maintain a corrective action and preventive action program to addreS6 
nonconforming tohacco products, when the risk posed by the nature of the no 1conformance or 
the frequency of the nonconfonnance warrants such action . Such a program ~ hall include the 
following: 

( I) An investigation of the root cause of the nonconfonnance; 

(2) Identification of the action(s) needed to correct and prevent recurrence of he 
nonconformance; 

(3) Implementing such action(s); and 

( 4) Assessment and confinnation of the effectiveness of such action( s ). 

(h) You shaJI keep and maintain records of all activities required under this Sf : tion . 
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Subpart K - Labeling and Packaging Operations 

XXX.140 Labeling and Packaging 

You shall establish and maintain a process to control labeling and packaging 1ctivities. 

(a) Labels shall be printed and applied to finished tobacco products so as tor :main legible and 
affixed during the customary conditions of processing, storage, handling, dist ·ibution, and sale. 

(b) You shall establish a process to ensure that labels received from supplier! conform to the 
label specifications. 

(c) You shall manage label storage, label applicatioi, and packaging operatio 1s to prevent mix
ups. 

( d) You shall ensure that any numbers, codes and/or markings used to identd y the tobacco 
product batch or lot are adequately applied to labels or packaging on finished 10bacco products . 

(e) Tobacco product packaging and shipping cases or containers :;hall be des gned and 
constrncted to protect against the contamination of finished tobacco products during customary . 
conditions of processing, storage, handling, distribution and sale. 

XXX.145 Repackaging and Relabeling 

You shall establish and maintain a process to manage repackaging and relabe ing operations tha, 
meets the requirements set forth in Section XXX.140. 

Subpart L - Holding and Distribution 

XXX.150 Handling and Storage 

You shall establish and maintain procedures to ensure tobacco products are h, Id under 
appropriate conditions to protect against the possibility of mix-up or contami1 ation. 

XXX.155 Distribution 

You shall establish and maintain a process to ensure finished tobacco product; are 
distributed under appropriate conditions to protect against contamination. Y cu shall 
establish and maintain records that include : 

(a) The identification of the initial consignee; 

(b) The identification and quantity of the finished tobacco product shipped; 

(c) The date of shipment; ar d 

(d) Any code used to identify the finished tobacco product and/or batch or lot 
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Subpart M -Complaints 

XXX.160 Review and Investigation of Complaints 

Quality assurance or other qualified personnel shall : 

(a) Re.,iew all complaints to determine whether the complaint involves area ;enable probability 
that a finished tobacco product contains a manufacturing or other defect not )rdinarily contained 
in the same category of tobacco products on the market that would cause an 1cute, serious, 
adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same c, tegory of tobacco 
products; 

(b) Evaluate the need for an investigation; and 

(CJ Where appropriate investigate any complaint that involves an acute, serir us , adverse health 
consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same category of toba, co products, unless 
such investigation has already been performed for a similar complaint and ai other investigation 
is not necessary. 

XXX.165 Required Records 

(a) You shall make and keep the following complaint records: 

(I) Procedures for fulfilling the requirements of this subpart . 

(2) A record of every complaint The record of the complaint shall include, vhere available, the 
following: 

(i) The name and description of the finished tobacco product; 

(ii) The batch, lot, or control number of the finished tobacco product; 

(iii) The date the complaint was received and the name, address, or telephon ; number of the 
complainant; 

(iv) The nature of the complaint including, if known, how the finished tobac :o product was used; 

(v) The reply to the complainant, if any; and 

(vi) The identification of the person receiving the complaint. 

(3) Where complaints are investigated, the record of the investigation shall i; ,elude: 

( i) A record of the investigational activities performed; and 

(ii) The findings of the investigation and follow up action(s) taken as a resul of the investigation 
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Subpart N - Records and Recordkeepin2 

XXX.170 General 

(a) You shall establish procedures to fulfill the requirements of this Part. 

(b) You shall make and keep records required under this Part in accordance, ·ith this subpart. 

( c) Al I records required by this Part shall be maintained at the establishment vhere the 
opcrai;ons were conducted or other location that is reasonably accessible tot mployecs of FDA 
designated to perfonn inspections. Such records, including those not stored .. t the inspected 
establishment, shall be made readily available during the retention period to ·DA employee(s) • 
for inspection and copying when requested. Such records shall be legible an I shall be stored to 
minimize deterioration and to protect against loss. Those records stored in a 1tomated data 
processing systems shall be backed up. 

(d) Records shall be kept as original records, as true copies (such as photoco1 ,ies, microfilm, 
microfiche, or other accurate reproductions of the original records), or as ele, tronic records . If, 
you use reduction techniques, such as microfilming, you shall make suitable ·eader and 
photocopying equipment readily available to FDA. 

XXX.174 Record Ret.ention 

You shall keep records for at least 2 years beyond the date of manufacture o1 the last batch or lot 
of finished tobacco products associated with those records. • 

XXX.178 Confidentiality 

Records deemed confidential by the manufacturer may be marked to aid FD,. in detennining 
whether information may be disclosed under the public information regulati( 11 in Pai1 20 of this 
chapter. 

Effective Date: 

Thi.'> rule take:, effect a minimum of rwo years from publication of lhe fin a, rule in the Federal 
Register. 
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PART_ - - CURRENT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE IN 
MANUFACTURING, PACKING, A."I\JD STORAGE OPERATIONS FOR TOBACCO 
PRODUCTS 

AG£NCY: Food and Drug Administration, HHS 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug Administration (''FDA") is proposing toe~ :ablish current 
good manufacturi1 ,g practice ("cGMP") regulations for tobacco products. The proposed rule 
establishes cGMP requirements for the manufacture , labeling, packing, and stc rage of tobacco 
products to ensure that the tobacco products are not adulterated or misbranded The proposed 
rule is one of many actions related to tobacco products that FDA is taking pun uant to the Family· 
Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (Pub . L. 111 -31) (the "Tobaccc Control Act" or 
"Act"). The Tobacco Control Act added authorities to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic 
Act ("FDCA") to enhance public health protection. 

I. Background and Related Information 

A. Purpose 

The Tobacco Control Act became law on June 22, 2009. This Act gives FDA .he authority to 
regulate the manufacture, distribution, and marketing of tobacco products. To that end, FDA is 
empowered to prescribe regulations to protect the public health and assure tha1 tobacco products 
are in compliance with the provisions of the Act by requiring good manufactui ing practices or 
hazard analysis and critical control point methodology . Accordingly, certain r 1embers of the 
tobacco industry ("Identified Companies'') 1 are proposing the attached cGMP regulations for 
consideration by the FDA. 

The tobacco industry produces a diverse array of tobacco products, many of w 1ich involve 
different manufacturing processes. Even the manufacturing processes within 11e same category 
of tobacco product may vary in numerous ways Thus the Identified Compani :s are proposing 
cGMPs that provide sufficient direction for the establishment of adequate man 1facruring controls 
without providing detailed instruction for what specific criteria should be used to implement the 
controls. This framework will enable the Agency to protect the public health 11ith respect to this. 
unique product category while giving individual manufacturers the opportunit: to meet the goal 
of the cGMPs in an effective manner that allows for flexibility and innovation More 
specifically, the cGMPs require each manufacturer lo identify and establish ce tain procedures 
and practices but allow the specific practices and procedures to be tailored to t 1e category of 
tobacco product, and the attributes of the speci!ic tobacco products, produced ,y the 
manufacturer. The extent and nature of documentation and practices necessar to meet the 

I The indusrry stakeholders include the following companies : R.J . Rey.1olds Tobacco Compa1 y, Santa I e Natural 
Tobacco Company, Inc, Amcr;can Snuff Company, LLC, Altria Client Services on behalf of 'hilip Moms USA 
Inc. and U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Company, Lor llard, Inc., Commonwealih Brands, lnc., Sw, dish Match North 
America, 1he SMARTT Coalition, Liggen Group LLC, Vector Tobacco Inc .. National Tobacc , Company, LP., and . 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
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requirements of the proposed cGMPs will vary according to the complexity o1 the manufacturing 
operations and the risks associated with the failure to implement a given pract ce. 

The proposed cGMPs take into account that tobacco products are unique wher compared to other 
products regulated by the FDA because of the inherent variability of wbacco ( ts an agricultural 
crop) and the inherent risk to users of the products. Fo, example, the cGMP r, gulations for 
drugs and medical devices were established in part to ensure that the drug or d :vice meets the 
safety requirements of the FDCA. See 43 Fed. Reg. 45014 (Sept. 29, 1978) (i drug is deemed 
adulterated unless it ''confonns to [ cGMPJ so that the drug meets the safety re 1uirements of the 
Act anJ has the identity and strength and meets the quality and purity characte 'istics that it is 
represented to have."); 43 Fed Reg. 31508 (July 21, 1978) (medical devices n ust "confonn to 
[cGMP] requirements, as prescribed in the regulation, to assure that devices ai: safe and 
efiective and otherwise in compliance with the act."). 

FDA found that many device recalls "resulted from manufacturers' failure to l Jllow good 
manufacturing practices" and, therefore, found it "vitally important that devict s be manufactured· 
in accordance with quality assurance principles that help prevent the productic n of defective • 
products that can endanger consumers." Id. The cGMP regulations for dietary supplements were 
established to ensure that consumers do not suffer hann and obtain the purpor !d health beneht 
from the consumption of dietary supplements. 68 Fed Reg. I 2159 (Mar. 13, 2 )03) ( a dietary 
supplement is adulterated if it "contains contaminants because [the supplemen does] not contain 
the dietary ingredient it is represented to contain or because the amount of the jietary ingredient · 
thought to provide a health benefit is not actually present in the supplement"). Unlike the 
cGMPs for drugs, medical devices, and dietary supplements, cGMP regulatior s for tobacco 
products arc not meant to assure the safety and effectiveness of a tobacco proc uct-because of 
their inherent risk to users of the products-but rather to "assure that the publi: health is 
protected and that the tobacco product is manufactured in compliance" with th! Act. Tobacco 
Control Act, §906(e)(l ). 

Therefore, the purpose of the proposed cGMP regulation is threefold: (I) to p otect the public 
health by providing assurance that tobacco products are not contaminated (pro 1ibiting the 
introduction of substances in the tobacco pruduct not ordinarily contained in t, bacco products 
that present a risk of injury beyond that generally posed by the same category )ftobacco 
product); (2) to prevent misbranded tobacco products; and (3) to allow tobacc< product 
manufacturers the flexibility to manufacture, label, pack, and store tobacco pn ducts to account 
for different categories of tobacco products, different manufacturing processef. and the inhereT1t 
variability of tobacco, while assuring all such activities are conducted in a con rolled manner. 

B. Inherent Risks Associated With the Use of Tobacco Products 

Underpinnmg the proposed cGMP regulation for tobacco products is an acknc .vledgement that 
the U.S Surgeon General and other public health authorities have identified ct rtain inherent 
risks associated with the use of different categories of such products. Wben ( ongress enacted 
the Tobacco Control Act, it acknowledged such inherent rsks but did not ban ;uch products, 
clearly stating that the intent of the act was "to continue to permit the sale of t1 bacco products to 
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adults." FDCA § 907(d)(3)(A) (FDA is expressly "prohibited" from issuing a regulation 
"banning all cigarettes, all smokeless tobacco products, all little cigars, all cig; rs other than little 
cigars, all pipe tobacco, or all roll-your-own tobacco products."). 

Thus the cGMP regulation for tobacco product manufacturers must take into a :count that 
tobacco products have inherent risks and, given the purpose of the cGMPs, no require 
manufacturers to address those risks in this context. Unlike for drugs, medica devices, dietary 
supplements, and food, the tobacco product cGMPs cannot require tobacco m. nufactureLs to 
assure their products are safe and/or effective. 

In light of these considerations, the Identified Companies' proposed cGMP re: ;ulation provides 
direction to tobacco product manufacturers to control their manufacturing pro, esses in a manner 
that would prevent the introduction of substances not ordinarily contained in t, ibacco products 
that would present a risk of injury to the consumer beyond that generally pose I by the same 
category of tobacco products. Further, the proposed regulation directs tobacc1 product 
manufacturers to control their manufacturing processes so that the tobacco pre duct is not 
misbranded. The Identified Companies believe that these elements are central to meeting the 
Congressional intent as expressed in Section 906(e) of the Tobacco Control A :t. 

C. Inherent Variability of Tobacco Products 

Tobacco the main ingredient in tobacco products - is of an agricultural or gin, and therefore 
tobacco products are subject to natural variation. Each type of tobacco, e.g., f ue-cured, dark air: 
cured, fire cured, burley, and oriental, has its owo particular taste and aroma. v1oreover, there 
are variations in these attdbutes within each type according to the tobacco's g, ade (i.e., quality), 
stalk position, geographic origin, and year of harvest. Tobacco product manw acturers combine 
different types of tobacco to produce a distinctive "blend" that is primarily res ,onsible for giving· 
each tobacco product its distinctive sensory characteristics (similar to the blen ling processes that 
occl.lr in other agricultural based consumer products, such as coffee, wine, and beer). Tobacco • 
product manufacturers must use a combination of science and art to (1) achiev ! a tobacco blend 
that delivers a distinctive adult tobacco product consumer experience, and (2) 1djust the blend to 
maintain consistency of that tobacco product to account for natural tobacco va ·iability. 

This inherent variability of tobacco results in unavoidable variations in the tot 1cco blends. To 
compensate for these natural variations and maintain the consistency of the tol ,acco product, a 
tobacco product manufacturer must routinely adjust the tobacco blends - for :xample, by 
blending across several crop years of one type of tobacco. FDA acknowledge I that tobacco 
manufacturers are "required" to periodically adjust the tobacco blend in a prm uct "to address the 
natural variation of tobacco ... in order to maintain a consistent product" in a recent guidance 
document. CENTER FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS, GUIDANCE FOR IND JSTRY AND 
FDA STAFF: SECTION 9050) REPORTS: DEMONSTRATING SUBSTA1' rIAL 
EQUIVALENCE FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS 4 (2011). FDA has also ack 10wledged that 
such adjustments to the tobacco blend are not "intended to alter the chemical c r perception 
properties" of a tobacco product, but rather maintain a consistent product. Id. 
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Therefore, the direction to manufacturers provided by the proposed cGMP reg dation recognizes 
the inherent variability unique to tobacco products. This is achieved by provi, ing tobacco 
product maLUfacturers the flexibility necessary to manufacture, label, pack, an j store in a 
manner allowing for such variability but not permitting (a) the introduction of ;ubstances not 
ordinarily contained in tobacco products that would present a risk of injury to he consumer 
beyond that generally posed by the same category of tobacco products or (b) n isbranding. 

JI. Proposed Rule 

Subpart A - General Provisions 

XXX. l Applicability 

The language in subsection (a) of this section essentially tracks the Tobacco C mtrol Act 
authority over tobacco product manufacturer.:;. In other words, if a facility me, ts the Tobacco 
Control Act definition of a tobacco product manufacturer, then it will be cove1 !d by the proposed 
cGMP regulation to the extent it manufactures tobacco products within FDA 's jurisdiction under 
Section 90l(b). While the storage of tobacco products by a tobacco product n 1nufacturer is 
within the scope of the regulation, a distributor as defined in Sec1ion 900(7) ot the FDCA is 
exempt from these regulations. Subsection (b) provides further clarity with rt ,pect to the non
apphcability of the requirements to storage activities at retail. The other subse ;tions essentially 
restate other provisions of the Tobacco Control Act. Also, small tobacco prod 1ct manufacture1s,' 
as defined by Section 900( 16) of the Tobacco Control Act, are not required to ;omply with the 
cGMP regulation for at least 4 years following the effective date of the regulat on. See Section 
906(e)(l )(B)(v) 

XXX.3 Definitions 

This section provides definitions for certain relevant te,ms used in the propose i cGMP 
regulation that are not defined in Section 201 of the FDCA or the Tobacco Co 1trol Act. While 
the defined terms in the regulation speak for themselves, we have elaborated o 1 the intent of 
certain of the defined terms below. 

The definition for "batch or lot" provides the tobacco manufacturer with the fl xibility to define • 
'·any specific quantity or manufacturing period" as a "batch or lot" as long as t Jbacco product 
being manufactured during such a "batch or lot" is intended to meet the same: pecifications. 
Such flexibility is necessary for tobacco product manufacturers because some obacco products 
are not made in discrete "batches" but are manufactured by continuous produc ion. 

The definition of"contaminant" recognizes the unique risk profile of tobacco) roducts. They are· 
agricultural products that, for that reason, naturally include substances other th m tobacco. This 
definition also acknowledges the inherent risks associated with tobacco prodm Ls, as described in 
Section l .B. Thus, a substance becomes a "contaminant" only when it has bee I added to a 
tobacco product, is not intended to be in the tobacco product, and presents a ri k beyond that 
generally posed by the same category of tobacco products. This concept is cc 1sistent with the 
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language in the mandatory recall provisions of Section 908( c )(I). It is not nee }Ssary to eliminate 
from tobacco products added substances that ordinar·ly are contained in tobac, o products 
because of their agricultural nature or that do not increase the health risk of tht tobacco products 
The "master manufacturing record" is where the procedures and specificatiom for manufacturing 
a finished tobacco product are found. It is the key repository of manufacturini requirements and 
controls and may compr:se several documents or files or an index identifying hem and their 
lorntion. 

The "quality" of a tobacco product refers to whether the product meets the ma mfacturcr's 
specifications and is not contaminated. Because of the inherent risks posed b) tobacco products, 
those are the two elements of what is ordinarily considered product quality th, t need to be 
addressed by this Part in order to protect the public health. 

'"Rework" means action taken on a nonconforming tobacco product so that it i , suitable for use 
before it is released for further processing or distfibution. Tobacco products t, , be reworked 
require an evaluation and disposition prior to use. 

A "specification" is any requirement that a manufacturer defines as a specific, tion in the master 
manufacturing record to which a finished or in-process tobacco product or ma rnfacturing 
process must conform. The manufacturer defines what the product and procei sing specifications. 
should be. What the manufacturer may describe as parameters, limits, criteria or like terms are 
not specifications unless the manufacturer defines them as such in the master 1 rianufacturing 
record. This provision also recognizes that tobacco product manufacturers m[ y use in-process 
rather than finished product specifications if the manufacturer otherwise is in, ompliance with 
this Part. 

Subpart B - Personn:tl 

Sections :XXX.20, XXX.30, and XXX.31 require a manufacturer to have adeq 1ate resources, 
including personnel, to comply with the regulations and, specifically, personn :I designated to 
have certain quality assurance responsibility and authority. At the same time, these provisions 
recognize that no fonnal quality unit is required. In the case of tobacco produ :ts, such personnel· 
may have duties other than quality assurance as well, as long as the quality as: urance duties are 
well-defined and adequately carried out, as specified in the regulation. 

Section XXX.35 requires a manufacturer to establish and maintain requireme1 ts for the health, 
cleanliness, personal practices, and clothing of personnel if contact between s1 ch personnel and 
tobacco product, packaging, or materials could reasonably be expected to rest it in 
contamination. 

Subpart C - .fhvsical Plant and Grounds 

The tem1s "clean and sanitary", as used in Section :XXX.50(b), mean a manuf 1cturer's physical 
plant shall be kept clean to the extent necessary to protect against contaminati m, taking into 
account the inherent risks of tobacco products and an analysis of the risks of c )ntamination, as 
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that term is defined in Section XXX.3. The term "sanitary" is not intended to ·equire 
sanitization, sterilization, or any other specific fonn of cleaning beyond what 1 ne risk analysis 
detennines is necessary. TLis requirement is consisteni with the application o ' !he concepts 
associated with hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP) rnethodok gy to sa1:itation in 
Section XXX . I 14. 

Section XXX .50( d)(3) requires that insecticides, fumigants, fongicides , or rod :nticides, used for 
pest control activities ~hall be used in accordance with the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide, and 
Rodenticide Act as applicable, and the use shall follow label directions includ ng any required 
precautions when directed to protect against contamination. Foreign manufac turers not subject 
to the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act shall comply with tl eir own national 
or local requirements governing the use of such pesticides and shall not conta1 1inate the tobacco 
product. 

Sectior. XXX .50(e)(2) requires that water that is used in the manufacturing pn cess in a manner 
such that the water will or may become a component of the tobacco products iall, at a 
minimum, be supplied from sources required to comply with applicable Feder .!, State, and local 
requirements and shall not contaminate the tobacco product. Foreign manufat turers shall 
comply with their own national or local requirements governing water quality and shall not 
contaminate the tobacco product. 

Subpart D - Equipment and Utensils 

Section XXX.60(e) generally requires equipment to be adequately calibrated, nd controlled. 
That requirement applies to software used to control processes. The requirem :nt to control 
certain software, including the requirement in Section X.XX.60(e)(2) to contrc such software to 
ensure fiat specifications consistently are met, is not intended to require soft'-" ue validatioL. 
Such control may be achieved by a process of qualification, calibration, monit Jring, verification· 
checks, other methods, or some combination thereof, as detennined to be app1 lpriate for the 
particular equipment and processes by the manufacturer. 

Subpart E - Document Controls 

Section XXX.70 requires a manufacturer to establish and maintain procedures to control 
documents required by the cGMP regulalions. Such procedures shall include, among other 
things, controls for approving documents, making changes to documents, and 1pproving those 
changes. Both Sectiou XXX.70(a) and (b) require that the individuals approv ng documents or 
changes to them be identified. Identification of such individuals in the docum :nt control system,· 
whether in electronic or paper form or some combination thereof, is sufficien in lieu of such 
individuals ' signatures, provided that the document control procedures requin the approv;ng 
individual personally to identify him- or herself in some way and the identity , if such individuals 
is not merely assigned automatically by the document control system or other 1ersonnel. 
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PREAMBLE FOR PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGUl \TION 

~ubnart £=1:urc)1¥ing_ Control~ 

Section XXX.80 requires manufacturers to have purchasing controls for incon fog tobacco 
products, materials and packaging, as those terms are defined in Section XXX 3. Manufacturers 
have the flexibility under this provision to determine the type and extent of su h controls based 
on the needs for their specific products and manufacturing processes. 

Section XXX.85 requires rnanufacrurers to establish and maintain the requirer 1ents that must be 
met by suppliers of tobacco products, materials and packaging. The specific r :qmrernents may 
vary based on an evaluation of the potential nsk posed by the supplied materi, I ( e.g. tobacco 
ingredient vs. packaging component) but should i11clude supplier evaluation c1 iteria and 
maintaining a list of qualified suppliers. 

Subpart G - Identification and Traceabilitv 

The identification requirements of Section XXX.90(a) are meant to apply whc ·ever there is a 
reasonable possibility of mix-ups It may not be necessary to identify the corn ~nts of some 
containers because the 6sks of mix-up, or the consequences of a mix-up, ares nail, such as 
where the use of a particular container or tobacco product is limited to one are 1 of the 
manufacturing facility. 

Section XXX.95 requires traceability that will assist manufacturers in identify ng other potential 
batches or lots of fimshed tobacco products that might be affected by a prodm l quality issue that 
arose during manufacturing and was detected in a particular finished tobacco l roduct batch or 
lot, which, in tum, will assist manufacturers in conducting any necessary mad et withdrawals or 
recalls. For tobacco, by requiring traceability back only to the tobacco as first introduced into 
the manufacturing process, this provision makes clear that manufacturers are 1 ot required to 
establish traceability all the way back prior to its introduction into the manufa turing process, 
such as to the growers or sellers of the raw tobacco. This traceability requiren ient does not 
extend to farms because the tobacco is mixed after received from fa1ms durint leaf processing 
(or "stemmery") operations, which are defined as "tobacco warehouses" in Se tion 900(21) of 
the FSPTCA. After such processing, the raw tobacco is typically stored for a ew years prior to 
being introduced mto the manufacturing process. Also, FDA does not have ju ·isdictioti over 
tobacco farms or tobacco warehouses (with certain exceptions) under Chapter IX of the 
FSPTCA 

Subnart H - Manufacture and_Proccss Controls 

Under Section XXX. I 00, manufacturers are required to control their processe: to ensure their 
tobacco products meet specifications. However, the specific control measures to be utilized are 
determined by the manufacturer so that it has the flexibility to identify and ex, cute the control 
measures best suited to its manufacturing operations and tobacco products. 

Section XXX. l 14 prov.des that a manufacturer should develop its sanitation c mtrol program by · 
using a risk based approach that is infonned by an evaluation of potential biol igical, chemical, . 
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PREAMBLE FOR PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGUL ,TJON 

and physical hazards. These criteria are consistent with those used in the food industry when 
applying ''HACCP". While this section does not mandate a formal HACCP p ogram, it does 
require manufacturers to undertake a HACCP-like evaluation to support its sa1 itation controls. 

Section XXX. l 16 requires the development of a master manufacturing record, which is the key 
record documentmg manufacturing controls. The development of the specific. tions in the 
master manufacturing record, beginning when the cGMP regulation takes efre, t, shall be based 
upon defined tobacco product development and manufacturing scale-up proce1 ses. The 
manufacturer shall ensure that controls utilized m the tobacco product develop nent and 
manufacturing scale-up processes are appropriate to assure tobacco product re 1uirements are 
met This provision is intended to address the ''preproduction design validatio 1" language in 
FDCA Section 906( c)(l )(A). 

The provisions in this Subpart Hand the rest of this Part are not meant to requ re process 
validation. For tobacco products, adequate process controls might take the for n of in-process 
control parameters, such as temperature or processing speed; equipment qualil cation and 
calibration; in-process quality checks; or other controls appropriate to the proc :sses and tobacco 
products, as determined by the manufacturer. 

Section XXX.120 makes it incumbent on a manufacturer to establish appropri : te procedures for 
the acceptance of incoming tobacco products, materials and packaging and the evaluation of in 
process tobacco products to assure specified requirements are met. Acceptanc : activities may 
include visual checks, testing or verification of supplier Certificates of Analys ,. Because of the · 
unique nature of tobacco products, as explained in the introductory paragraphs above, in-process. 
or finished tobacco product testing is not required unless a manufacturer deten nines under other 
provisions of this Part that it is a necessary process control and makes such tes ing part of a 
specification in the master manufacturing record. 

~art J - Noncnnformi1g Tobacco Product 

Under Section XXX.130, a tobacco product is ronconforming ifit does not co 1form to the 
applicable specifications in the master manufacturing record or is contaminate I, as that term is 
defined in Section XXX.3 . A manufacturer must have a process 10 evaluate a1 d handle 
nonconfonning tobacco product as described in Section XXX.130. 

Section XXX. l 30( c) requires that process to include a risk assessment and a d :termination of the, 
need for an investigation into the cause of the nonconformance. A manufactu1 er's process for 
handling nonconforming tobacco product therefore should include criteria to e 1aluate the risk 
posed by the nonconformance and to detennine how the tobacco product shou d be 
dispositioned. This provision gives direction to a manufacturer without specif 1ing all of the 
c, iteria to be used for the investigation and disposition decisions because such ;;riteria should be 
based on the attributes of the specific tobacco product and its manufacturing p ocesscs. 
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Under Section XXX. I 30(e), the disposition determination shall include an ass ssment ofw>iether 
the nonconformance is a defect not ordinarily contained in the same category, ftobacco products 
and whether that defect presents a risk of injury beyond that generally posed b I the same 
category of tobacco products. That assessment already will have occurred in t 1e case of 
contaminated product because of the definition of contamination in Section x: :x.3, but such an 
assessmen1 shall also be done in the case of a tobacco product that does not co tform to 
specifications. 

Subpart K - Labeling and P;,i.s;krurr!lg OperatiQ!lf? 

Section XXX.140 r;..quires a manufacturer to establish and maintain a process o control labeling 
and packaging activities. Provided that such process ensures that labels confo m to 
specifications and that labels and packaging are l!tanaged to prevent mix-ups, manufacturer is 
not required to quarantine or otherwise hold incoming labels prior to their intr, ,duction into 
labeling and packaging operations. This provision provides direction to a mar ufacrurer to 
establish an effective process without specifying an evaluation and release pro :ess ur other 
particular steps in the process. 

Sub.J2_art L -- Holdin_gJmd Distribution 

Although Sections XXX.150 and XXX.155 contain storage and distribution re 1uirements, such 
requirements do not apply to a "distributor" as defined in Sec hon 900(7) of th, FDCA. 

Subpart M - Complaints 

Section XXX.160 requires a manufactw er to review all complaints. This pro, .sion does not 
attempt to specify all of the criteria a manufactLlfer must use to evaluate comp 1ints or to 
deter.nme whether an investigation is necessary. However, consistent with thi language in the 
mandatory recall provisions of the FSPTCA, Section 908(c)(l ), and the report ng provisions of 
the FSPTCA, Section 909(a), this provision requires quality assurance persom el or other 
qualified personnel, as desci;bed in XXX.31, to evaluate whether the complaii t involves a 
reasonable probability that a tobacco product contains a manufacturing or otht defect not 
ordinarily contained in the same category of tobacco products on the market t1 at would cause an 
acute, serious, adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use cf the same 
category of tobacco products and, in most cases, to investigate such complaint;, Such 
complaints may not need to be investigated if they previously have been inves igdted and the 
cause of the detect is known. Additionally, given that smokers may exper:e,.c ~ certain transient. 
effects (e.g. headaches) and consumers of smokeless tobacco products may as Nell (e.g. nausea), 
all complaints alleging health effects may not need to be investigated. This pr ,vision makes 
clear that an assessment of potential health hazards is a critical element of the :omplaint 
evaluation and investigation process. The tenn "acute" has been included in tl e description of 
the applicable health hazards for those purposes because the complaint handli1 g process required· 
by this section is not intended to handle allegations of chronic health effects rt ated to the 
inherent risks of tobacco products as referenced in Section LB. 
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effective date 

This rule takes effect a minimum of two years from publication of the final ru ;! in the Federal 
Register. Consistent wilh FDCA Section 906(e)(B)(iv), the proposed effectiv, date is necessary 
lo provide a reasonable penod of time for manufacturers to conform to the grn d manufacturing 
practices required herein. The period of time to comply is based on the diffen nces in the manner 
in which the different types of tobacco products have historically been produc :d, the financial 
resources of the different tobacco product manufacturers, the state of their exi ting 
manufacturing facil iri,~s, and a consideration of what would constitute a rcaso1 able period of 
time to comply with the requirements in this r art. 
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.Ian :s E. Swauger. Ph .D., DABT 
Vic · Prcsideni - Regulat ory Ovcr, ight 
40 1 N. Main St. 
P () Box 29 59 
Wir ,ton-Salem. NC 27102 
Tel 336-741-6646 
fax 336-728-8028 
, wr, rgcj(i:i: rjrt.com 

June 20, '.2012 

Ann Simoneau, J.D. 
Director, Office of Compliance and Enforcment 
U.S. Food a11d Drug Administratitin 
Center for Tobacco Products 
9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockvi lle, MD 208 50 

Beverly Chernaik 
Director, Office ot Reg 1lations 
U.S. Food and Drng A< ministration 
Center for Tobacco Pre Jucts 
9200 Corporate Boule" ird 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Re: MAY 2, 2012 MEETING WITH INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDER; TO L>ISCUSS 
PROPOSED GMF's 

Dear Ms. Simoneau and Ms. Chernaik: 

lU. Reynolds Tobacco Company ("RJRT"), on behalf ot the industr I stakeholders1 who 
participated in the May 2, 20 l 2 meeting, would like to thank the United Sta, ~s Food and Drug 
Administration's Center for Tobacco Products ("CTP") for the opportunity 1 J meet on May 2, 
20 l 2 and discuss the Companies' proposed Good Manufacturing Practice (" JMP") regulations 
and preambl e. 

While the Companies believed that the proposed GMP regulations ai .d preamble would 
fac ilitate a productive dialogtte consistent with CTP's expressed goal to eng 1ge with and 
understand the industry, we recognize that CTP was not prepared to engage n a dialogue at the 
May 2, 2012 mecling. Should CTP wish to meet with the Companies again .iuring its 
development of GMP regulations, we welcome the opportunity as we are co mnitted lo working 
with the Agency to establish appropriate GMP regulations tor tobacco prod1 ct manufacturers. 

I Tlie indu.stry stakeholders include the fri ilowing co mpanies : RJRT, Santa Fe Natural Tob cco Company, Inc., 
Ameri t:an Snuff Company. LLC, Aluia C lient Serv ices on behal f of Philip Monis USA Inc and U.S. Smokeless 
Tobacco Company, Lor illard, Inc ., Commonwcal!h Brands, Inc., Swedi~h Match North An- : r:ca , the SMARTr 
Coa litt.un, Liggett Group LLC, Vector T obacco Inc., National Tobacco Co111pa1.y, L.P., Ha & Collon, Inc., and 
en M A (collectivel y rete1Ted to herein as the "Companies") . 



Ann Simoneau, J. D. and Beverly Chcrnaik 
June 20, :.ZOP 
Page 2 

If you have any questions, please do not l ,esitate to contact me. 

cc: Lawrence R. Deyton, M.D., M.S.P .1-1 
David L. Ashley, Ph.D., CAPT, USPHS 

Respectfully Submith d, 

/ ? ~ / L .. /;q/ Uc"°~# ~7/-
Zes E. Swauger, Pl D., DABT 
Vice P1csident - Kegi latory Oversight 
R. J . Reynolds Tobac, o Company 

James E. Dillard, III, Senior Vice President , Regulatory Affairs, Atria Client Services 
Lorillard, Inc. 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. 
Swedish Match North America 
SMARTT Coalition 
Liggett Group LLC 
Vector Tobacco Inc. 
National Tobacco Company, LP. 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
C ITMA 



Chernaik, Beverly 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Klingler, Amanda <AKlingler@KSLAW.com > 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 4:20 PM 

Simoneau, Ann; Chernai k, Beverly 

Bautista. Andrea 
Correspondence from R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 

R.J Reynolds Correspondence (6.20.12).pdf 

Please find attached correspondence from R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and the var )US industry stakeholders that 
participated in the May 2 201 2 meeting 

Thank you. 

Amanda J Kl ingler 
King & Spalding LLP 
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue . NW 
Washington , DC 20006 
Tel 202-626-9255 
Fax. 202-626-3737 
flkl1ngler@kslaw.conJ 

King & Spalding Confidentiality Notice 

Tl1is rnessage ,s being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusive ly for the individual or entity to which 11 1~ addressed. This commurncat,on may 
contain 1ntormat1on that 1s proprietary . pri vileged or conl'dential or othe rwise legally exempt from disclosure . If you are , at the named addressee vou are not 
author,zect to read . print. retain copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you have re ceived this message I enor, please notify t11e s~nder 
1rnmed1ately by e-rnail and delete ail copies of the message . 
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lndustry Stakeholder Presentation to C'1 'P 
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Meeti11g Objectives 
• Sha re with CTP: 

- The process the industry stakeholders used to de, elop the proposed 
CJMP 

Industry stakeholder perspective on the proposed GMP and preamble 

• Help the industty stakeholders understand the C'D)~s current 
thinking on the process and ti1ning for the deveh 1p1nent of tobacco 
product (i MPs 

• Begin a dialogue with CTP on development oft< ,bacco product 
G1'v1Ps 

2 Inclust1y S1akcholdc1 1'11.:sc11talio11 1,, CTI' 011 1'1oposccl GM l's 05.02 12 
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Develop111cntal P1·ocess fo1· Proposed 
GIVIP Regulatio11 

• Diverse group of stakeholders including large ar d small 
manufacturers and suppliers 

• Began initial discussions spring-2011 to develu~ a GMP approach 
appropriate for tol}acco product manufacturing 

• Considered the scope and range of both tobacco products and 
111anufacturing processes 

• Submitted proposed GMP regulation and prea111lile to the Agency, 
January 10, 2012 

• In the ensuing period, other tobacco product n1ar ufacturers and 
suppliers have been supportive of this approach 

• General consensus-current version appropriate f< ,r tobacco 
products 

-
3 l11Just1y St<1~chold1:1 l'rcsc11t<1tio11 tu CI J> 011 1'1oposed UMP, 05.02.12 
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• R..J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Co1npany 

• Santa Fe Natural l 'obacco 
Con1pany, lnc. 

• A1nerican Snuff Con1pany, 
LLC 

• Altria Client Services on 
behalf of Philip MOrris US1\ 
Inc. and U.S. Smokeless 
Tobacco Con1pany 

• Lorillard, Inc. 

• Conunonwealth Brands, lnc 

• Liggett (Jroup LLC 

~·~ ~~ ~ ... . . ' 

• The SMAJ~TT Coalition, 
which incl ides Nat 
Sherman, ( :ommunwealth 
Brands, ln,: . Japan Tobacco 
International, King lvlaker 
i\1arketing. Inc. 

• Vector Tobacco Inc. 
• National T )bacco 

Con1pany, L.P. 

• Hail & Co1 ton, Inc. 

• Swedish M atch North 
An1erica 

• CITTV!r'\ 
• rvlundet 

4 lndusl1') St,11,;choldcr l'1cscnlntil,n to C 11' nn 1'1oposed G:vll's 05.02.1~ 
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St.1t11t()ry Reqt1ire1nents f'°o:r G~IP 
Reg11lati()t1 

• The FSPTCA * requires that the FDA prescribe 1 egulations ( which 
n1ay differ based on the type of tobacco product involved) 
requiring that the tnethods used in, and the facih :ies and controls 
used for, the manufacture, preproduction design validation 
(including a process to assess the performance o ·' a tobacco 
product), packing and storage of tobacco produc es confonn to (i) 
cCi1\t1Ps or (ii) hazard analysis and critical contrc I poirJ 
methodology (''Hi-\CCP"). 

• Federa l Food. Drug, and Cosmetic: A ct {'TDCA") SectioL 906(e), as amended by 
the Family Smokin g .Prevention and Tobacco Co111 rol !\e t (" FSPTC/\"). 

~ - --
5 li1dusl1} S1akelmlde1 1'1eselllal1on to ( rl' t)ll I'; oposcd C,.\1 Ps llS.02 12 
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P1·oposed GMP Reg11Iation an,.I 
Preamble 

• The proposed (iMP Regulation is intended to n1t :et the statutory 
1equiren1ents of the FSPTCA and draw from exi ;ting cGMP _ 
regulations where controls were deemed approp1 iate cJ_d:r,';f~----

• The proposed (iMP Regulation provides directic n without a high 
degree of specJficity, requiring a controlled n1arn dacturing process 

.. but.allowing· each 1nanufacturer discretion as to 1 he types of 
1 ,.,,.,~ controls and level of control ( e.g. specifications) 

1;;JI' '·· P· A .. !)', ;' . \J,' ~/ 
i ,. ·"""' • 

,;I/"\. Such flexibility will also allow manufacturers to adopt additional 
controls in the tuture in the event tobacco produ( t standards are 
pro1nulgated by the FfJA 

. . . 

(, lndustt) Stakchoidc-r P,cscnlalion L,i Cl l' on P,opo~cd (iMJ's 05 02.12 
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P1·011osed GMP Preamble 
• Background and Related Infi.)rn1ation 

Purpose 

Inherent risks associated with the use of tobacc<, products 

Inherent variability of tobacco products 

• Proposed Rule 

Rationale for kev tobacco-related definitions ., 

Explanation of key ele1nents of the "'proposed rule" 

7 lndusll y Stakd1olclc:1 Prl'sc:nlalum lo CI I' on 1'1 oposcd GM l's 05.02.12 
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Proposed GlVJP Reg11latio11 
• Unlike the FDA cGMPs for drugs and medical c evices, the 

proposed <J\!1P regulations !or tobacco products are not rneant to 
assure the ";.safety and effectiveness'" of a toba ~co product ( as 
those terms are traditionally used by FI)1\) - bee ause of the 
inherent risks associated with the use of differen t categories of 
tobacco pro<lucts ·- but rather to ~"a u t th : pu hlie It h is 
protected and that the hat-co prod uct is 1nai1ufach1 in 
conap ii~HH.·e·, with the Act.1'obacco Control Ac1, §906(e)(l). 

, . .., " " ~ 

8 Industry Stnkcholc.le1 1'1esentut1(lll to ('JP on Proposed Gtv1l's O~ 02.12 
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P111·pose of P1·oposecl (;MP 
Regulatio11 

~ To protect the public health by p1oviding assur 1nce that tobacco 
products are not contaminated (prohibiting the introduction of 
substances in the tobacco product nol ordinaril I contained in 
tobacco products that present a risk of injury beyond that 
generally posed by the san1e category of tobacco product); 

'T'o provide assurance that the 1nanufacturing o-. · tobacco products 
does not result in such products being adultera1 ed or 1nisbranded; 
and 

To allow tobacco product manufacturers the th xibility to 
n1anufacture, label, pack, and store tobacco pre ducts to account 
for different categories of tobacco products, di1 ferent 
1nanuf~1cturing processes, and the inherent vari.tbility of tobacco, 
\Vhile assuring all such activities are conducted in a controlled 
manner. 

- ' . . 
9 lndust1) Stakeholder Prcscnt,1tio1110 Cl r on Proposed (iMf's o~.t ·2 12 
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P14 (>posecJ Gl\'IP Reg11latio11: 
Inherent llisks of Tobacco Products 

• Underpinning the proposed (}MP regulation for tobacco products 
is an acknowledgernent that the U.S. Surgeon G, !neral and other 
public health authorities have identified certain inherent risks 
associated with the use of di fferent categories oj such products. 

• When Congress enacted the Tobacco Control Act, it acknowledged 
such inherent risks but did not ban such product:;, clearly stating 
that the intent of the act was " to continue to perr 1it the sale of 
tobacco products to adults." Tobacco ContrOI Act, §907(d)(3)(i-\). 

• Thus the GMP regulation for tobacco product 111 .1nufacturers n1ust J! 
take into account that tobacco products have inh ~rent risks. 

• Unlike drJgs and medical devices, the tobacco p roduct GMPs 
cannot require tobacco tnanufacturers to assure t neir products are 
safe and/or effective as those terms are tradition, tlly used by FDA. 

. ~- . . ~ . . 

I() lmluslt) S1akeholde1 Pre~enta11011 tc, CI I' on l'rnposed Ci\11'~ O~ 02 I 2 
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Prop<Jsed GMP R.egulation: 
Inherent Vflriahilitv of Tohacco Products 

"' 

• Tobacco is of an ag1 icuJtural origin and therefor~ tobacco products 
are subject to natural variation. 

• Tobacco product 1nanufacturers must use c!.C.91J1.htD.~Jign of scieoc~ 
c~nd artto ( l) achieve a tobacco blend thaf de live rs a distinctive 
adult tohaL+_QJ)JO_duct CQ!}_~_llJ!lQ.f._Gxper~r1ce, and (2) adjust the 
blend to n1~1intaj~is.ten_fy of that tobacco pr, ,duct to account 
for natural tobacco variability. 

• FDA acknowledged that tohacco manufacturers 1re "required" to 
periodically adjust the tobacco blend in a product ' 'to address the 
natural variation of tobacco ... in order to n1ain1 ain a consistent 
product" in a recent guidance document.* 

* Center For Tobacco P, oducts, Guidance !·or lnduslry And FDA Smff: Section 905(j) Reports 
Demonstrating Substan ti al Equ ivalence l·Or Tobacco P1o<lucts 4 (20 I l ) . 

. . . 

11 Industry S1akcholdc1 Prcscnlal1011 lo l l'P 011 Pr<-'p<~~ed Ci MPs 05 02 12 
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Pr<)p()Sed G1VIP Regulation: 
S11bparts 

C. Pl! l) il 1 :! i ( I 

F Document Controls 

F· . Purchasing Controls 

1. Identification and Traceability 

1,nrn ,!:--. 

,,. - - ,, 

I. Evaluation an 1 Acceptance 
Activities 

J. Nonconfonni1 tg Tobacco Product 

L. l-loJding and I >istribution 

!VI. C:Jmpiam!s 

N .. Records and f ccordkeeping 

I 2 Industry Stakeholder Prcscntat1on tu Cl I' on Proposed (iMl's ()~ (12 I 2 
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St1bpart i-\: Ge11e1·aJ Provisio11s 
XXX.3 Definitions 

• Package 

• Pest 

• Contact Surface • Physical Plant 

• ( , ) 1 t 1 ! I! ;;tilt 

• Finished tobacco product • Reprocessing 

• Import • Rework 

• In-process tobacco product . s 

• Label • Tobacco Prodt ct 

• Master Manufacturing Record • Tobacco ProdL ct Manufacturer 

.. Materi al 
13 
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Proposed GMP Regulatio11: 
XXX.3 Definitions - Select Tern1s 

• "Batch or lot means any specific quantity or mant facturing period of a 
tobacco product defined as a batch or lot by a toba cco product 
manufacturer in the master manufacturing record 1 hat is intended to 
meet the same specifications." >---

. ..-' 
• "Contaminant means any added substance not ord tnarily contained in 

tobacco products that preserrts a risk of injury bey< ,nd the risks 
generally posed by the saine category ot tobacco i: roducts. 
Contaminate or Contamination refers to a contami 1ant in a tobacco 
product, inaterial, packaging, or on a contact surfa :e." 

.. "()ualitv n1eans that the tobacco product meets tht manufacturer's _ 
specific-ations and is not contaminated." .:: ,\,•A•t.'4.'.J,A: ~-~~-~: ~- · --1'-"·'"" '"' -

• "Spec(fication means any requirement defined as , specification by a 
tobacco product 1nanufacturer in the roaster rrian_uf :1cturing record to 
which a finished or in-process tobacco product or ; nanufacturing 
process n1ust conform." 

Rd e r Lo the proposed GMP f.1r the complete requirem en1s 

14 l11dus11 ~ Stakcholdc1 l'rcscntalHHl tu (' 11' 011 Proposed Ci M l's 05 02 12 
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P1·op,lsecl GJVIP Regulation: 
Illustrative Exan1ples 

• subpart B - Personnel / il-f_,-,,uh.ut. fz:, oC.d~ ,~+ ap.p,u,0-,e,k) , 
,, ' . .td:1.1 ~{'_J µ..~ IVUi1 ,·\~liO{ 

- Requires a manufact~1;;;;0 t ;;,v1\le adequate 1esour~es, including 
personnel, to comply with the regulations and, ;pecifically, 
personnel designated to have certain quality as~ urance 
responsibility and authority." 

- For example, '"quality assurance personnel shal assure all 
components, in-process materials, packaging m 1terials, labels, and 
tobacco products meet specifications, as appror riate, and are not 
contan1inated." 

- Requires a 1nanufacturer to "'establish and 1nain :ain requirements 
for the health, cleanliness, personal practices, ai td clothing of 
personnel if contact between such personnel an, i tobacco product, 
packaging, or materials could reasonably be expected to result in 
contamination." 

Refe r w the proposed (j MP fo r tht' complete rcqnircmenb 
~ " " "' ' . 

15 Indus fol} Stakclmldcr Prest:nlatillll to ( ' 11' on 1'1 opose-d lii\l l's 05 .02 . I:?. 
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Proposed GMP Reg11lation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart C - Physical Plant and (}rounds 

- Includes requirernents necessary to protect against contan1ination 
for: 

• Grounds, 

• Physical plant facilities. 
• Cleanjng compounds, pesticides and other u ,xic chemicals, 

• Pest control, 
• Water supply, 

• Plun1bing, bathroo111s and hand-washing fac lities, 

• Trash disposal, 

• Sanitation Supervisors 

- Requires establishment ot procedures for cleaning and pest · \,«- H.n~iu'· -· 

control. 

Reter to the proposed (iM P to r the complete requi rement s ]6 
~ - ' ~ - . -

16 lndus11 y Stakd10ldc1 1',c~ent.111011 111 ( rP on P1opMed ( ,MP\ ll5 02 12 



Pr(lp,)sed GMP Reg11latio11: 
lllustrative ~xamples 

• Subpart D - Equipment and Utensils 

-- Requires manufacturers to ·'use equipment and utensils that are of 
appropriate design, construction, and workman ;hip to enable the1n 
to be suitable for their intended use and to be a lequately cleaned 
and properly 1naintained." 

- Establishes requirements tor "instruments or cc ntrols used in the 
manufacturing or holding of tobacco products, packaging, and 
materials that are used to 1neasure, regulate, or record any 
information that is necessary to determine coni )rmance with 
specifications or protect against contamination.'' 

Requ ires that manufacturers establish and mair tain procedures 
and nrnintain records fr>r such controls ( e.g. cal bration ). 

l.... ·· ' 

Refer to the proposed GMP fo r the complete reqt iiremems 

I 7 Industr) St:.1kcholdc1 l'n.:s,·nt.ition to C I'I' 011 Proposed ( iM l's 05 02. I 2 
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Pr,,11t,sed GIVIP Regu.laticl11: 
I]lustrativc Exa1nples 

• Subpart H - Manufacture and Process Control; 

- Requires manufacturers to: 

• "develop, conduct, control and monitor man .ifacturing 
processes to ensure that tobacco products co 1form to 
specifications." 

• '"establish and n1aintain prucedures for chan1 ~es to a 
specification, process or procedure." 

• ''establish specifications for any point, step c r stage in the 
manufacturing process where necessary to ensure that the 
finished tobacco product is manufactured, p, ckaged and 
labeled as intended by the manufacturer." 

• "conduct n1anufr1cturing operations in accon .ance with 
adequate sanitation principles and take nece~ sary precautions to 
prevent contamination" ( e.g. application of I [ACCP concepts). 

Refer lo the proposed G,\JLP fo r th <: compl ete requirerneuts 
. . 

IR lndu:stJ) S1akd1old.:1 1'1esrntalio11 to CJ I' on l'ropos..:d (,Mi's 05 02 12 
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Proposed G-MP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpa1t H - Manufacture and Process Controls -continued 
- Requires manufacturers to: 

• "'prepare and approve a master manufacturing record for each 
tobacco product manufactured as distinguishc d by category, 
brand, subcategory or subbrand. The inform, tion in the master . .,.,Vi.) 

1nanufacturing record shall be based upon <lei ined tobacco : (),cP:;4, , 
product developn1ent and manufa.cturing seal, :-up processes.;_' ) .'f;;tj:1/ 

• "ensure that controls utilized in the tobacco p ·oduct 'J!' 
development and manufacturing scale-up pro· ;esses are 
appropriate" for the category of tobacco prod 1ct. 

• "'establish and maintain procedures to ensure 1 batch or lot 
1nanufacture record is prepared for each batcl or lot of a tobacco 
product"; including ''records demonstrating ti at the tobacco 
product in the batch or lot was manufactured n accordance with 
the master manufacturing record." 

Re ie r to the propos.:d GMP for the comple te requirements 

I <J Industry St<1keholde1 l'res.:ntation to Cl I' on Proposed G\,Jf', 05 0:2 12 
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-Pr.-•poscd GMP Rcgulatio11s: 
Illustrative Exarnplcs 

• Subpart K --- I-labeling and Packaging ()perations 

- Requires numufacturers to "establish and maint1in a process to 
control labeling and packaging activities": 

• Printing and application of labels to finish cc tobacco products 

• Ensuring labels received from suppliers con arm to label 
specifications 

• Preventing mix-ups 

• Assuring numbers, codes or markings used t J identify the 
tobacco product batch or lot are adequately ; _pplied 

Rekr lo the proposed UMP for lhc corn pl etc requirements 

20 lmlustiy Stah:holdcr Presentation to C"I I' on 1'1oposcd (,Mi's 05.02.12 
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P1·c,pc)sed GlVIP Regulatio11: 
Illustrative Exa 1nples 

• Subpart M - Complaints 
('otnplair~t means any written, electronic, or oral commur ication received by the 
ti5t5acc'o-product manufacturer that alleges a deficiency re ated to the quality of a 
finished tobacco product. 

Requires that "quality assurance or other qualified person 1el": 

• "review all complaints to determine whether the comr laint involves a 
reasonable probability that a finished tobacco product contains a 
manufacturing or other defect not or~inaril_Y. <.:Q11tai11_e( in the same category 
of tobacco products on the mad<ef1Ji;,iLw6uld <.:c1L1se ai acutt\ serious, adverse 
health co~sequence not otherwise associated with use of the same cat.eiory of 
tobacco pnmucts; • re, 

• evaluate the need fcff an investigation; and 

• where appropriate investigate any complaint that invo ves an acute, serious, 
adverse health consequence not otherwise associated , vith use of the same 
category of tobacco products, unless such investigatio 1 has already been 
performed for a similar complaint and another investi; ation is not 
necessary." 

Defines required complaint records. 

Refer to the proposed <1MP for the complete requirements 

21 lnduslt) Stakd10lder Pn::sentatmn to C rP on Proposi:d UMPs 05.02.12 
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Proposecl GMP Regulatio11: 
Effective Date 

• GMP regulations would take effect a rninimum of tW_Q~_yearsJ'ron1 
publication of the final rule in the Federal Registe :_ - ,ue,.<, ;,.,,.,._;,__ -/-(_) _,:, iLn·-

~"}1.A--,;,,._,. f-r:f r:.t ---.;/!·Cfl'i ;<.., 

• The proposed effective date provides a reaso~?J:>le _J2yriud of time for 
manufacturers to confonn to the good 1naniiiactur ng practices 
required herein. 

• The period of ti1ne to con1ply is based on the differences in the 
manner in which the different types of tobacco products have 
historically been produced, the financial resource~ of the different 
tobacco product manufacturers, the state of their existing 
1nanufacturing facilities, and a consideration of wliat would constitute 
a reasonable period ofti1ne to comply with the re, uirements in this 
Part. 

,,-.-· 

.. //' 
• SmalLtQbac_c;.Q_!nanufacturers as defined by Sectio 1 900(16) of the ~1 i-v::: , · 

FSPTCA.are nofreqi.lfre·crto coinply with the GM) regulation for at .i ,;.1Y\ 
least 4 years (oil owing the effective date of the re! ;ulation (See ",~_.:>-:;;> 
Section -906(e)(] )(B)(v)) 22 

~2 Industry Stakeholdc1 1'1csent<1lio11 to C rP on !'l()pos~d GMI', 05 02 12 
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- - - . . 
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From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Good morning! 

BautJsta Andrea 
Aikin Ann· Bautista Andrea; Boocker Nanc;v· Buckler Beth · faranda Qayid· ~ ' Clarence CGrayson\· 
Gerrity Kevin I · Gok!man Jara P: Griffiths CbciStOPbec * · Kaneva Qiana; ~ ~; fecdue Jr, Poul· ~ 
UaW; Raafat p;na· Richter patrjcia; Schmidt Rachael· Ja'iloc Larry: Tobias unds.JY; wana. Emil P· 
Weiter:sbausen Joanna; WbiPP Valerie 
5/2/12 Industry Meeting 
Friday, April 27, 2012 10:05: 12 AM 

)ion-responsive 

The foUowiooJink bas ,aJisLofJ b~ndudru fnllc._,;: :atl..-nninn n<>_,d,.l•, ...... . ., -<>At.in an,j the proposed 
agenda : non-responsive As :,oon as I receive 

industry'., p1c:.c:111auu11 , 1 w 1111,;n 1..01c:11e--·11 10 me 1eam. 

Also. if you plan to participate via phone, please let me know. I will be setting up a dial-in number 
shortly. 

Thanks! 

A 



from: 
To: 

S..bject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Good morning! 

Bautista Andrea 
Aikin Ann; Bautista Andrea; Boocker Nancy: Buckler Beth· faranda Davjd; ~ · aarenc;e <Grayson>· 
Ciecritv Kevin J· Goldman Jara P: Griffiths Cbrtst:oabec • · Kaneva Piaoa · tlwlYen.. ~ Petdue Jr Paul· erilZ. 
t:iaW; Raafat Pina· Richter patncta: Schmidt Rachael· Tavtor Larry: Tobias. Ljnds1Y,; Wang Eooil P: 
we;tershauseo Joanna; WbiPP vaierte 
04/27/2012 TPMP Meeting Minutes and Updates re: 5/2/2012 Industry Meeting 
TueSt1ay, May 01, 2012 10:31:17 AM 
May 2 2012 Jndystry Stakeholder Presentation to OP on Proposed GMPs Qdf 

Here is a link to the meeting minutes from last week's IP...Me..meetina: 
non-responsive 

Also, please find attached a copy of tomorrow's presentation: 
non-responsive 

Thanks! 
A 



From: 
To: 
subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

FYI. 

Boocker Nancy 
Buckler Beth 
FW: RJR GMP PDF 
Wednesday, January 11, 2012 2:35:06 PM 

RJR GMP pdf html 

From: Bautista, Andrea 

Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 2:31 PM 

To: Boocker, Nancy; Faranda, David; Raafat, Dina; Shillingford, Mahala 

Subject: RJR GMP PDF 

Happy reading! 
Thanks, 
A 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Chernaik Beverly 
Boocker Nancy- Buckler Beth 
FW: RJR Letter re: PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICES REGULATION 
Friday, December 16, 2011 4:02:52 PM 

JC CQYER.pdt.html 

From: Henig, Anne M 
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 3:09 PM 
To: Deyton, Lawrence; Chernaik, Beverly; Simoneau, Ann; Ashley, David; Hertz, Aniy; Elliott, Kimberly 
A.; Husten, Corinne; Lindblom, Eric 
Cc: CTP EXECSEC; Oarke, Elizabeth; Beach, carter; Gu, Michael; Weitershausen, J(·anna 
Subject: RJR Letter re: PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GOOD MANUFAcnJRING PRACTICES 
REGULATION 

FYI to all, CTP received the attached letter from RJR today. As a result of Bopper's 
suggestion at the December Stakeholder Discussion series. RJR and various 
tobacco industry stakeholders are working collaboratively to develop GMPs. The 
stakeholders plan to provide CTP their proposed GMP regulations in January 2012 
and will include a formal meeting request with their proposal. 

}Inne 'M.. Jfenig 
Office of the Center Director 
Center for Tobacco Products/FDA 
anne.henig@fda.hhs.gov 
301-796-9212 



  

 
   

	    
     

   
    
   

   
 

  
 

  

     
        

          
        

      
      

	       
 

      

            
            

           
             

            
            

          
              

            
             

            
            

      
           

       

           
             




   

             
              
             

              
           

              
               

 

  

 
     

    
     

	      
      
            

  
   

    
  


 




 


 
  

  

 
 



    
 

      
       

 

    

  
  
     

   

  
    
    
   
     

      

       
      

     

    
     

    

  

   

  
    

     

  
  

      

      
  
   
    
      

   



    
 

      

     
 

     

     
 

      

   
 
   
 

     

   
 
 
 

   

     
 
  
 

     

 
 
  
 
 
 

    



PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

Subpart A - General Provisions 

XXX:.1 Applicability 

(a) Except as provided by paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, you are subject to this Part if you 
manufacture, pack, label, repackage, relabel, store, or import cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, roll
your-own tobacco, smokeless tobacco, or any other tobacco products that the Secretary by 
regulations deems subject to this Part, for sale or distribution in any State or territory of the 
United States, the District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The requirements 
in this part are intended to protect the public health by requiring the manufacture of tobacco 
products utilizing practices that protect against manufacturing defects not ordinarily contained in 
tobacco products that present a risk of injury beyond the risks generally posed by the same 
category of tobacco products. If you engage in only some operations subject to the requirements 
of this Part, and not in others, you need only comply with those requirements applicable to the 
operations in which you are engaged. 

(b) The requirements pertaining to storing tobacco products shall not apply to you if you are 
storing those tobacco products at a retail establishment for the sole purpose of retail sale to 
individuals for personal consumption, including facilities where self-service displays of tobacco 
products are permitted. 

(c) The requirements of this Part shall not apply to producers of tobacco leaf, including tobacco 
growers, tobacco warehouses, and tobacco grower cooperatives, except to the extent such 
producer of tobacco leafis engaged in an activity specified in paragraph (a) of this section or is 
controlled by a tobacco product manufacturer. A producer of tobacco leaf who grows tobacco 
under a contract with a tobacco product manufacturer and who is not otherwise engaged in the 
manufacturing process shall not be subject to this Part. The 'requirements of this Part shall not 
apply to distributors as defined by Section 900(7) of the Tobacco Control Act if the distributor is 
not also a tobacco product manufacturer and is not controlled by a tobacco product manufacturer. 

( d) Any person who wishes to petition for a permanent or temporary exemption or variance from 
any requirement of this Part is subject to the requirements of Section 906(e)(2) of the Tobacco 
Control Act. Petitions for an exemption or variance shall be submitted according to the 
procedures set forth in 10.30 of this chapter, the United States Food and Drug Administration's 
administrative procedures. 

XXX.3 Definitions 

The definitions and interpretations of terms in Section 201 of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the Act) apply to such terms when used in this Part. For the purpose of this Part, 
the following definitions also apply: 

Batch or lot means any specific quantity or manufacturing period of a tobacco product defined 
as a batch or lot by a tobacco product manufacturer in the master manufacturing record that is 
intended to meet the same specifications. · 

Complaint means any written, electronic, or oral communication received by the tobacco 
product manufacturer that alleges a deficiency related to the quality of a finished tobacco 

Page 3 of 16 



     

 

             
      

            
                
             

      

            
         

                
       

           
              

           

               
   

            
           

                  
               

   

            
         

                 
               
               
 

              

               
              

 

             
 

            
                

    



     

            

                
              
        

            
             

      

               
              

               
                 
   

            
             

         

     

              
              

   

  

            
             

 

    

           
             

    

            
           

           
           

           
           

           
              

    



    
 

   

             
             
         

     

             
            
        

             
          

             
            

              
               

      

       

                
  

              
           

            
              

                 
       

   

                  
                  

 

                
  

              
             

              
        

   



    
 

   

                
                

                   
                 

              
              

     

                 
   

             

              
        

               
         

               
               

            
              

          
   

                 
             

              

             
             

         

              
 

      

             

              
       

    



    
 

              
             
       

     

    

              
                

   

            

              
                

          

        

   

         

                
            

               
           

          
    

           

             
    

          

     

             
  

              
 

          

   



     

             
              

                 
       

               
           

               
      

              
    

               
                

        

    

  

               
        

            
              

              
            

                 
              

            

            
              
              

           
          

    

  

              
           

              
           

    



    
 

              
             

              

    

                
    

                
      

                 
         

           

     

  

            
             

  

             
                

             
            

                
             

  

            
                 
              

     

      

      

             
           

               

    



     

           
     

             

            
   

              
 

              
            

  

              
             
              

    

   

           
            
      

    

             
            

             
            

           
             
    

  

         
 

    

            
 

    



     

             
   

       

               
                

               
                  
             

     

       

       

               
      

             
             

               
           

      

      

              
         

             
        

             
          

         

          

      

          

      

    



     

     

      

                
           

          

            
              

             
     

               
               
             

             
         

            
          

              
              

             
         

             
                
     

               
              

              
 

           

             
 

     

          

              

    



    
 

      

   
 

            
 

                 
            

                
  

             
 

               
               

             
            

        

    

              
        

     

    

             
           

   

             
          

      

       

           

      

              

    



PROPOSED TOBACCO PRODUCT GMP REGULATION 

Subpart M -Complaints 

XXX.160 Review and Investigation of Complaints 

Quality assurance or other qualified personnel shall: 

(a) Review all complaints to determine whether the complaint involves a reasonable probability 
that a finished tobacco product contains a manufacturing or other defect not ordinarily contained 
in the same category of tobacco products on the market that would cause an acute, serious, 
adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same category of tobacco 
products; 

(b) Evaluate the need for an investigation; and 

( c) Where appropriate investigate any complaint that involves an acute, serious, adverse health 
consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same category of tobacco products, unless 
such investigation has already been performed for a similar complaint and another investigation 
is not necessary. 

XXX.165 Required Records 

(a) You shall make and keep the following complaint records: 

( 1) Procedures for fulfilling the requirements of this subpart. 

(2) A record of every complaint. The record of the complaint shall include, where available, the 
following: 

(i) The name and description of the finished tobacco product; 

(ii) The batch, lot, or control number of the finished tobacco product; 

(iii) The date the complaint was received and the name, address, or telephone number of the 
complainant; 

(iv) The nature of the complaint including, if known, how the finished tobacco product was used; 

(v) The reply to the complainant, if any; and 

(vi) The identification of the person receiving the complaint. 

(3) Where complaints are investigated, the record of the investigation shall include: 

(i) A record of the investigational activities performed; and 

(ii) The findings of the investigation and follow up action(s) taken as a result of the investigation 

Page 15 of 16 




 

     

     

  

            

                

               
              
             

             
                

             
      

               
              

             
      

   

                    
        

  

              
               
 

  

    
 

    



 


 
   

 

 
 



      
 

      
       

 

      

            
           

            
              

                  
              

              
       

     

  

                
             

              
               

            
           

    

              
           

              
            
              
                

             
              

            
                

             
             

               
                

              
               

    

   



       

              
             

               
               

                
                 
                 

                
                 

              
              
        

             
            

             
             

               
              

             
                

               
            
               

                
              

   

               
            

             
                

             
             

            
              

         

            
             

              
               

                   

    



      
 

            
               

         

             
              

              
            

       

            
             

            
                 

           
             

             
            

     

              
              

               
               

            
               

             
              

                
               

            

              
              

            
              

               
                

         
       

            
               

           

  



       

            
             

             
              

               
              

   

    

   

              
              

                
             
             

                 
             

             
             

                 
                

 

  

             
                 

                
      

               
                
               
            

            

              
             

             
                
                 

               

   



       

                
            

                 
            

               
               
 

              
              

                
           

                
              
        

               
            

            
               

             
            

             
  

   

            
            

             
                

                 
          

             
             

            
 

      

              
               

                

    



       

               
              

             
             

  

           
              

              
           

              
               

 

               
                 

              
           

              
    

     

           
             

             
             

             
              

       

    

            
            

            
             
              
                

           
               

             

    



       

    

           
             

                
          

             
             
                

           
     

     

              
               
               

                
  

            
                 

              
              

               
             

              
                

              
             
                 

             
             

 

      

              
             

                
          

             
               

   



       

               
              

            

              
           
             

          
            
           

             
   

                  
             

           
             

      

      

              
              

            
              
             

              
                  

      

     

                
              

              
        

                
              

            
             

             
               

             

   



      
 

           
               
                

             
             

                
 

      

               
            

              
              

            
             
     

     

           
              

  

              
                

             
             

            
             

             
               

             
            

              
             
              

              
              

              
             
                

          

    



       

  

                  
            

               
                 

              
            

             
         

    





 

 
  

	   

     
    

    
   

   
  

  
 

   

     
    

          
        

      
      

	       
     

 
      

             
            

            
           

           
               

           
            

             

            
            

               
              
            
          

            
             

           



. . 

respectfully request a 2-hour meeting to discuss the proposed cGMP regulations and preamble 
attended by you and any other appropriate CTP representatives and representatives from the 
Companies. We will identify the specific Companies' representatives that plan to participate at 
least one week prior to the meeting. The Companies propose the following general agenda: 

• Introductions and meeting objectives 

• The Companies' approach to developing the proposed cGMP regulations and preamble 

• Overview of the proposed cGMP regulations and preamble 

• Discussion with CTP, including addressing CTP's questions regarding the proposed 
cGMP regulations and preamble. 

Any planned presentations will be submitted to CTP at least one week prior to the meeting. In 
addition, should CTP wish to provide the Companies with questions in advance of the meeting, 
we will be prepared to address them. 

The Companies are committed to working with the Agency to establish appropriate 
cGMP regulations for tobacco product manufacturers and look forward to discussing this matter 
with CTP. RJRT will contact you in the upcoming weeks to schedule a meeting at your earliest 
convenience. If you require any additional information or have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

cc: Lawrence R. Deyton, M.D., M.S.P.H 
David L. Ashley, Ph.D., CAPT, USPHS 

Respectfully Submitted, 

James E. Swauger, Ph.D., 
Vice President- Regulatory Oversight 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 

James E. Dillard, Ill, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs, Altria Client Services 
Lorillard, Inc. 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. 
Swedish Match North America 
SMARTI Coalition 
Liggett Group LLC 
Vector Tobacco Inc. 
National Tobacco Company, L.P. 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
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r!IDIO·., l4 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 
Center for Tobacco Products 
9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rod<ville MD 20850-3229 

June 15, 2012 

James E. Swauger, Ph.D., DABT 
Vice President - Regulatory Oversight 
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
401 N. Main St. 
P.O. Box 2959 
Winston-Salem, NC 27102 

Re: May 2, 2012 Industry Stakeholder Presentation to the Center for Tobacco Products 

Dear Dr. Swauger: 

Enclosed please find minutes to the May 2, 2012 meeting regarding proposed good manufacturing 
practices for tobacco products, with attachments (presentation slides and attendee list). Please 
ensure all who attended receive a copy of this correspondence. Feel free to contact me if you have 
any questions. I can be reached at 301-796-5533 or via email at 
Joanna.Weitershausen@fda.hhs.gov. 

Enclosures: 
(1) Meeting Minutes 
(2) Presentation Slides 
(3) Attendee List 

oanna Weitershausen 
Enforcement and Manufacturing Group 
Office of Compliance and Enforcement 
Center for Tobacco Products 



Industry Stakeholder Presentation to CTP 
Proposed Good Manufacturing Practices for Tobacco Products 
May 2, 2012 

Ann Simoneau, Center for Tobacco Products, Office of Compliance and Enforcement 
Ms. Simoneau explained that the purpose of the meeting was to provide an opportunity 
for industry to present their proposed GMP regulation to CTP. She explained that, 
because FDA rulemaking is conducted in a manner consistent with the Administrative 
Procedure Act, under which all members of the public are offered an opportunity to 
participate, CTP could not engage in any kind of substantive discussion of the merits of 
the proposal or any other matter regarding the development of the regulation. She 
explained that there will be other opportunities for stakeholders to provide additional 
information and comments to FDA during the rulemaking process. 

Dr. Charles Garner, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
Dr. Garner presented slides 1-5, which included the objectives of the meeting, the 
developmental process for the proposed GMP regulation, the industry stakeholders in 
support of the proposed GMP regulation, and the statutory requirements for the GMP 
regulation. 

Pamela Lieberman, Altria Client Services 
Ms. Lieberman presented slides 6-23. She described the purposes of the industry
proposed GMP regulation: the inherent risks associated with tobacco products require 
that the GMP regulation for tobacco products differ from the cGMPs for drugs and 
medical devices. She stated that, unlike drugs and medical devices, the tobacco product 
GMPs cannot require tobacco manufacturers to assure their products are sa fe and/or 
effective. Rather, she explained, tobacco product GMPs are to "assure that the public 
health is protected and that the tobacco product is manufactured in compliance" with the 
FSPTCA. Accordingly, Ms. Lieberman explained that the purpose of the proposed GMP 
regulation is to assure that tobacco products are not contaminated and not adulterated or 
misbranded. 

Further, Ms. Lieberman described how the inherent variability of tobacco requires 
tobacco manufacturers to periodically adjust the tobacco blend in a product in order to 
maintain product consistency. Accordingly, according to Ms. Lieberman, another 
purpose of the proposed GMP regulation is to allow manufacturers flexibility in the 
activities associated with tobacco product manufacturing while assuring all such activities 
are conducted in a controlled manner. 

Ms. Lieberman described how the proposed rule covered areas in which the stakeholders 
found common ground. She then provided a brief overview of several subparts of the 
proposed GMP regulation, including general provisions, personnel, physical plant and 
grounds, equipment and utensils, manufacture and process controls, labeling and 
packaging operations, complaints. For example, Ms. Lieberman described how the 
proposed GMP regulation: 



• Provides definitions for select terms such as "batch or lot," "contaminant," 
quality," or "specification." She explained that the definitions were written to 
cover a wide variety of tobacco products. 

• Requires a manufacturer to provide adequate resources to comply with the 
regulations, including personnel designated to have certain quality assurance 
responsibility and authority. 

• Would not require a formal quality control unit, so personnel can have 
overlapping responsibilities (dietary supplements approach) 

• Includes requirements necessary to protect against contamination 
• Incorporates HACCP principles (section 114) 
• Requires manufacturers to use equipment and utensils that are of appropriate 

design, construction, and workmanship to enable them to be suitable for their 
intended use and to be adequately cleaned and properly maintained 

• Requires manufacturers to develop, conduct, control, and monitor manufacturing 
processes to ensure that tobacco products conform to specifications 

• Requires manufacturers to establish and maintain a process to control labeling and 
packaging activities 

• Requires that quality assurance or other qualified personnel review all complaints 
and, where appropriate, investigate any complaint that involves an acute, serious, 
adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same 
category of tobacco products. Ms. Lieberman stated that this language is 
consistent with FDCA section 909's mandatory recall and reporting requirements. 

Lastly, Ms. Lieberman discussed the statute's requirement for the effective date of the 
future GMP regulation. She said that the regulation would take effect a minimum of two 
years from the publication of the final rule in the Federal Register and that small tobacco 
manufacturers would not be required to comply for at least 4 years following the effective 
date of the regulation. 

Ann Simoneau, Center for Tobacco Products, Office of Compliance and Enforcement 
Ms. Simoneau explained that CTP is educating itself about the GMPs of the other 
Centers, but that we are not bound by what other Centers have done. She also explained 
that, although there is currently no docket or proposed rule associated with the 906( e) 
regulation to date, industry is encouraged to share additional data and science with the 
FDA. 

Questions and Answers 
Following the presentation, there was a short question and answer period. Following 
that, the meeting was adjourned. 
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Proposed Good Manufacturing Practices 
for Tobacco Products: 

Industry Stakeholder Presentation to CTP 

May 2, 2012 



Meeting Objectives 
• Share with CTP: 

- The process the industry stakeholders used to develop the proposed 
GMP 

- Industry stakeholder perspective on the proposed GMP and preamble 

• Help the industry stakeholders understand the CTP' s current 
thinking on the process and timing for the development of tobacco 
product GMPs 

• Begin a dialogue with CTP on development of tobacco product 
GMPs 

2 



Developmental Process for Proposed 
GMP Regulation 

• Diverse group of stakeholders including large and small 
manufacturers and suppliers 

• Began initial discussions spring-2011 to develop a GMP approach 
appropriate for tobacco product manufacturing 

• Considered the scope and range of both tobacco products and 
manufacturing processes 

• Submitted proposed GMP regulation and preamble to the Agency, 
January 10, 2012 

• In the ensuing period, other tobacco product manufacturers and 
suppliers have been supportive of this approach 

• General consensus-current version appropriate for tobacco 
products 

3 



Supporting Industry Stakeholders 

• R.J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company 

• Santa Fe Natural Tobacco 
Company, Inc. 

• American Snuff Company, 
LLC 

• Altria Client Services on 
behalf of Philip Morris USA 
Inc. and U.S. Smokeless 
Tobacco Company 

• Lorillard, Inc. 
• Commonwealth Brands, Inc 
• Liggett Group LLC 

• The SMARTT Coalition, 
which includes Nat 
Sherman, Commonwealth 
Brands, Inc. Japan Tobacco 
International, King Maker 
Marketing, Inc. 

• Vector Tobacco Inc. 
• National Tobacco 

Company, L.P. 
• Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
• Swedish Match North 

America 
• CITMA 
• Mundet 
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Statutory Requirements for GMP 
Regulation 

• The FSPTCA * requires that the FDA prescribe regulations (which 
may differ based on the type of tobacco product involved) 
requiring that the methods used in, and the facilities and controls 
used for, the manufacture, preproduction design validation 
(including a process to assess the performance of a tobacco 
product), packing and storage of tobacco products conform to (i) 
cGMPs or (ii) hazard analysis and critical control point 
methodology ("HACCP"). 

* Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act ("FDCA") Section 906(e), as amended by 
the Fami ly Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act ("FSPTCA"). 

5 



Proposed GMP Regulation and 
Preamble 

• The proposed GMP Regulation is intended to meet the statutory 
requirements of the FSPTCA and draw from existing cGMP 
regulations where controls were deemed appropriate 

• The proposed GMP Regulation provides direction without a high 
degree of specificity, requiring a controlled manufacturing process 
but allowing each manufacturer discretion as to the types of 
controls and level of control ( e.g. specifications) 

• Such flexibility will also allow manufacturers to adopt additional 
controls in the future in the event tobacco product standards are 
promulgated by the FDA 
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Proposed GMP Preamble 
• Background and Related Information 

Purpose 

Inherent risks associated with the use of tobacco products 

Inherent variability of tobacco products 

• Proposed Rule 

Rationale for key tobacco-related definitions 

Explanation of key elements of the "proposed rule" 
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Proposed GMP Regulation 
• Unlike the FDA cGMPs for drugs and medical devices, the 

proposed GMP regulations for tobacco products are not meant to 
assure the "safety and effectiveness" of a tobacco product ( as 
those terms are traditionally used by FDA) - because of the 
inherent risks associated with the use of different categories of 
tobacco products - but rather to "assure that the public health is 
protected and that the tobacco product is manufactured in 
compliance" with the Act. Tobacco Control Act, §906(e)(l). 
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Purpose of Proposed GMP 
Regulation 

• To protect the public health by providing assurance that tobacco 
products are not contaminated (prohibiting the introduction of 
substances in the tobacco product not ordinarily contained in 
tobacco products that present a risk of injury beyond that 
generally posed by the same category of tobacco product); 

• To provide assurance that the manufacturing of tobacco products 
does not result in such products being adulterated or misbranded; 
and 

• To allow tobacco product manufacturers the flexibility to 
manufacture, label, pack, and store tobacco products to account 
for different categories of tobacco products, different 
manufacturing processes, and the inherent variability of tobacco, 
while assuring all such activities are conducted in a controlled 
manner. 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Inherent Risks of Tobacco Products 

• Underpinning the proposed GMP regulation for tobacco products 
is an acknowledgement that the U.S. Surgeon General and other 
public health authorities have identified certain inherent risks 
associated with the use of different categories of such products. 

• When Congress enacted the Tobacco Control Act, it acknowledged 
such inherent risks but did not ban such products, clearly stating 
that the intent of the act was "to continue to permit the sale of 
tobacco products to adults." Tobacco Control Act, §907(d)(3)(A). 

• Thus the GMP regulation for tobacco product manufacturers must 
take into account that tobacco products have inherent risks. 

• Unlike drugs and medical devices, the tobacco product GMPs 
cannot require tobacco manufacturers to assure their products are 
safe and/or effective as those terms are traditionally used by FDA. 

-
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Inherent Variability of Tobacco Products 

• Tobacco is of an agricultural origin and therefore tobacco products 
are subject to natural variation. 

• Tobacco product manufacturers must use a combination of science 
and art to (1) achieve a tobacco blend that delivers a distinctive 
adult tobacco product consumer experience, and (2) adjust the 
blend to maintain consistency of that tobacco product to account 
for natural tobacco variability. 

• FDA acknowledged that tobacco manufacturers are "required" to 
periodically adjust the tobacco blend in a product "to address the 
natural variation of tobacco ... in order to maintain a consistent 
product" in a recent guidance document.* 

• Center For Tobacco Products , Guidance For Industry And FDA Staff: Section 905(j) Reports: 
Demonstrating Substantial Equivalence For Tobacco Products 4 (2011). 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Subparts 

A. General Provisions 

B. Personnel 

C. Physical Plant and Grounds 

D. Equipment and Utensils 

E. Document Controls 

F. Purchasing Controls 

G. Identification and Traceability 

H. Manufacture and Process Controls 

I. Evaluation and Acceptance 
Activities 

J. Nonconforming Tobacco Product 

K. Labeling and Packaging 
Operations 

L. Holding and Distribution 

M. Complaints 

N. Records and Recordkeeping 



I 

Subpart A: General Provisions 
XXX.3 Definitions 

• Batch or Lot • Package 

• Complaint • Pest 

• Contact Surface • Physical Plant 

• Contaminant • Quality 

• Finished tobacco product • Reprocessing 

• Import • Rework 

• In-process tobacco product • Specification 

• Label • Tobacco Product 

• Master Manufacturing Record • Tobacco Product Manufacturer 

• Material 
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Proposed GMP Regulation: 
XXX.3 Definitions - Select Terms 

• "Batch or lot means any specific quantity or manufacturing period of a 
tobacco product defined as a batch or lot by a tobacco product 
manufacturer in the master manufacturing record that is intended to 
meet the same specifications." 

• "Contaminant means any added substance not ordinarily contained in 
tobacco products that presents a risk of injury beyond the risks 
generally posed by the same category of tobacco products. 
Contaminate or Contamination refers to a contaminant in a tobacco 
product, material, packaging, or on a contact surface." 

• "Quality means that the tobacco product meets the manufacturer's 
specifications and is not contaminated." 

• "Specification means any requirement defined as a specification by a 
tobacco product manufacturer in the master manufacturing record to 
which a finished or in-process tobacco product or manufacturing 
process must conform." 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 14 



Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart B - Personnel 

- Requires a manufacturer to "provide adequate resources, including 
persom1el, to comply with the regulations and, specifically, 
personnel designated to have certain quality assurance 
responsibility and authority." 

- For example, "quality assurance personnel shall assure all 
components, in-process materials, packaging materials, labels, and 
tobacco products meet specifications, as appropriate, and are not 
contaminated." 

- Requires a manufacturer to "establish and maintain requirements 
for the health, cleanliness, personal practices, and clothing of 
personnel if contact between such personnel and tobacco product, 
packaging, or materials could reasonably be expected to result in 
contamination." 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 15 



Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart C - Physical Plant and Grounds 
- Includes requirements necessary to protect against contamination 

for: 
• Grounds, 
• Physical plant facilities, 
• Cleaning compounds, pesticides and other toxic chemicals, 
• Pest control, 
• Water supply, 
• Plumbing, bathrooms and hand-washing facilities, 
• Trash disposal, 
• Sanitation Supervisors 

- Requires establishment of procedures for cleaning and pest 
control. 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 16 



Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart D -Equipment and Utensils 

- Requires manufacturers to "use equipment and utensils that are of 
appropriate design, construction, and workmanship to enable them 
to be suitable for their intended use and to be adequately cleaned 
and properly maintained." 

- Establishes requirements for "instruments or controls used in the 
manufacturing or holding of tobacco products, packaging, and 
materials that are used to measure, regulate, or record any 
information that is necessary to determine conformance with 
specifications or protect against contamination." 

- Requires that manufacturers establish and maintain procedures 
and maintain records for such controls ( e.g. calibration). 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 17 



Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart H - Manufacture and Process Controls 
- Requires manufacturers to: 

• "develop, conduct, control and monitor manufacturing 
processes to ensure that tobacco products conform to 
specifications." 

• "establish and maintain procedures for changes to a 
specification, process or procedure." 

• "establish specifications for any point, step or stage in the 
manufacturing process where necessary to ensure that the 
fmished tobacco product is manufactured, packaged and 
labeled as intended by the manufacturer." 

• "conduct manufacturing operations in accordance with 
adequate sanitation principles and take necessary precautions to 
prevent contamination" ( e.g. application of HACCP concepts). 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 18 



Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart H - Manufacture and Process Controls -continued 
- Requires manufacturers to: 

• "prepare and approve a master manufacturing record for each 
tobacco product manufactured as distinguished by category, 
brand, subcategory or subbrand. The information in the master 
manufacturing record shall be based upon defined tobacco 
product development and manufacturing scale-up processes." 

• "ensure that controls utilized in the tobacco product 
development and manufacturing scale-up processes are 
appropriate" for the category of tobacco product. 

• "establish and maintain procedures to ensure a batch or lot 
manufacture record is prepared for each batch or lot of a tobacco 
product"; including "records demonstrating that the tobacco 
product in the batch or lot was manufactured in accordance with 
the master manufacturing record." 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 19 



Proposed GMP Regulations: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart K - Labeling and Packaging Operations 

- Requires manufacturers to "establish and maintain a process to 
control labeling and packaging activities": 

• Printing and application of labels to finished tobacco products 
• Ensuring labels received from suppliers conform to label 

specifications 

• Preventing mix-ups 
• Assuring numbers, codes or markings used to identify the 

tobacco product batch or lot are adequately applied 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 20 



Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Illustrative Examples 

• Subpart M - Complaints 
- Complaint means any written, electronic, or oral communication received by the 

tobacco product manufacturer that alleges a deficiency related to the quality of a 
finished tobacco product. 

- Requires that "quality assurance or other qualified personnel": 
• "review all complaints to determine whether the complaint involves a 

reasonable probability that a finished tobacco product contains a 
manufacturing or other defect not ordinarily contained in the same category 
of tobacco products on the market that would cause an acute, serious, adverse 
health consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same category of 
tobacco products; 

• evaluate the need for an investigation; and 
• where appropriate investigate any complaint that involves an acute, serious, 

adverse health consequence not otherwise associated with use of the same 
category of tobacco products, unless such investigation has already been 
performed for a similar complaint and another investigation is not 
necessary." 

- Defines required complaint records. 

Refer to the proposed GMP for the complete requirements 21 



Proposed GMP Regulation: 
Effective Date 
• GMP regulations would take effect a minimum of two years from 

publication of the final rule in the Federal Register. 

• The proposed effective date provides a reasonable period of time for 
manufacturers to conform to the good manufacturing practices 
required herein. 

• The period of time to comply is based on the differences in the 
manner in which the different types of tobacco products have 
historically been produced, the financial resources of the different 
tobacco product manufacturers, the state of their existing 
manufacturing facilities, and a consideration of what would constitute 
a reasonable period of time to comply with the requirements in this 
Part. 

• Small tobacco manufacturers as defined by Section 900(16) of the 
FSPTCA are not required to comply with the GMP regulation for at 
least 4 years following the effective date of the regulation (See 
Section 906(e){l)(B)(v)) 22 



Questions? 
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( DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
r/1-' ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

January 26, 2012 

James E. Swauger, Ph.D., DABT 
Vice President - Regulatory Oversight 
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
401 N. Main St. 
P.O. Box 2959 
Winston-Salem, NC 27102 

Food and Drug Administmion 
Center for Tobacw Products 

9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockville, MD 208S0-3229 

Re: Proposed Tobacco Product Good Manufacturing Practices Regulation and Request for 
Meeting 

Dear Dr. Swauger: 

This letter acknowledges the Center for Tobacco Products' (CTP) receipt of your "Proposed 
Tobacco Product Good Manufacturing Practices Regulations and Request for Meeting," dated 
January 10, 2012. After we have had the opportunity to review the documents, CTP will contact 
you regarding your meeting request. 

If you have any questions please contact Emil Wang at 301-796-9244 or at 
Emil. Wang@fda.hhs.gov. 

Ann Simo eau, J.D. 
Director 
Office qf Compliance and Enforcement 
Center for Tobacco Products 





Ann Simoneau, J.D. and Beverly Chemaik 
June 20, 2012 
Page2 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

cc: Lawrence R. Deyton, M.D., M.S.P.H 
David L. Ashley, Ph.D., CAPT, USPHS 

Respectfully Submitted, 

~~~; 
Vice President - Regulatory Oversight 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 

James E. Dillard, III, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs, Altria Client Services 
Lorillard, Inc. 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. 
Swedish Match North America 
SMARTT Coalition 
Liggett Group LLC 
Vector Tobacco Inc. 
National Tobacco Company, L.P. 
Hail & Cotton, Inc. 
CITMA 
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